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December over, Lady Tops trudge on Kim Pchlke, "enio'gu3'd"rud 
arguably, the most talented balch of some players are beginning to Come 
Lady Toppers ever. • aIoll.nd. She's one of them. After 
VERONICA OXlK Qeft), a freshman from FI1UIklin-Simpooo High 
School, has evolved from a ,pot contributor early in the &eaSOn, li.ke 
against Tennessee Tech in Western', second game, to the Lady Tops' 
starting power forward. She'll get her ICCOnd start Saturday at New 
0<1"",._ , - 3 - 7 J. 
By ERIC WOEHLER / _ _' 
The Daily News '3 ) J,.. 
In one month, they lost a reserve 
point guard, four of six games and , 
perhaps, confidence that they will 
prevail in tight situations. 
Coach Paul Sanderford learns 
Saturday at New Orleans what his 
Lady Toppers gained along the way. 
Mercifully for Western Kentucky 
University's women's basketball 
team, December is over. 
The month got off to an ominous 
start when sopho~ laTonia 
Bland left the team. Though she was 
not a consistent contributor, Bland's 
departure did reduce Western's 
depth at point guard - a position 
further depleted when sophomore 
Kim Warfield injured her Irnoc dur-
ing the Dec. 2 game at Stepben F. 
Austin. 
That game was the tint of two 
straight losses and dropped Western 
out of The Associated Press Top 10. 
The Lady Toppers optoed the 
season at fdUt and had advanced a 
notch after two season-opening 
wins. 
Western did seem to correct some 
of its problems before Ouistmas 
with victories over West Virginia 
and Morehead State. Last weekend's 
Seattle Times/Husky Cassie loom-
ed as an opportunity for the Lady 
Tops to regain the national recogni-
tion they had lost. 
Instead, two upsets later - both 
of them close, both of them to 
unranked teams - Western is 4-4, 
barely hanging in the ,poll at No. 22 
and trying to remind itself that it is, 
Sanderford was probably never so f3o~mg 22 ~int~ in Western 's 77. 
glad to rip a page from the Lady Top " oss to Michigan last Saturday, 
poster calendar in his Diddle Arena I do fee.' beUer. I've had some 
office. good practiceS, and things are com-
" We are getting beuer,",-:---:-________ _ 
Western 's 10th-year coach said ing together some~ 
Thursday before departing with his " But as far as leam confidence -
team for Saturday's 5 p.m. game we've got to win some games. 
with the Bue-kenes. That's not something we can get in 
"But it 's a slow process. What we practice, I don', think. " 
need is some continued success. Un- So, in addition to opening 
fonunately, our schedule does not Western 's Sun Bell Conference 
lend itself to that." season, the game with New Orleans 
After New Orleans, the Lady is critical to the Lady Tops' delicate 
Tops play next on Tuesday in Did- psyche. 
die against fourth-ranked Vander- The Buc-kettes are 5-3 with the 
bilL 
Western is as healthy u it has 
been this season. Forward Debbie 
Scott is near 100 percent, and War-
field shouJd return mid-month. And 
the flu , which limited the effce-
tive~ss of point guards Renee 
Westmoreland and Ida Bowen in 
Seattle, has apparently made the last 
of its roWlds among the Lady Tops. 
How badly injured is Western's 
confidence, though. is something 
Sanderford can't judge. ' 
losses c~ ~t Southern 
Mississippi, Aubwli and Louisiana 
Tech - all three of which at least 
get votes for the AP poll. l..om 
Bresson, a 5-foot-8 senior guard, 
averages 14.3 points a game to lead 
New Orleans. 
Sanderford said Thursday that he 
wouJd likely start Paulette Monroe 
at center, Liesa Lang and Veronica 
Cook at fonftrd and Pehlke and 
"But we've played four really Westmore1an~ in the b&ckcourt. 
close games - two went to over-
time, the others to the last baske(- "You know, you never like to 
and we've lost three of them," he lose' I hate losing," Sanderford 
said. "That didn't happen last year. said " But I reaJly do believe that 
.. After a while, you start to look Seattle was good for our basketball 
up at the scoreboard and say, 'Oh, team. 
gosh, here we go again.' " " I do see some players starting to 
accept responsibility as leaders. I 
see this team pulling togethe~. ~~re 
are some good things happemng. 
, .. , .. 
o • -----~ .. . 
G. o~ , 1-,,:>-- '1;>.. : 
• 
Pehlke leads ,j 
' AN:J .' ¥ ,. 
Western 'WID,;: 
Bella~me .':,:~ 
rolls 91-76 , .
.. , 'iI' 
From AP and Special Dispatche' • 
Kim Pehlke bad, four thtee-point 
goals among her 18 pomts in lead-
ing the No. 22 Western ~ntucky 
women's basketball team past host 
New Orleans 89-72 in I Sun ~~ 
Conference game last nJght 
The outcome left each t~ at 5f 
4. It was the conferepce opener for 
Western, while New Oneansfell to 
0-2. It also broke a two-game losing 
WOMEN 
streak for Western. , 
The Lady Hilltoppen outsco~ 
UNO 15-3 during the final "ll'l' 
minutes of the first balf to ~ 
39-29 lead. They led 81.;i2·wlth CQ 
remaining. .:: 
Uesa Lang added 10 points IJ!IIl 
six rebounds for, Weste'm. ~ 
Western played most of the game 
without starting center Paulettl! 
Monroe, who was ejected for a nil'-
grant loul with 16;11 lelt in the ~ 
haU. • 
• 
Lady Tops win one, may 
1-"--'1;;.. 
WESTERN KENTUCKY 89 
NEW ORLEANS 72 
W.KEHnlCKY [S-4) 
Wf$ImOIelan:j 4-5ll-O 9, Cook ~ 2·2 f , III!rynwl 
0.00-00, P-.. 7·11 0-0 I', e.-t 2-4 2~ I,.b'-
dri ·)-6 2..1 I, Ho:U; ,., .... 6, ~ '-40.1 2, 
SoCII 4-7 0-0 .. t.Imr 2-2 0-0 4, WcnOll ,., 0-02, 
WiIor)).3 1..1 7, ~"7 2-4 10. ToWs 35-651)-20 
n. 
lEW ORWHS 15-4) 
BrMmS42.J 14, Cook4-n N 12. aw.1-I 
4-4'0 P~)..5 2..1 1. 1IritS.1S 1-211 . ,..,...2-4 
oW '0 ........ 0-0 2-.1 2. Wh1WIM:I 1-2 0.2 2. 
HooIrr!1tI2-4 5-e t. TOIIIa 23-5022-30 n. 
IWIIIrr..-W, Kn.dy39, ..... 0rI0wII2II. ~ 
p..-W. K...uty 501 0 {1'wt. .... Cook \-I, 
WtWnoi'ltnI ,.2, JoniIn o-l~ New 0IItw-. ... 
(Ihuon 2-3, Cook 2-6~ FcUtd ~ryr.. R.-
boo.rdt-W. KIf'Il.dI;y 32 (\.MQ I), ..... 010tM'II 25 
(lh$.,;r'1 I). Aui$t_W. Konldy 25 (W.nncrtllncl 
I), New 01t.,.. 13 (BrHlOO, Cook 3~ l ola! Wt-
W. Konldy 22, ..... ~ til. T..:trieff-1oIonw 
(tjeatd). A.-240. 
• • 
By ERIC WOBHU!R 
Daily News Sports Wn'ter 
Paulette Monroe's eligibility for 
the Lady Toppers' next game -
Tuesday in Diddle .Artna against 
fourth-ranked Vandc:rbilt - il in 
question after she wu ejected: from 
Saturday's game at New Orleans. 
The 6-fool4 junior center, the 
leading scorer and rebounder for 
Western Kentucky University' s 
women's basketball team, was 
booted during the first half of the 
Lady Tops' 89-72 win. 
"It was listed by the official as a 
flagrant technical, t. Coach Paul 
Sanderford said "She was ejected 
for taking a swing at a player." 
An NCAA rule stipulates that a 
player ejected from a game for 
fighting be suspended for (lIle game. 
The incident occurred with 16:11 
to go in the half. Sanderford said 
Monroe did swing at New Orleans 
center Robin Martin, but that he did 
DOt see the beginning of the play to · 
know whether Martin swung first at 
Mooroe. 
" I haven' t seen the game film 
yet. " Sanderford said.. "1bat' s 
something we'll have to take a look 
at," 
Sandedord said a copy of the film 
would be sent to the Sun Belt Con· 
ference's supervisor of women's 
basketball officials, AI Link, and 
that he expects a ruling on Monroe's 
eligibility by Monday. 
ose one; Monroe eiected 
The dilemma over Monroe mar-
red an otherwise bright evening for 
the 54 Lady Toppen. The new 
year's first game brought Western a 
new Sun Belt opponent and the old 
Kim Pehl.ke. . 
PehIke's 18 points - three 3-
pointers among them - led the 
Lady Tops. 
One of Western's biggest prob-
lems in a troubled early season has 
been the lack of a consistent offen-
sive lhreaI. Pehlke has been one 
through most of her first three yean 
on the Hill, but her offensive game 
was sluggish in the first seveD 
games of this season. 
After scoring 22 poinlS in 
Western's loss to Michigan a week 
ago, PehIke said her game was laD-
ing into place. The 5-foot-7 senior 
guard apparently was right 
"It's ~ to pull it together," 
Pchlke S8ld after Saturday nipt's 
win. "We were .SOO before to-
night's game, It was a confcrmcc 
game, It was time pick it up and 
start all'over." 
New Orleans is one of the eight 
new memben of the ll-leam SWl 
Belt Conference, fonned thiI sum-
mer by the rllel'ger of the old Amc:ri. 
can South Confcrenc:c and the duee 
schools remaining in the Sun Belt 
after a rash of conference-Switching 
had left the league's existence in 
jeopardy early last year. 
The new Sun Belt boasts three 
women's basketball powen in 
Westem, Louisiana Tech and 
Lamar, lbough New Orlcan.s is not 
one of them, it challenged the Lady 
Tops early in the fint balf Saturday. 
With 7:20 to go in the half, Bue-
kcttc reserve Debbie Payne scored 
her eighth point, making it 26-24 
New Orleans, 
But the Buc-kettes were held 
scoreless during the next four 
minutes as Western', trapping, 
halfcoW1-press defense intensified. 
With aboul 3~ minutes 10 go, 
Renee W cmnorcland intercepted a 
New Orlcaos pau, threw ahead 10 
teammate Ida Bowen, whose layup 
made it 34-26, 'lI .11" 
Pehlke', tbiCd :!-pointer and a pair 
of Debbie Honk free throw, made it 
39-29" 1ho half. 
"I thought there for the last 10 or 
12 minutes of the first half we 
played. really well, It Sanderford 
said. "Our WDe preas was really 
intenso. and Ucsa Lang was just 
tl'1mleDdous. " 
Western ouucored New Orleans 
13-2 durina 1ho oecond half', open-
ing 5~ minute., The Buc.keues 
never threatened, as the Lady Tops 
opened &I wide as a 29-point 
-gin. 
"The key statistic was our 25 
assists," Sanderford said. • 'We 
Cook's nine. 
New Orleans (504) W li 
LoI1lBresson's 14poinlS, 
Next up for W~stem is 
team which will surely f; 
week:' s Associated Press 
losing its last two games. 
Commodores (11-2) 10 
Saturday night to GeOl 
leading by nine in the secOI 
NonCCbc1ess, the gam 
Vandy looms as a biggi 
Lady Tops, panicu1arly if 
their clout with the NCAi 
ment conunittee. 
Despite a rough stan 
Western stumble throug 
December - one of the , 
• • 
DiwyNewssJ;,ruWriter ' I. ," 
Paulette Monroe's eli&ilriUty 'for 
the Lady Toppers' next gube '~ 
Tuesday in Diddle Arena -iPinst 
fowtb-rankod VandelbiIt -..ItJ" • 
question after she was ejectecfrfi 1: 
SarurdaY'sgameatNCw~I' 
The 6.fOO14 junior ceot« ' the 
leading SCOrer and reboUD~ for 
Western Kentucky UnivCnity's 
women's buketball t~t'· was 
booted during the first 'half olitbe 
Lady Tops' 89·72 win: > rll\It 
"II was listed by the official u a 
!la_t toclmical," C<>acll '.Paid 
Sanderford said. "She wu e,kcce(r 
for taJdng a 'wing at a player," L'I) oN 
An NCAA rule stipulates that • 
I 
player ejected from a game for 
fi&b1i'13 be .... pcaded for """ pmc. 
1bC lnciclmt <>eaured ,..;th 16:11 
to II' In 1ho half. _on! laid 
~ ~ swm, II New Orleans 
CC01tt Robm Martin, but that be did 
~ ICC ~ bea;inninS of the play to . 
tiiow _ Martin ......, fin! II 
~. 
"I haven't ICCn the game film 
yet, It SaodcrlOJd said.. "Ibat's 
~. we~ll have to take a look 
~~  said a copy of the film 
Z.~ - to .1ho Sun Belt CoQ-
" 'lUpeIViIOr of women', 
~lketbaU offic::iala, AI Lint. and 
diM be expects a ruling on Monroe', 
eligibility by Mooday. 
onroe eiected I j 
Pchlkc said her game was fall-
into place, The 5·foot-7 senior 
'd apparenUy was right. 
It's time to pull it togCCber," 
Ice said after Saturday night's 
"We were .500 before to-
t's game. It was a conference 
e. It was time pick it up and 
all 'over, .. 
ew Orleans is one of the eight 
members of the II-team Sun 
Conference, fonned this sum-
by the rllel'ger of the old Ameri.-
)outh Conference and the three 
.)is remaining in the SWl Belt 
a rash of conference-switching 
left the league's existence in 
ltdy early last year. 
Ie new Sun Belt boasts three 
women', basketball powen in 
Westem, Loui,iana Tech aod 
Lamar. Though New Orlcana is DOt 
one of them, it c::ballc:oged tho I:.ady 
Tops early in the first balfSaturday. 
With 7:20 to go in the half, Rue-
kette n:secve Debbie Payne ac::ored. 
ber eighth point, making it 26-24 
New Orleans. · . 
But the Buc-kettes WCle held' 
scoreless during the next four 
minutes as Westem's trappioa, 
balfcowt-press defcoso intenlifiod. 
With about 3~ minldCl to SO, 
Renee W cttmoreland iotcrcepted a 
New Orlcaos pay. threw abead JO 
teammate Ida Bo...." ~~ 
made il34-~~{~ -~ 
Pdllke', ~iDI.cr aod & pair 
Cook's nine, 
New~Odeans (5-4) was led by 
~J)~" 14 poinu. 
of Debbie Honk. free tbrQws mado it Next up for Wc;stcm is Vandy, a 
39-29 at the half. I< 4,1 team which 'will swely fall in this 
"I thought there for the Jut 10 or week', Associated Prea:s poll after 
12 minutes of the firIt half ,! wc loaina: iulast two pmCI. The Lady 
played really wc1l." -- . Commodo... (11-2) loot 61-60 
laid. "Our ZOQC ..... . .-u really Satuitlay Ilight to 0.0";' after 
intense, and Licsa Lao, wu juat Iea.d.inj by nine in the sccood half. 
u.mcndous." 
Wcatcm ouuc::orcd New 0rlea0I Nmetbclcas, the pme apinsl 
13-2 durina 1ho oecond balf',opeD- VID!lY 100 ... u • biuic for 1ho 
. So.' The B _ Lady Topt, particularly io ...... of 
mg n rrunute,. uc- their, clout with the ,NCAA Touma-
never threatened, as the Lady Top' meot committee. 
opened as wide as a 29-point 
margin. . Despite a rough start that . saw 
"The key statistic wu out 23 Western stumble through a 24 
assists," Sanderford said. "We Dec::c:mber - one of the two wont 
moved the ball really welL Nobody months in Sanderford's 10 yean at 
really cared who acoJCd II 100&)" Wcstem - 'at IeuC the Lady Tops 
we scored." ,0 iIito'the game against Vandy with 
Westmoreland bad ,ix of tbote lOme momentum. 
ICOMg pasJCI. Rcactv. guanI "Hcy,Ifcc1 bcUcr about this team 
Kristie Iordan bad five, All 14 Lady tooJ.abt than I did yesterday," Sand-
Tops played; all but ICSCIIYO c::coter elford ' said Saturday. "We're still 
Iennifer Berryman scored. After nOl. a ifC&I b .. kethdl tum. But U' s 
Pcblko', 18, W .. /em',lcadlna polnI llb! ! ',old the !:ida after the game: 
totah were Lan,'s 10 i.Dd thli''!i 'tbc f'irIt step In the rtaht eli-
We. tmoreland's · and Voroaica ' RICtion." . '1 
I" '1 
., .' (. , 
M6~r~~~ out for Vandy game; Lady T ~ 'andy game; Lady Tops slide 
By ERl~ WOElll..ER . Associated Press Top 25, released Associated Press Top 25, released . . 
The Daily News .. . this moming. this morning. 
Paulette Monroe IS ill ttouble w~th TIlt Top T....ny An MIll ,n 1M Auoc::IIItcI Sanderford was surprised to see Sanderford was surprised 10 see 
the Sun Belt Conference, not With ~1/9~~~~Tht~...:!: rus Lady Tops still ranked last week his Lady Tops still ranked last week 
her coach. . . ~ •. Mf1 bp.o. '101M ;,1* ...... NOOI'dI after two straight upset losses at the after two straight upset losses at the 
Mo~, ejected for fightmg from · tm9l Jan 5, kQI p** build on 25 P**' b I Seattle TimeSJHuskie Classic. But Seattle Times/Huskie Classic. But 
S~tur~Y s game at New Orleans, :, !::..:.r~: poInIlor I 2:5Il pilot Western, which had been ranked as Western, which had been ranked as 
Will, InISS, herthnext gam, e. A;I NedCAA, Record PIt p.., high as fourth this season, held on at high as fourth this season, held on at 
ru e ~eqw.res at a payer eject or 1.Vir;nI(56) 11.0 1,733 1 No. 22. 1 No. 22. 
i~~~mg ~e suspended for the fol- i =~.) I~ ::: : So in their lone game of the week, ~ So in their lone game of the week, 
Th
g g . W K ky '.~ 10.1 1,423 5. the Lady Tops give one of their best 5 the Lady Tops give one of their best 
at means estern entuc 5. low ., ,.~ • rf f • rf f h 
U · ., 'ba ke bal'· ,.,8 pc ormances 0 the season at New pe ormances 0 t e season at New ruverslly s women sst $.GtoIgtWutqtln t-t 1,357 7 0' ilea' th 7 0' be' th B ill ·th· I din 7.V~ 11-2 1,332 , r eans, ting e Buc-kettes by r eans, almg e uc-kettes by 
~~~er:d r!~;lde~~~~yeanigh~ I.S1tp\F.~ 7·1 1,241 8 17 andl~dingbyasmany~29, ... 17 and leading by as many a~ 29, ... 
. th rank d V d ..... il i .PIII"fISt t.4 ',1" 8 ... and Western (S4) slips two I 6 . .• and Western (S4) shps two 
~g<U.?st seven - e an e.1,} t 10. F'wlb a.2 1.1~ 10 i notches to No. 241 ) '0 notches to No. 241 
m Diddle Arena . :i=. &-2. 11 Stranger still: ;~ Stranger still; 
~oach Paul Sanderfor~ saJd 13.W~ ~~:: ~: It's no shocker that Vandy drop- ) ,. It's no shocker that Vandy drop-
earlier th~t he ho~d AI Lmk, ~e IU..ui~ 11-1 842 15 ped after consecutive Southeastern '5 ped after consecutive Southeastern 
Sun Belt s su~rvlsor of wom~n s 15. CltmIOfl I!~:: 12 Conference losses. The Lady Com- i~ Conference losses. The Lady Com-
basketball OffiCialS, would review :~:= t.4 lI5t~: modores, Western's next foe fell 18 modores, Western's next foe fell 
the film of Saturday ni,ght's g~ 1'.Haw" f.l) 4i4 21 . three to No. 7.' 21 three to No. 7 . ' 
and ov~e a referee s ~argmg ~:~Sl 11·1 47' 17 But the team Vandy humiliated ' 7 But the team Vandy humiliated 
M~~oewlth.af1agranttc;chnical, 21. Tnu 1~ ~~ ~ (30 points) on national television a ~ (30 points) on national television a 
But,,~Slcally, there.s n~,ap~ 22.lSU 11...3 252 23 week ago, Iowa, made one of the 23 week ago, Iowa, made one of the 
process, Sanderfo:rd satd " She IS 23.C<mIc:bt H 115 1. biggest jumps of the week. On the ,i biggest jumps of the week. On the 
outfortheVande.rbiltg~e. ~:~1tri.dIy ~1'1:o ~ strength of an eight-point upset of ) ~ strength of an eight-point upset of 
About . fo~ mmutes mto the first 0hrI r~ ¥O:C": GtorVa III, MlonI. St Penn State on Friday, Iowa is No.5 PeM State on Friday, Iowa is No. S 
half, thCJUDlor cen~er s~g at New eg, t.wn. 38, CoIor&b 35, G«JrgIIotrn 35, ~ this week. That's three spots up this week. That's three spots up 
Orleans center Robm Martin. ~=-:.a..:.!:.~/:'~$~~"~ ,from last week and two in front of from last week and two in front of 
"It's appa;ently an NCAA rule '3,Ortgonll , FIorIdISl.'Q,""'~~'H. -you guessed it-Vandy. -you guessed it-Vandy. 
that whether It lands or not, a player IIinat ~, sna a.. t , r.bJIn " S. .... 7, 
who throws a pooch is automatically Soutwn Cfl7. UCLA 7,ArIlOtIIe, L.ouiUa Ttdl e, 
ejected," Sanderford said. "And it WNt 'trgi'iI e, ....... ~, a-;o Sl S,UC SII"II& Still Cooking s.wa 5, lIIIh 5, ~ " CIiIorriI 3, SoI.fI 
doesn't matter if the other kid Ciroiv. 3, eo.q 01..., 2, VtrmOr1I2, w~ 
swung first or that no hann was St2,~2,nilMl,Tcifdol . . 
E .... ery new year since she was in 
high school, Veronica Cook has 
started. basketball games. done. 
"I think it's awfully ltC .... ere 
punishment for such a minor inci-
dent." 
Sanderford said he plans no 
discipline for Monroe, who will be 
",uspended for the remainder of the 
year if she is ejected from another 
~ame this season for fighting. 
Sanderford said this morning he 
Lladn't decided who he would start 
It center against Vandy. 
"We'll just line up and go with 
who we've got," Sanderford said. 
"We played 36 minutes at: New A varsity star ~m ~ly her ~U"St 
Orleans without Paulette. We'll miss game for Franklin-Sunpson High 
her 12 or 13 points and six or eight ' School,. Cook has earned a s~ing 
rebounds a game she gives us, But spot With the Lady :rops U1 her 
we've got good players, and some- freshman year on the Hill. 
body else will have to pick up the Even the return to health of Deb-
slack." bie Scott hasn't unseated Cook from 
the starting power forward slot. 
Chutes, ladders Scott, who started Western's fIrst 
, , four games before injuring ber back. 
.It s not as though anyone ever is nearly 100 percent healthy. And 
wd po~s make any sense; ,...--~ '-VLI ..... ~ ... .: ......... "0"'"" 
. B~t,. Just for fun, h~ s a co.up!e l the 6-foot-l junior played well in 
9ddllies from thIS w~ek J New Orleans bitting four of seven 
field goals . and tallying three re-
\X>unds, two assists and two steals in 
aboul 14 minutes of work. 
I But Cook will "absolutely not" 
return to the bench Tuesday, Sand-
erford said. "Veronica's done a 
greal job for us." , 
l Cook_has started Western's last 
two games. She's averag~g six 
points and nearly four rebooods a 
game. Her shooting percentage of 
SS.6 percent is third-best on the 
team, and she's the Lady Tops' best 
~~point threat after Renee 





PAULIl'ITE MONROE (rial>' 
bounder, will min ~~~j . ever 
_ranbd VancIabilt. :~7:J ' 
New Orleans, and .ID. NCAA I\l ;ouple 
her next game. e e k ' s 
I. Power forward has become ( 
the Lady Tops' deepest positio 
addition to Cook and Scott, : 
~ord can also usc: 6-foot-5 1 
Wilson and the qwckly impr 
Debbie Rouk. 
"Debbie Rouk does all the 
things for us," Sanderford sa 
the 6-foot sophpmore 
Greensburg. "She'sl accepted 
role and is doing a great job for 
Still Cooking 
Every new year since she was in 
high school, Veronica Cook has 
started basketball games. 
A varsity star from nearly her rlmt 
game for Franklin-Simpson High 
School, Cook has earned a starting 
spot with the Lady Tops in her 
freshman year on the Hill. 
Even the return to health of Deb-
bie Scott hasn't unseated Cook from 
the starting power forward slot. 
Scon, who started Western's rlmt 
four games before injuring her back, 
is nearly 100 percent healthy. And 
.....v .. u .. u ... uc:u .. · .. v .... a M6"' "" 
the 6-foot- l junior played well in 
New Orleans hitting four of seven 
field goals and tallying three re-
bounds, tWO assists and two steals in 
about 14 minutes of work. 
But Cook will "absolutely not" 
return to the bench Tuesday, Sand-
erford said. "Veronica's done a 
great job for us." 
Cook has started Western's last 
two games. She's averaging six 
points and nearly four rebooods a 
game. Her shooting percentage of 
58.6 percent is third-best on the 
team, and she's the Lady Tops' best 
3-point threat after Renee 
Westmoreland and Kim Pehlke. 
PAULIl'ITE MONROE (right), W ..... '. 1eadmg """" and ~ 
bounder, will min Tuesday's 7 p.ID.. same in Diddle Alma qainst ICY-
CDtb.-nmbd Vanderbilt. Mooroe W&II ejcctcd. for fighting Saturday at 
New Orlcons, and III NCAA rule ItipuIatea that abe be Allpa>ded for 
het next game. 
. Power forward has become one of 
the Lady Tops' deepest positions. In 
addition to Cook and Scott, Sand-
erford can also usc 6-foot-S Trina 
Wilson and the quickly impro .... ing 
Debbie Rouk. 
"Debbie Houk does aU the little 
things for us," Sanderford said of 
the 6-foot sopf\pmore from 
Greensburg. "She's' accepted her 
role and is doing a great job for us." 
Finally having fun again, 
Lady Tops pound Vandy 
By ERIC WOI!HLER 
The Daily News 
i - '"" -'1 :l. 
Opportunities for raw joy haven't 
presented themselves often this 
season. So when one did. Paul 
Sanderford wasn 't about to let it slip 
away. 
His Lady Toppers leading the 
country's seventh-ranked team by 
10 and his best 'freo-throw shooter 
on the line with 36 seconds to go, 
Western Kentucky University's 
women's basketball coach sensed 
his 300th game on the Hill was 
nearly in his clutches. 
He signaled the crowd to stand, 
then spun around to Renee 
Westmoreland before she stepped to 
tbeline. 
"He said, ' Hey, you hit these, and 
we've got this thing won. baby. 
We've got this thing won,''' 
Westmoreland recalled after the 
game. 
She sunk the first, and Sanderford 
pwnped his fist and slapped high-
fives with the his players on the 
ben"'. 
The second fell, and whatever 
comeback hopes Vandy's late 3-
pointer barrage had created were 
dead. 
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a little more exciting," forward 
Debbie Scott said. "We've finally 
found our identity, and we're having 
fun. " 
Sanderford and assistant coaches 
Steve Small and Cristy McKinney 
slapped backs at nearly every 
timeout. The players traded high-
fives and thank-you nods with each 
assist. Even the 2,107 fans -
nowhere near a record Lady Top 
draw, but not a bad one considering 
most Western students haven 't 
returned from Ouistmas break -
seemed to have a good time. ' 
bined). And the crowd roared whet 
the ir chosen villain - Vandy': 
pesky point guard Jade Huntingtol 
- fouled out with I :30 to go. 
Huntington' s physical, full-cour 
pressure defense on Westmorelan< 
drew jeers from the fans throughou 
Tuesday's game. It also taxed th~ 
5-foot-10 junior, who played all bu 
{WO minutes of the fust half. 
• • I gOC a little tired late in the se 
cond half, but I think the emotiOl 
pulled me through," saie 
Westmoreland, who hit all four 0 
her 3-pointers and finished will 
team-highs of 20 points and sevel 
rebounds. "I look.ed up at th~ 
scoreboard and knew we had : 
chance to beat the fourth-rankec 
team in the country ... 
Actually, Vandy was NO.7 in Th~ 
Associated Press poll this week 
though Westmoreland's mistakl 
was understandable. 
Just 10 days ago, Vandy seelTlCl 
to be underrated at No.4. The Lad' 
Commodores moved to 11-0 IY 
beating No. 5 Iowa by 30 on Dre.C 
28. But Vandy has since slumped t, 
tlme straight losses. 
DRIVING PAST two Vanderbilt defOlder$, Kim Pehlke (21) sets up for 
a one-handed layup during the first half of Thcsday's game in Diddle 
Arena Despite the absence of their leading scorer and reboundcr, 
Paulette Monroe, the Lady Tops upset No.7 VandC(bilt 71-63. 
JJ IV 1 '- y_./, .). 
Sanderford's e~uberance in-
dicated a theme that ran throughout 
Tuesday night's 7 1-63 Western 
victory in Diddle Arena: basketbaU 
- so often a frustration for the 6-4 
Lady Tops through the early season 
- became a blast. 
"Every game seems to be geuing 
The cardboard cut-out 3s they 
waved were answered by guards 
Westmoreland and Kim Pehlke 
(five-of-eight from long-range com-
Coach Jim Foster's answers wer, 
brief after the game Tuesday. Whel 
asked how disappointing it mus 
have been to see his team lack inten 
sity early against Western after con 
sccutive losses, his reply was sullen 
'·Very." 
SIIIlfPbooo byTnlcy O_ 
n, Kim Pehlke (21) sets up for 
of Tuesday's game in Diddle 
:ading scorer and rebounder, 
.7 Vand . t 71-63. 
JJ / - y - ,{" . 
Finally having fun again, 
Lady Tops pound Vandy 
i - '"" -'1 :l. 
By ERIC WOEHLI!R 
The Daily News 
Opportunities for raw joy haven' t 
presented themselves often this 
season. So when one did, Paul 
Sanderford wasn't about to let it slip 
away. 
His Lady Toppers leading the 
country's seventh-ranked team by 
10 and his best free-throw shooter 
00 the line with 36 seconds to go, 
Western Kentucky University's 
women's basketball coach sensed 
his 300th game on the Hill was 
nearly in his clutches. 
He signaled the crowd to stand, 
then spun around to Renee 
Westmoreland before she stepped to 
the line. 
"He said, 'Hey, you hit these, and 
we've got this thing won, baby. 
We've goc this thing won, '" 
Westmoreland recalled after the 
game. 
She sunk the first, and Sandeiford 
pumped his fist and ~pped bigh-
fives with the his players on the 
ben"'. 
The second fell, and whatever 
comeback. hopes Vandy's late 3-
pointer barrage had created were 
dead 
Sanderford's exuberance in-
dicated a theme that ran throughout 
Tuesday night's 71-63 Western 
victory in Diddle Arena: basketball 
- so often a frustration for the 6-4 
Lady Tops through the early season 
- became a blast. 
"Every game seems to be getting 
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a little more exciting," forward 
Debbie Scott said. "We've fmally 
found our identity, and we're having 
fun." 
Sanderford and assistant coaches 
Steve Small and Cristy McKinney 
slapped backs at nearly every 
timeout. The players traded high-
fives and thank-you nods with each 
assist. Even the 2,107 fans -
nowhere near a record Lady Top 
draw, but not a bad one considering 
most Western students haven 't 
returned from Ouistmas break -
seemed to have a good time. I 
The cardboard cut-out- 3s they 
waved were answered by guards 
Westmoreland and Kim Pehlke 
(five-of-eight from long-range oom-
bined). And the crowd roared when 
1I1eir chosen villain - Vandy's 
pesky point guard Jade Huntington 
- fouled out with 1 :30 to go. 
Huntington ' s physical. full-cowt 
pressure defense on WeSlmoreland 
drew jeers from the fans throughout 
Tuesday's game. It also taxed the 
S-foot-lO jooior, who played aU but 
two minutes of the flfSt half. 
"I got a linle tired late in the se-
cond half, but I think the emotion 
pulle d me throu gh ," said 
Westmoreland, who hit all four of 
her 3-Winters and finished with 
team-highs of 20 points and seven 
rebounds. "I looked up at the 
scoreboard and knew we had a 
chance to beat the fourth-ranked 
team in the country." 
Actually, Vandy was NO.7 in The 
Associated Press poll this week., 
though Westmoreland's mistake 
was understandable. 
Just 10 days ago, Vandy seemed 
to be underrated at No.4. The Lady 
Conunodores moved to 11-0 by 
beating No. 5 Iowa by 30 on Dec. 
28. But Vandy has since slumped to 
three straight losses. 
Coach Jim Foster's answers were 
brief after the game Tuesday. When 
asked how disappointing it muSI 
have been to see his team lack. inten-
sity early against Western after con· 
secutive losses, his reply was sullen: 
·'Very." 
.. ".-> .. ~,~. ~. ~-'- . ~ . . '-'~J -
Mt offensive trip, it tried to e.:'tploil 
its advanlage at cenler, tossing ~ 
high lob to 6-foot -8 Heidi Gill-
ingham. But Western center Trina 
Wilson had tight defense on the 
taller Gillingham, and Liesa Lang 
circled behind the Vandy center and 
swatted the ball away. 
Western was playing without its 
starting center, junior Paulette 
Monroe, suspended from Tuesday' s 
game after being ejected from 
fighting in Saturday's 17-point win 
at New Orleans. 
But wi.th a gameplan that often 
had Gillingham double-teamed, the 
lady Tops held Vandy' s sophomore 
to five points - seven less than her 
average. 
"We completely disrupted 
Vanderbilt's offense in the first 
half," Sanderford said. The Lady 
Tops opened with a 9-0 run, and 
paced by Scoa's 10 points off .the 
bench in the first half, Western led 
by 18 at the break. . 
"We knew Vandy would make a 
nut; all good teamS do," Sanderford 
said. And they did, closing to 43-35 
with 14:40 to go. 
But after drnwing consecutive 
fouls from Huntington, 
Westmoreland hit two 3-pointers 
during th.::: next three minutes that 
strung the lead back. out to 15. 
Western led by as many as 21 
down the smtch before the Lady 
Conunodores hit five 3-pointers in 
the game's final four minutes to 
close the margin. 
After the game, Sanderford sug-
gested the win over Vandy might 
have been a "tum-the-comer" 
game for the Lady Tops. The Vandy 
game was the first of a three-game 
homestretch for Western with the 
ne~t one coming Thursday against 
Sun Belt-foe Te~as-Pan American at 
7 p.m. 
"We had a tough Olristmas." 
Sanderford said , referring to 
Western's two losses at the Seattle 
Times/Huskie Classic on Doc. 28 
and 29. "But maybe it 's going to be 
a happy new year." 
WKU men rolling; v#om_ 
Lady TOR ers have 
Monroe ack For 
UT-Pan American· 
1- '1 -'1]-
By ERIC WOBHLI!R 
The Daily News 
The view from the bench was 
fine, thank you. But once, Paulette 
Monroe said, was enough. 
"It was interesting," the Lady 
Toppers' junior center said after her 
team's 71-63 upset of No. 7 
Vanderbilt in Diddle Arena. .. It was 
a great game 10 walch, and it was a 
different way to look al a game. You 
get a more overall look from the 
bench. 
.• But it was tough to just sit there. 
I'm ready to come back.. ,. 
Her one-game suspension com· 
piete<l, Monroe returns for Western 
Kentucky University's women's 
basketball team (6-4) in today's 7 
p.m. game in Diddle against Tex-
as-Pan American. 
The Lady Tops' leading scorer 
and rebounder swung at New 
Orleans' center Robin Martin early 
in the ftrst half of Western's road 
win on Saturday. Boeause she was 
charged with a flagrant technical 
foul. NCAA rules required that 
Monroe sit her next game. 
Coach Paul Sanderford repeatedly 
said in the days leading up to the 
game with Vanderbilt thaI his team 
would accowlt for Monroe's loss. 
In fact, Sandedord said after the 
game, the absence of Monroe and 
her 13 points and 6.8 rebounds per 
contest " was never even mentioned 
at practice. 
" This was a good program before 
Paulette Monroe. This will be a 
good program after Paulette 
Monroe." 
A big reason Western prevailed 
without her was Trina Wilson's tur-
ning in what she called her best 
game as a Lady Topper. 
Wilson, a junior from Jamaica, -
N.Y., bad nine points, six rebounds, 
an assist and a stc:al. Het defense in 
the first half was phenomenaL 
It's rare that the 6-fooC-5 Wilson 
find> hcnelf dwufed by an oppo-
nent But she was Tuesday against 
6-foot-8 Heidi Gillingham. 
Yet during Wilson's 13 first-half 
minutes, Gillingham - who averag-
ed 12.1 points.a 8.1 rebounds go-
ing inlo the game - was limited to 
one missed shot and two rebounds. 
And one of those came with Wilson 
on the free..throw line. 
"I thought Trina did In out-
standing job early on Gillingham." 
SandedOl"d said. "I thought she got 
a little tim! in the second half, but 
overall she did a fine job. 
"I really didn't think. wo could 
stop (Gillingham) like that. But we 
doubled-down on her molt of die 
night. and sbo bad a hard time get-
ling the ball." 
Wilson started at cCn1er four 
suaight games before injuring ber 
knee during practice in IlnlWY 
1990. She was rcd·Jbincd lase 
season but has played m 011 10 Lady 
Top games this year and iI aveng-
ing career-highs of 5.1 points and 
four rebounds. 
"She's really had to work bald to 
come beck, " Monroe said Tuesday. 
"Ifs a good feeling to see bet do so 
well. In the past. Coach Sandetford 
has told me" 'We need you to do 
this, and we need you to do that.. 
Bul now wo'vo got Trina and len-
nner Benyman and Debbie (HottI<, 
another reserve center), who have 
proven that they can get the job 
done, 
"There's not as much pressure. I 
Cootittuod Oa Pqc 12 
Coln gm 1. 'IhiI Soccioo ---
'"-'A7ng; v#omen pl~y today 
RENEE WESTMORELAND (4), who _ the 
Lady Toppc:n in five atatiJdca1 categories. leads 
WCItaD KCObrly Univc:nity'. women's basl:dbaIl 
llIl WESTMORELAND (4), who _ the 
, Toppers in five statistical categories, Jcada 
tem Kentucky University's women's baskdball 
team apinst Texas-Pan American in a Sun Belt Con-
fermc:e game at 7 p.m. today in Diddle Arena.. 





ByJOBMEDLBY 1- '/ - "' ) 
The Daily News 
RADFORD, Va. Ralph 
Willard knows how to win. But 
when Western Kentucky fails to 
follow his how-to book. a win can 
sound a 101 like a loss . 
The Hilltoppers built a large lead 
then survived Steve Burgess' two 
missed tap-in tries and Doug Day's 
two errant 3-pointers in the final se-
conds for an 81 -78 win Wednesday 
night at Radford. 
Little-known Radford (5-6) is 
coming off a 22-7 season. The 
Highlanders had won 17 of their last 
18 games in the Dedmon Cenler be-
fore Western (9-2) beat them and 
their raucous crowd of 3,000. 
" We played good basketball for 
the first 23 minutes; I'll give us 
that," Willard said. " 8U1 then we 
just seemed to relft}t. We don ', seem 
to have that killer instinct. .. 
Western led 45-26 at I : 1 t of the 
firs! half only to see Radford close it 
to 45-33 at intennission. 
The Hilltoppers inched back up to 
a puffy 52-33 cloud with 17:52 to 
play, but the game's outcome tells 
the rest. 
After a win o .... er North Carolina 
State and a week of{, perhaps such 
collapses are foreseeable - though 
not forgivable. Willard said. 
" When you gel a team down. it' s 
especially important on the road not 
to let them back," Willard said. 
"We had a chance to send them 
home at halftime. Instead. they went 
into the locker room with the ir 
heads up and ready for more." 
Still. Western made good on 
senior Harold Thompkins' career-
Continued On Page 12 
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WKU wins ;)!\ _ c,' 
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high 26 points, and senior Jack Jen-
nings bagged 2 1 before a foot injury 
ended his evening with 7:35 to play. 
TIle Hilltoppers went without 
junior guard Darnell Mee most of 
the frrsl half after he picked up two 
quick follis. Western a150 eclipsed 
the hot-shooting Day - Mee's 
defensive assigrunenl - for eight 
poims on 3 of 15 from the field. 
Mee managed 10 points and two 
key free throws al 2:33 to make it 
79-73. 
Then it got hairy. 
Day drilled a 3-pointer to cut it to 
79-76, and a reboWld foul on 
Western's Secn Boley set up 
Burgess' 25th and 26th points on the 
nighl. It was 79-78 with 1:11 to 
play. 
After Boley missed twO free 
throws at 47 ticks. Radford called 
limeoul. 
The bet was Radford would go to 
Day. but Stephen Barber drove the 
baseline and missed. Then Burgess' 
open tap-in rimmed out. He missed 
again, and Western's Marlc. Bell 
sank two free throws for an 81-78 
Lady Toppers 
Continued Prom Page 9 
can just go oul and play." 
Tonight's game 
Texas-Pan American coach Tim 
lead at 0:09. 
"I thought that second tip was 
in," Radford coach Ron BradJey 
said. "I couldn't believe it missed." 
After another timeout, Bradley set 
up Day, who missed from the left 
side. Western's Danin Hom grabb-
ed the rebound and Wi18 called for 
traveling with two seconds left. 
An extta Day proved short, and 
Western escaped. 
"We've got to learn that we can't 
play weU for a while, then let up," 
Thompkins said. "We've got to stay 
the same and keep up that intensi-
ty." 
Thompkins stayed up after a slow 
start. He hit 13 of 14 free throws to 
go with a team-high seven rebounds 
on his career night. 
"After the Bowling Green State 
game (24 points on Doc. 11), I 
hadn' t rea.Uy shot the ball well," 
Thompkins said. "I started off a lit-
tle slow tonight, but then I hit a cou-
ple and got my confidence." 
Willard said Thompkins was the 
bright spot in a hollow win. 
"He rea.Uy battled aU night," 
Willard said. • 'He went to the 
boards strong land worked hard on 
defense. " 
As for Jennings, he spenl the 
night with his foot wrapped in ice, 
Trainer David Brest said lennings 
twisted the same foot he broke be-
fore preseason practice started, but 
Brest said Wednesday's twist 
doesn't appear serious. 
Western will need Jennings in 
Saturday night's Sun Belt Con-
ference opener at Southwestern 
Louisiana, 
"He won't practice until after we 
get him home and get him looked 
at," Brest said, " But we didn't put 
him back in the game tonight just to 
be cautious." 
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Hicks slid before the season that he date is tonight in DiddJe. . 
expected a "breakthrough ,year for At 6-foot, Alyya AbdUl-Rahman 
Lady Bronc basketball." and his is not one of the SWl Belt Con-
leam's 6-3 start does indicate vast ference's tallest players, but she is 
improvement over last year's 7-20 its best shot-blocker and one of the 
campaign. country's best. At bener than three 
1be Lady Broncs' stiffest ICSt co rejections ·a game, AbdUl-Rahman •• _________________ ' ___ _____ ' .:--;' ranks seventh nationally. 
l' She also averages team-highs of 
17.6 points and 8.9 reOOWlds. Moni-
que Cook. is one of the league's nif-
tiest guards, averaging 5.3 assis~ a 
game while hitting about 36 percent 
of her 3-point tries. 
ntis is Texas-Pan American's 
first Sun Belt game. Western is 1.-0 
in the league. 
No.7 Vandy invades; Monroe wilt sit 
i -I - -. \ 
, I '"" 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News 
The lessons were baed ones for 
the Lady Toppers in Seattle two 
weeks ago. Among them: how 
heatable Western is, and how 
Wlbeatable Vanderbilt can be. 
Coming off one upset and waiting 
for another Dec. 28. Western Ken-
tucky University's women's basket-
ball players tuned in their hotel-
room lVs to flOd Vanderbilt ham-
mering Iowa by 30 points. 
Much has changed in the last 10 
days. 
After losing two straight and slip-
ping to 4-4, the Lady Tops turned in 
what many of them say was their 
best performance of the season in an 
89-72 win Sarurday al New Orleans. 
And since improving to 11-0 and 
mwing a CBS Spons audience 
lOW much they deserved the COWI-
:ry's No. 4 ranking. the Lady Com-
nodores have 1051 it. Consecutive 
osses to Southeastern Conference-
'ocs South Carolina and Georgia 
lroppod Vandy 10 11-2 and seventh 
o this week's Associated Press poll. 
Trends stand to continue or 
evcne tonight at 7 when Western 
IOsts the Lady Commodores in Did-
UeARna: 
"We see this as a great opportu-
lily to play • great buketball team 
~ OW' home floor," Lady Top 
coach Paul Sanderford said. "Fwmy 
things have happened in here before 
when we've gonen Diddle Alena 
rocking. " 
Back: in November, it would not 
have been a fimny thing at all to 
have suggested ¢lat Western would 
beat Vanderbilt. 
Returning four starters from last 
season's 29-3 Sun Belt Conference 
champions, the Lady Tops were 
among most polls' preseason top-
fives. 
Even with the graduation of AU-
American center Wendy Scholtens, 
Vandy's talent was highly regarded, 
too. But there was instability at the 
top with J~ Foster entering his filst 
season as head coach. 
Since then; Western has gonc a 
long way in backing up what Sand-
erford has said all along: that his is a 
team with great potential, but not yet 
a very good one. 
Of the l:ldy Tops' four losses, 
thJee have been to uruank:ed oppo-
nents and one of those at home. The 
IUghest-r.il.ted team going into the 
Dec. 27-28 Seattle Times/Huskie 
Classic, Westem lost to Colorado 
and Michigan to finish last in the 
four-team tournament. 
It was also on that same weekend 
that Vanderbilt was gaining national 
exposure as one of the country's 
best, winniog .. .95-65 against Iowa, 
AP No. 5 at that time. 
"Unbelievable" is how Wescern 
power forward Liesa Lang recalls 
Vandy's perfOIlTl3JlCe on Dec. 28. 
" But if our intensity level is like 
it was down in New Orleans," Lang 
said, "this will be a very good 
basketball gamc." 
"For the rtrSt time all season." 
reserve guard Kristie Jordan said, 
"we played together, like a team -
offensively and defensively." 
Sanderford pointed to Western's 
25 assists against the Buc-kettes. in-
dicating offensive lDlselfishness and 
. good ~ movement. 
Lang said thc team's pressure 
defClllC was ficIce - "and that 
allowed us to do what we do best: 
rwl OD them and get easy ~. 
When we play great defense, good 
things are going to happen." 
The downside to the win at New 
Orleans was the loss of ccrUer 
Paulette Monroe for ooe ~. 
Be<:.au.sc the 6-foot-4 junior "'as 
.ejected for fighting, NCAA rules iC-
quire that Monroe. WesterD.J~ 
leading scorer and reboundet. sit bqt , 
tonight'. game. I 
"I'll be honest," Lang said, 
"wc're really going to miss her in-
side. She's probably our best post 
player, and it', going to ~ a physi-
cal game against Vandc:cbilL 
"TIley are a lot lik.e u. in that 
Wlim!RN's 'riINA 'WI1ooo 
(44) may be calIod "" to ..... in 
fur ....... __ dur-
IDa fOaiabt', home pme .,..,.. V-.. 
they lik:e to play physical all thc way 
down to their point guard, "so she 
ConrjrmM On Pqc 10 
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wiU be missed." 
Sandcrford said aftcr Monday 
aftcrnoon' s practice that he still 
! wasn't sure whom he would start ill 
place of Monroe. Trina Wilson, Jen-
nifer Berryman and Debbic HoW. 
have each spent time at center this 
.eason. 
Lang and Veronica Cook will tx 
the forwards, and Kim Pehlkc and 
Renee Westmoreland will go in the 
backcourt. 
Vanderbilt is a balanced team 
with three players scoring in double 
figures, the leader among those be-
l ing Donna Harris at about 15 points 
per game. 
Western, nmked No. 2A this 
week:. is the underdog for the first 
time this season. But Lang said the 
Lady Tops might fmally be beginn-
ing to jcU. 
"It's taken this long for us to re-
ally get to know each othcr," the 5-
foot-II senior said . "Now 
everybody knows their roles, arid w~ 
know what to expect out of each 
other. It', finally a family affair." 
YANO~r..;"'i~ PoMI .12. \ 
Gt!IinQMIII ~. 8Iade$ 2. KaniI 12. ~. 
IOn f2. CUnni"IQI\Wn 7 . ......., 5. King 8. 
WESTUIN 1ttNT\JICKY 71 137"'" 
Cool< ' . L.anQ 10. WiIIOn II. w.ao ...... '" 
20. f'eNI<. 8. Bowen 2. Jon:Ian 2, Hooo.Ik 2. 
Sc:on 5-10 4'" 14. 
).oOIfII: ..... - PawII Z. tWmI 2. sm.. 
. I . .Jarr.nj 1. King 2. w---.:l 4. 
Pdo.,I . c. ,) ,-1 --; :,.. , ......... -_ ... -.-
Pehlke's teeds help WK.U gObbl,lke's feeds help WKUgobble ~roncs 
1-1 0-9,;). 1-/ 0-7,) only as good as her next pass. 
By ERIC WO.maER. WOEHLER . 'This bas been my style since 
The Daily News . News high school Really. I've had to 
The coach demands efficient ex· J.ch demands efficient ex· learn to pick. my spots in coUege. 
ecution of his gameplan. The player his gameplan. The player I' OK 'th hi (Sandecford) as thrives on offensive flair. t S WI m 
offensive flair. I I - -L- Ih b At issue is the no-look pass. The ong as UUl I; e p y. . 
coach hates it; the player loves it. . n • e is the no-look pass. The "And if I do '," she wd, "I'm 
es it; the player loves It out of there." But after 3~ years togethC?l. Paul 3~ yean tog ther. Paul 
Sanderford and Kim p~ have d and Kim Pehlke have 
reached an agreement: 
As quickly as a good one will 
earn her cheer from lhe Diddle 
Arena faithful, a bad one will win 
her a seal on the lady Topper bench 
next to him. 
Pchlke got more roars than repri-
mands Thursday night Ill! the senior 
guard's passing trickery frustrated 
visit ing Texas-Pan American 
throughout iu 85-46 loss to Western 
Kentucky University's women' s 
basketball team. 
Pehlke 's boops pbilosophy 
meshes business savvy with 1'IlZ%1e-
dazzle. 
"We can 't dunk, so what else can 
we do to get the fans excited?" she 
said, then paused before answering 
her own question. 
" Fancy passes and long 3-
pointers.' , 
That also summarizes Pehlke's 
play Thursday. Her four assisu and 
IS poinlS, including three 3-
pointers, were both team-highs in a 
game that Western led by as many . 
as 43. 
Now Sanderford likes a good trey 
as much as the next guy. But as for 
the no-look passes, ... 
" He's doesn't give his total ap-
proval," Pehlke said with a grin. 
In keeping with his style, Sand-
erford is more blWlt 
" I don't like it," he said. "Kim' s 
talented enough that she can make it 
work a lot of the time. She is a very 
good passer. And il is a good thing 
to be able to do because sometimes 
it is necessary to make the play 
work. 
"But we had a thrce-on-one break. 
once tonight, and Kim didn'l make 
the play because of that" 
In fact , Pehlke does have more 
turnovers (294) than assists (271) 
during her career, .. and a lot of that 
I agreement: 
ckly as a good one will 
chccr from the Diddle 
thful. a bad one will win 
on the Lady Topper bench 
n. 
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I doesn 't give his total ap-
MONIQUE (X)()K (24) hecxJmeI a viccim. of ODe of Lieu. Laos', lWeI Pehlke said with a grin. 
ItealIlbunday nigbL Lana:', defmaive imcIWty in the Lady Toppen' ping with his style, Sand-
8S-46 victory ovu Tau-Pan ArnericaD WOI1 hi&b pniJe from Coac:b llOre blWlt. 
PaulSandedord. I' t like it," he said " Kim's 
is because of your no-looks," Sand-
erford said. 
But on Thursday, Pehlke hit most 
of her targeu - even when she 
diOO '( see them. In addition 10 her 
four assists, she completed several 
more ginunick passes that didn't 
tum direcOy into Lady Top scores, 
and she had just two turnovers, 
Liesa Lang said ber teammate's 
style is "fantastic:, I love that kind of 
ball. 
"We work with her throwing 
100Jcaway passes in practice, so 
know to be ready for them. Sol 
timeI, you get caught off guard, 
'nough that she can make it 
It of the time. She is a very 
ser. And it is a good thing 
e to do because sometimes 
;essary 10 make the play 
most of the time I think they're 8J .... e had a thrcc-on-one break 
because they really keep the dele .gh d .... ,_ -"<!n't make ffbalaDc:e .. I I , an r....un w 
o Yet eve~ with her teammates' j ~ause oftha!. " 
fans' blessing Pehlke Wldecsta. I, Pehlke does have more 
that bu ~ with Sanderford ; (294) than assists (271 ) 
!r career, "and a lot of that 
MONIQUE COOK (24) _ • vicIim of"",, of Ueaa r.a..,'. two 
steals lbunday nJgbt. r.a..,'. _. iDumily In .... Lady Topp<n' 
85-46 victory over Texu-Pan Amc:rican WOD blab pniJe from Coach 
Paul San_on!. 
is because of your no-looks," Sand-
erford said, 
But on Thursday, Pehlke bit most 
of her targets - even when she 
didn 't see them. In addition to her 
four assists, she completed several 
more ginunick passes that didn't 
tum dirocOy into Lady Top scores, 
and she had just two turnovers. 
Liesa Lang said her teamma1e' s 
style is "fantastic. 1 love that kind of 
ball. 
"We wolk. with her throwing the 
lookaway passes in practice, so we 
know to be ready for them. Some-
timeI, you set caught off guard, but 
most of the time I think they're peat 
because they really keep the defense 
off balaDcc, " 
Yet even with be.r teammates' and 
fans' blessing, Peblkc undentands 
that her graceI with Sanderf9rd are 
Odds and ends 
- Western, nmked No, 24 this 
week climbed to 7-4 overall and 2-0 
in ~ Sun Belt Conference with the 
win over Texas-Pan American (6-4, 
0-1), The Lady T ops next play at 
2 :30 p.m. Sunday in Diddle against 
another league foe . Lamar, 
- Trioa Wilson played only 
seven minutes Thursday because the 
brace on her right knee broke during 
the first half, The 6-foot-5 junior is 
expected to play Sunday, and S.and-
erford said it 's likely that Wilson 
will retain her spot in the starting 
position. 
That means more relief work for 
Paulette Monroe, Western's leading 
scorer and rebounder who had seven 
points and six rebounds in 10 
minutes Thursday, 
" I thought Paulette played w~ll 
- very unselfish," Sanderford wd. 
"Paulette does need to pick up her 
tempo. 
"But the reason we'renol staning 
her is because we're playing so weU 
with Trina in there." 
Monroe has played only 14 
minutes dwiog Western's cWTent 
three-game winning streak. 
So far, new year 
trying for today's 
Lady,!~eper foe 
By ERIC WOBHLBR 
The Daily News 
Liz McQWttet had to be feeling 
pretty good when she awoke to the 
ncw year. 
On the last day of 1991, her 
road.weary Lamar University 
women's basJc.ctball team had ~­
dured a challenge from pesky 
Alcorn State, won 90-82 and im-
proved to 7-3 on the season. 
Sun Be t ..... 
~TdJ ........ . ............ . 3-0 
M.n.Stu .... .. . .. ..... .. .. .. . 2.0 
WItIem KridIy ... ... . ............. 2-4 
,...Qkn ....................... .. l·2 
lMrw ........ .. ... .. . .. ... .......... O-l 
C«ihI F\oridI .•.. ...... .•• . ...... .. Go1 
SoIAl AIIbIrna .•..••................. 11-1 
S.W. lAMIIrlI .•..••.•••.••.••..... .. 0-1 
U.T.I'Jn Nntr\;an.. . . ..... O-Z 
..... 
" 11-1 ,. ... ,. .. .. ." .. 
Inthewak.eofanongoingNCAA together," McQuiuer said. "You 
investigation that began at the end can sit back and say how a team 
of Lamar's 29-4 campaign of a should ·be doing, but no one but the 
season ago, Coach AI Barbre bad coach knows the make-up of his or 
been fired, star guard Brenda Hatch- her ballclub and what problems are 
cn had been swpendod for three going on within the team 
games and the team had struggled to " They're defmitely coming 
an 0-2 start this autumn. together. They jwt bad a rough stan 
" But with Brenda back," said like we did - though I'm not saying 
McQuiner,l.amar's tint-year coach, they bad anything like the kind of 
"we had gonen on track and were problems wc're having. " 
playing wcll." . Indeed, Western (7-4) is a hot 
But 1992 bas brought only a new team. After going .500 through their 
batch of problems for the Lady Car- tint eight games, the Lady Toppers 
dinals - on- and off-<:ourt. have won three in a row - in-
News came Tuesday that point : eluding an eigllt~point upset of No.7 
guard Ramona Jones, Lamar's all- . Vanderbilt on Tuesday - and are 
time assists and steals leader, had off to a 2-0 start in tbe SWl Belt. 
been suspended indcfinitely in light Practice Saturday was livcly · to 
of the NCAA probe. Without Jones the end, in spite of its 2 !I.! -hour 
- "our glue," McQuitter said, lcngth. 
"Ramona's our glue, there's no "There's 00 question wc, 're a lot 
doubt about that" - Lamar lost by looser basketball team than wc were 
a bucket at Arkansas State on two weeks ago," Sanderford said. 
Thursday in iu tint game of the new " The attention span we're gctting in 
year and in the Smt Belt Conference. practice is much greater than it was 
And at 2:30 p.m. today, the Lady earlier in the year, 
Cardinals face the league 's "But some of the things we're 
preseason favorite, Western Ken- doing now, wc're doing for the 
tucky, in Diddle Arena, where the 9,OOOth time. Obviously. you're 
Lady Toppers have won about 92 going to gCl better at doing some-
perccnt of thcir games since Coach thing aftcr doing it 8,000 or 9,000 
Paul Sanderford came to Bowling times." 
Green in 1982, 
"Western has so much talcnt that 
you knew they would come 
Continued On Page 6 
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Once recruited 
# • - .. 
by.WKU ,Allen 
ends Hi II top per 
winning streak 
By JOB MEDLBY I - I} - 9 :z 
The Daily News 
LAFA YETJ'E, La. - Michael Allen drained his 
dream shot. , . • 
The sophomore from ~n who said he 
wanted to beat Western tc9atucky did, swishing a 
26-foot buzz.er-beater to lift Southwestern Louisiana 
79·76 Saturday night in thoCajun Dome. 
It's something the former Western recruit from . 
Bryan Station High Scb,90l.was dying 10 do. 
"He's been tclling us all season that if it comes 
down to a last-second shot to beat Western. he wants 
10 take it," t~ ~ ,Stokes. who set up 
Allen's bomb with a debatQd timeout, said. ~ 
Recruited by fonnet'- Western coach Murray Ar-
nold, Allen said it was a matter of bljlggjng rights. 
"I know a couple of guys on their t'earn." he said . 
after pouring in a ~gh. 26 points, including 
USL's ~t seven, "~knew Darrin Hom, and I played 
against Jack Jennings and Mark Bell in high schooL 
" If they beat me, they'd be teasing me about it all 
year. It feels good to beat someone from K~tucky." 
Western's opener·in the new Sun Belt Conference 
- played in front' of 6,276<fills;' the largest crowd for 
a Topper game this scaSOO. ......, proved fatal for a six-
game winning streak. The HilItoppen fell to 9-3 
while the Ragin' Cajuns rose; JO 7-5 and 3-0 in the 
league, ,. { . , 110." ".i ~ 
Allen's 3-pointer upstil.ged cootroversy just five se-
. ~ . 
Oytrioncd au Pqe 6 I I""" 
. CoI~)II'Jb!i~j . 
SO\J1HWBSI'ERNLOUISlANAi9 
WBSTBRNKBNTUCKY 76 . . . 
, , 
WKU loses d- f:.- - '7 J 
Cmtinucd Prom Page 1-8 
coods before, when Stokes and 
Western', Bryan Brown sat on the 
floor struggling to control Darnell 
Mee' s missed trey. 
Stokes' teammate. g\Wli Eric 
Mouton. accosted referee Rodney 
Shows and got a timeout, but the 
ball was rolling away from StoRs 
and Brown. 
"He cal)ed the best timeout I've 
ever scen," Western coach Ralph 
Willard said. "I didn' t think he bad 
possession of the ball (required to 
call a timeout), but it was a beads-up 
play. " 
Stokes said be was "fumbling 
around with the ball as I tried to call 
timeout" He came back later with. 
lady Toppers l-b.-~i 
a;.tinuodProIDPagol-B 
On Saturday, Smdod"ord gri1Iod 
the Lady Tops on defending the fast 
break., which he expects to be a key 
today. 
" They like to press and get a lot 
of transition baskets," Sanderford 
said. "We're Dot the quickest team , 
" I feel like I had possession. It was 
a nice call" 
USL coach Marty fletcher wasn', 
sure if Stokes had secured the ball, 
but he praised Mouton, who faced 
up Mee on Mee' s 3-point try. 
" We had talked in the timeout 
with 13 seconds left that we wanted 
to call timeo ut if we got 
possession," Fletcher said. "Eric 
played good defense and made a 
beads-up play. " 
After watching his team lose at 
17-point first-half lead, Willard said 
the call was insignificant. 
"We got up on them, then we 
started rushing our shots and stop-
ped making them walk on defense," 
Willard said. "We stopped ooxing 
them out, and that's what lost us the 
g8Ine. " 
Western held the Ragin' CajUO\ 
I '"" .... ~. 
in the country, so our transition 
defense will be a big key. .# . 
"We can't let them get layups. I 
bale to see people shoot layups." 
Lamar's leading scorer is 6-foot 
forward Barbara Hickey, who 
averages about 15 points a game. 
Fellow forward Bobbie Bean and 
center Uirnnnah Jackson, the leading 
Lady Canlinal ttbound..-, both <hip 
to two fi eld goals in the first 10 Thompkins hit throe free ! 
minutes of the game. USL suffered to put Western up 76-72 at 2:( 
an 8:50 stretch without one. enter Allen. who jumped 0 
Mee, who scored 13 points, drove bench and sank two driving sJ 
the left side for the last of Western's tie it at 76 with 52 seconds left 
three I7-point leads, 30- 13 at 8:39. Western worked the game 
But the Ragin' Cajuns got as hot to 13 seconds and the shot cl 
as their name suggests, ending the 13 before calling timeout. Me 
fust half with a 23-7 spun. pointer rimmed off, leaving 
Western went the final 4 :02 of the and Brown to fi ght for it do· 
half without a point, and Allen - a baseline. Then came the di 
la Lexington and 26 feet - knocked timeout. 
·down a 3-pointer to cut it to 37-36 at " We got a breaJc." Fletchc 
the half. "Lately, the breaks haven'; 
"We just didn't respond when goingourway." 
they made their run," said Harold Thompkins said a bad 
Thompkins, who led Western with might be just what Westl::rn ne 
.24 points to go with l ack Jennings' · "A loss li.ke this will be g( 
23. "We let up on them like we us," he said. "Lately we'v. 
have been other teams lately." getting leads and letting peopl 
The second half saw nine lead into it, and we've got to learn 
clia.n~es and five tib. let up and keep going 40 minu 
in better than 14. Hatchett, who has 
shifted to point guard with Jones' 
suspension, adds 13 points. 
Renoe Island, a 5-foot·7 senior, 
started in the backcourt against 
~ State but produced onJy 
two points to go with her three turn-
overs. 
Travcsa Gant. a 6-fooc.-1 forward 
who averages about II points and 
six rebounds, is a key ~e. 
Western will go with Renee 
Westmoreland and Kim Pehl.kc at 
the guards · and Liesa La 
Veronica Cook at forward 
Wilson will likely get h· 
straight start in the pivot, Sa: 
said, though the 6-foot-5 
right knee remains sore. 
: 'This game is a big OPI 
for us," Sanderford said. 
beat Lamar, we go to 3-0 in 
terence with a road wi 
Orleans) and a win over 
team that I think: is a real c 
for the league champions~~ 
steals Lamar's role in league; Lady 
1- / '7- 7) .. 
ASU 
Women' s po 
-"" ... 1 ........ (691 ,).0 I ,m I 
2.T_(2) ~I 1,178 3 
3.1oIIryIInd 12·1 1,&01 • 
4.S1rilrd 10-1 I,sea 2 
S. Jon ~I 1,468 5 
t.GvglW~ 11,1 1,334 a 
7.~F.AusIn .. , 1,301 a 
t.I'tmSt I~ 1,232 I 
I. WIIIi90n 1(1.2 1,102 13 
Io.~ I:J.I 1,oN 14 
I1.Housm 12·1!i69 '1 
12.PIri.It W Q50 10 
13. V~ 11" 902 1 
14.1t«twt111m 7-3 135 11 
IS.... 11-4 n 4 " 
lUI. c.n;6w Sl ... IS3 12 
11.CIaaI · t-3 54-& 15 
IU.su H 44f 22 
It. ~ 12·1 414 25 
2O..Atbm t-5 3V 11 
21 .W.KrU:ky ... 3&1 2'-
22.CornIc:ht I~ 317 23 
2l.sw ...... Sl. 11·2 m 20 
2f.i<aNM 11·2 2&CI II 
25..~ ... 120 -
:t, 
Cbn I«1IMrv ..-.: CIIbria 113; HortI 
c.n;6w 103; Te_ T.tI9&; Ct~ 43; f\JIvIrI 
3S; Ctio Sl 31; ~ T.tI2t; 8cIrI*cI GrWI 
77; ~ 25; T._ 25: UClA 22: t.IicIiopn Sl 20; 
....... 20; 1..or'9 s-h Sll.; Oftgon 11; ),1cn. 
a-. 17; ... ..,..".. 17; Wftt ..... \.*A II; Soutlwn Cal 
13; WWingIon Sl 13; La SiIh 12; ~ 11 ; 
GtorgllDwn 11 ; PrwiIInot I; Sl 1.Wy'1. CII. t; 
AWIIm& I; Mzor,o $I. ' : s.u Cbfl l; Ablm Sl 1; 
tIC s.u BMba'11; ...... t.UIhon 7; F\otIdI Sl ' : 
N. au. ' ; T.-oo I : IAIh 6; OtPu 5; lM\II 5; 
AI&.'Bi'1nnj'In 4: ~ 3: XrMf, CHI> 3; n. 
dI.-.a 2; S. 11id12; Noh Otm. I; ad Ounlrim I. 
tum it around." By ERIC WQElll.ER 
The Daily News 
It 's a three-team race, all right - Western XXI 
just not the three teams most ex- A foUr-game winning streak 
pected. pushed the Lady Toppers up throe 
In the preseason, Western Ken- spots to No. 21 in this week's 
tucky, Lamar and Louisiana Tech Associated Press poll. 
were picked by Sun Belt Conference The improvcmetlt reverses the 
coaches to finish one-two-three in Lady Tops' tumble in the poll. 
the league's women 's basketball Western was preseason No.5 .i1Dd 
race. earned its highest ranking ever, 
Western (8-4 overall, 3-0 Sun fourth. -in the season', early ~ks. 
Belt) and Louisiana Tech (8-4, 2-0) But after playing .500 ball through 
are both tmdefeated in conference its first eight games, the Lady Tops 
play. but the third dog in the-lead dipped to last week', No. 24. 
pack is Arkansas State (11-1, 2-0). Virginia (13-0) was just two 
The Lady Indians returned four points short of being a unanimous 
starters from last season's 19-9 Wlit, No. I pick. while Texas (6-6) drop-
yet its fast start - including a 72-70 ped out of the rankings for the first 
upset of Lamar a week ago - has time since Jan. la, 1982. 
not won it respect among voters for ' 
The Associated Press Top 25. On the mend 
Lamar, meanwhile, has slwnped 
to 0-2 in the league with consecutive 
losses to AIkansas State and 
Western. The joy of playing Loui-
siana Tech awaits the Lady Cardi-
nals on Thursday. 
An on-going NCAA investigation 
led to the early-season threc-game 
suspension of Lamar guard Brenda 
Hatchett and the recent indeftnite 
suspension of Coach Liz McQuit-
ter' s regular point guard, Ramona 
Jones. 
" The NCAA is coming in and out 
all of the time; it ' s a distraction," 
Halchett said after losing 82-63 in 
Diddle Arena on Sunday. " We' re 
going to keep trying, but it's going 
to take a lot of regrouping fOf us 10 
- Kim Warfield and Lori Abell 
are back in practice. 
Warfield hasn't played since inju-
ring her knee during Western's 58-
43 loss at Stephen F. Austin on Dec. 
2. She was in uniform Sunday but 
did not play. 
A back injury made Abell a medi-
cal red-shirt this year, so the sopho-
more who has played in only seven 
games since graduating from 
Louisville Ballard High School 
won ' I be eligible until llCJlt season. 
" Kids do one of two things in this 
situation - they either want 10 cry 
about not playing or they go out and 
work real hard," assistant coach 
Steve Small said. "Lori should have 
the attitude that she' s going to do 
the things in practice she would 
nonnally do if she were playing." 
Meanwhile, Trina Wilson 's knee 
is still sore, and she's missed play-
ing time because of it in the last Iwo 
games. But assistant trainer Alice 
Burk said Sunday thai Wilson had 
not aggravated the injury that cost 
Io. " p ,10. .... "",, ,, ( . ... .. I OSlo.an ~ .. ;o~n" 
SURROUNDING A Texu-Pan American player, 
Western's Jennifer Berryman (left) and Uesa Lang 
try to wrestle the ball away during the Lady Toppers' 
s rOle I n league; Lady lops 1. I st 
tum it around. ' , 
Western XXI 
A four-game winning streak 
JUshed the Lady Toppers up three 
;po!s to No. 2 1 in this week' s 
<\ssocialed Press poll. 
The improvement reverses the 
Lady Tops' tumble in the poU. 
Western was preseason No . .5 .fUld 
.:arned its highest ranking ever, 
fourth, in the season's early weeks. 
But after playing .500 ball through 
ts ftrst eighl games, the Lady Tops 
lipped 10 last week.'s No. 24. 
Virginia (1 3-0) was just two 
points short of being a unanimous 
'10. 1 pick, while Texas (6-6) drop-
:Jed out of the rankings for the fLrst 
:imc since Jan. 10, 1982. 
On the mend 
- Kim Warfield and Lori Abell 
\fe back in practice. 
Warfteld hasn 't played since inju-
ing her knee during Western's 58-
B loss at Stephen F. Austin on Dec. 
l. She was in uniform Sunday but 
lid not play. 
A back injwy made Abell a medi-
;al red-shirt this year, so the sopho-
1l0re who has played in only seven 
~ames since graduating from 
Louisville Ballard High School 
Non 't be eligible lUltil next season. 
" Kids do one of IwO things in tltis 
,itual.ion - they either want to cry 
lbout not playing or they go 001 and 
vork real hard," assistant coach 
:teve Small said " Lori should have 
he attitude that she's going 10 do 
he things in practice she would 
lormally do if she were playing." 
Meanwhile, Trina Wilson's knee 
> still sore, and she's missed play-
19 time because of it in the last two 
ames. But assistant trainer Alice 
lurk said Sunday thai Wilson had 
.ot aggravated the injury that cost 
ler the end of the 1989-90 season 
nd all of the 1990-9 1 campaign. 
SURROUNDING A Texas-Pan American player, 
Western's Jennifer Berryman (left) and Liesa Lang 
try to wrestle the ball away during the Lady Toppers' 
85~ win Thursday in Diddle Arena. That was the 






and the lot 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
Th' Daily N,w, / - I r -'], ,1. 
They've got a new coadi and a 
new star. But they play in the same 
old "dungeon," and Coach Paul 
Sanderford expects the same old 
troubles out of the South Alabama 
Lady Jaguars. 
Western Kentucky University's 
women's basketball team (8-4) is in 
Mobile. Ala., today, hoping to ex-
lend its winning st.realc 10 five 
against 3 long-time Sun Belt Con-
ference nemesis. 
"We always have a hard time in 
the dWlgeon.'· Sanderford said of 
the Jaguar Gym, where the Lady 
Toppers will play South Alabama at 
7 p.m. 
"It's right in the middle of cam-
pus, and the people sit right on top 
of you. The lighting's not 100 good. 
It 's not the easiest place to play in." 
In fac t. 
WeSiern los t 
the r e two 
seasons ago in a 
74-70 overtime 
dec ision. Most 
of the current 
Lady Jags were 
part of that 
game. Eight of 
11 players on the 
South Alabama 
""'" SCOTT roSIer are juniors 4/AY5fAHT'rcwtGHr 
or scniors. 
But the Lady Jags' leading scorer 
is a newcomer: LaWanda Black, a 
6-foot-l junior-college tnu"lsfer who 
is averaging 15.2 points and 7.5 re-
bounds for 3-8 South Alabama. 
Fim-year coach Butch Stockton 
also has the Sun Belt's leading re-
bounder in Chanta Powell at 12.9 
per game and a solid guard tandem 
in Metla Christensen and T.R. Cle-
ment. 
" We 've got better athletes and 
more depth than South Alabama," 
Sanderford said. "But we do need to 
use this as a chance to get better as a 
basketball team." 
I nna Wilson, who has been 
bothered by a sore knee, will likely 
stan at center fo r the Lady Toppen. 
K im Pe hl ke and R e n ee .,-
Sanderford said he is unsure of 
who will get the call at power for-
ward, where freslunan Vcronica 
Cook has started the last six games. 
'The fonner Franklin-Simpson High 
School star went scorcless against 
Lamar in Wcstcrn's 82-63 win Sun-
day, and Sanderford said be might 
stan Debbie Scott, a transfer from 
"Tennessee whose game has picked 
\lp in the last twO weeks. 
\eltloop 
It's a busy night in the Sun Belt. 
Cnly the league 's lowliest team, 0-
~ Southwestern Loqisiana, has the 
Cerung off. 
In addition to the Wcstern-South 
Jabama clash, Arkansas State visilS 
:entral Aorida, Louisiana Tcch is at 
J..amar and New Orleans trJ.vels to 
'. ~exas-Pan American. 
Nicole Wilken, a 6-fool seruor 
forward fo r Arkansas State, was the 
Sun Belt 's Playcr of the Week. The 
SWl Belt's leading scorer had 48 
points in the Lady Indians' two con-
ference wins last week. 
Meanwhile, Western is leading 
the conference in attendance by a 
huge margin. Home dates fo r the 
nine Sun Belt women's basketball 
teams through Jan. 11 drew 35,427 
fans, about 40 percent of which 
were to Diddle Arena. 
Visits to Diddle by Kentud..-y OD 
Doc. '11 (2,637 fans), by Eastern 
Kentucky on Nov. 25 (2.351 ) and 
Vanderbilt on Jan.. 7 (2,107) rank as 
the most-watched games of the year 
among SWl Belters. 
Tourney talk 
The Lady Toppers ' current four-
game winning streak - which in-
cludes victories over Vanderbilt and 
Lamar - has likely put Western 
back. in the running for a lop-16 seed 
for the NCAA Tournament. accor-
ding to one women's basketball 
follower. 
"Even if Western loses no more 
than three more games - which 
shou1d be no difficulty - it's very 
likely tbe"y'U get the home game in 
the second round., " said Joe Smith, 
whose Women's Basketb:lll News 
Service is published out of Queens, 
N.Y. "In fact, Weslern could end up 
with a top-three seed in on'! "f the 
Sun Be I : 
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rellionals if it d~ bl:l tcr Ihan Ihal.· · 
Smith said WeSI~m's 4-4 start 
was "ne of scver.!1 cyebrow-raisers 
of the first hal f of the season. Others 
includc Auburn 's sluggish sian and 
Vandy's currCllt four-game slide. 
" It 's gotten to the point that 
you 're not liw-priscd by thc sur-
priscs, " Smith said. "California 
beat (previously second-ranked) 
Sianford. Anytime an unranked 
ICi1l11 beats someone rank-cd thai 
high, it's a surprise. But things like 
that have happened so much this 
season, II\:jt it really wasn' t that big 
of a dt!al. 
"With the t!xcep«ion of Virginia 
ll'lo. I and 13-0), il reaUy does ap-
p.:ar any team can be beaten on a 
given night." 
Odds and ends 
_ Informat ion on tickets for the 
March 12-14 SWI Belt C ~mference 
loumanlent in DiddJe Art!na will 
SUOll be on its way to Lady Topper 
season-tick.et holders. Tid:.et ap-
plications will be available to the 
public in about a month. 
Tick.et books, good for admission 
to all four sessions of the eight-team 
loumameflt, will c·oSI $15 for COWl-
side} 'Red Towel' seating, $12 for 
reserved chairbacks or $ 10 for gen-
eral-admiss ion bleachcr seats . 
S ingle-session prices will be· $7 for 
Red Towel, $6 for reserved chair-
backs or $5 for general admission. 
Children. ages 6-16, will be admit-
ted for $2. 
Studenls from any S Wl Belt 
school will be admitted free with a 
valid student ID. 
_ This is what happens when 
someone in Western's spons infor-
mation office has too much time on 
her hands. 
In the pre-game repon Sally Ra-
que handed out to media before 
Sunday's Lady Topper game with 
Lamar. it was noted that Western is 
7-0 when leading at the half, 5-2 
when outreboW1ding its opponent, 
4-1 when it scores first, I -I in over-
time. 3-0 in 1992 and I- I vs. ranked 
teams. 
11 went on: the Lady Tops were 
0-1 on Mondays, 1-0 on Tuesdays, 
0-1 on Wednesdays, 1-0 on Thurs-
days. I- I on Fridays, 2-1 on Satur-
days! 2-0 on SWldayS and - here's 
the real gem - 7-0 when outscoring 
their opponent. 
- Western's next game after 10 -
night 'S will be at Central A orida at 
3 p. m. Saturday. The Lady Toppers 
play in Diddle Arena next at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday against DePaul. 
Lang sparks WKU past 'Lamar. 82-63 
From AP and S~al Dispatches -holding Lamar to 14 percent (1-7) 
. C; j. I - ' :' - '~ IL shooting. The Lady Toppers' largest 
LeISa Lang scored a career.high. . lead in the half, 32·22, came on 
20 points and grabbed 11 rebourids Debbie Scotts' two free throws with 
to lead No. 24 Western Kentuc~ to 4:55' remaining. 
an 82-63 Sun Belt Conference victo- '. lamar (7-5, 0-2) pulled within 68· 
ry over visting Lamar in women's 51 with 5:58 rernainiI).g in the sec-
college basketball yesterday. , \ ond ball, but Westenl'S 10-6 run in 
Western (7-4, 3·0) opened up willi the next three minutes.put the game 
an 11-2 run in the first four minutes, out ~of reach. . 
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WHD...E SCRAPPING for a rebound. Lamar's Travessa Gant (right) 
abs Western's Debbie Hook in the eye Sunday. The Lady Toppers won 
12-63, 
Lady Toppers take 
early conference 
lead, whip Lamar 
By ERIC WOEHLER I - ' ''I , " 1. 
The Daily News , / 
Her defense and rebounding Sun-
day just tame enough to suit the of-
ficials, just aggressive ~ough to 
straight-jacket Lamar - LIe8a Lang 
struck. a balance and the lady Top-
pers became ~e season's first 
three-game winners in the Sun Belt 
Conference. 
"It's something I've been trying 
to work on keeping my 
distance." Lang said after Western 
Kentucky Univenity's women's 
basketball team routed the Lady 
Cardinals, picked before the season 
by league coaches to finish third in 
the Sun Belt, 82-63. 
"1 was able to stay out of foul 
trouble and still harass their 
.. -~- " g= , 
Not that Lang abandoned her 
physically taxing. intimidating style 
_ as Lamar's Brenda Hatchett at-
tested. 
Twice in the fltSt half, Hatchett 
went to the floo r hard on Lang fouls. 
Lamar's point guard and Lang.'s 
defensive assignment Sunday S8Jd 
there were plenty_ of other times she 
expected whistles. 
"We figured from watching films 
that they would be real aggressiv~," 
Hatchett said . •• But she was holding 
. rne all day, and we fmally got the 
call in the second half." 
Lang, whose 44 personals make 
her the most popular Lady Topper 
among referees this season, didn 't 
LADY TOPS 82, lAMAR 63 passes. Kristie Jordan, a 
guard, made three steals on 
1.AI!W\ ('/:\3 2 .. 20. Bun 2'- 10-14 14. Jad<ton in·bounds plays. 
~1~ 7 Hat:hoct "'5 H,2. l.a-1 I 06 :J.4 6. The Lady Tops - gett 
_0-0~O.Gon2.:Jl.25.T~21.621 z..111 points, including Paulette M, 
:tSTElNKEHTlIOKY(I-4) 15. from their reserves - 10 
Cook<H~O. Uo,.;J "IU'- 20. WIoon'" 2-62. _ ... ~y ,,28 ;n the .-nd half 
W"*"",oIIr'd U 0-0 •• ~,.. 2·2 • . ~ ....... ... """""" 
,., 0-0 2. eow.. U 1>-1 " Jadon W 2·2 .. "0'" ben'" pl,yed v~ 
3-3~' ~,., 1>-01. """"'~1>-Oo.s....... -J 
2.:J2.2.: ......... H01 .. I5. T.w.:M~11.17R. Coach Paul Sanderford said 
~_w_,..t.-3(J.~p.-
l.-2-12~ t.II ........ 1>-I).W...,$-1I differenCe between us ane 
IW-...nd. 2..., P ..... ,... &w.I1>-I • ..IoRIJn • 
~2). foIMd .... - __ ~ - L..r!.- I. leams is that sometunes we : 
~ ~~:....~.m:.-:r;;..,~ ~ leI when we go to the bench.' 
r=~ 17. w ..... It. TodricoD - Nono. A - Only about a week. old. 1 
L
_·'_-_' _ _ ______ ---l f\ Be1t.~ j.s ~Y defining 
' and trai1 packs, W ...... In 
. . ':" 10 3-0 in die league. putting i 
collect her third foul agamst Lamar . top with.Arkansas State an 
until about midway through the se- I .5~ Tecb..both at 2"(). I 
con~ half. We~em was already "'.The Lady Tops play at 
leading by .23 pomts, and ~g en- 'Aiabaina on .Thursday. 
joyed a whistle-free final 10 nunutes ~ 
and 37 seconds. 
The 5-foot- ll senior forward ad-
ded 11 rebounds to her career-high 
20 points, and the Lady Tops (8-4 
overall) posted their four1h-straight 
win. 
Mostly because of strong offen-
sive rebounding, Western led 38-30 
at halftime. Lamar had countered 
the Lady Tops' trapping, press 
defense with full-court in-bounds 
passes that led to Jayups. 
In the second half, though, 
Western went 10 a man· to-man 
defense that took away the long lob 
Wornen M_ .... 
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Lady Tops' toughest week awa its them 
1- (7- r " 
/ ~ " 
By ERIC WOEHLER LADY TOPPERS 90 /do::n1)I 6~ c.no.w Fkriia 3S (Coley 12). Aui5b _ way 
The Daily News CENTRAL FLORIDA 65 WHltm 22 (pttW 7). CentaI Fkriia 12 (\..Don'is Sf - Pa~letie Moru:oe ha 
Coach Paul Sanderford believes Total bAs - WHiom 20. c.n ~ 20. Fo\Md replaced In the startmg lin 
ouI - I.IontI..Tod"riclH _H0n4.A - 21&' , II " T' W' the Lady Toppers have left behind WESTERHKEH'TlICKY(10-4) e ow JUfllorcenter nna I 
their early-season problems. It 's a W.sm:.ot!nj IH3 ()-(I 12, Cook 4-9 1·2 9. 8«. PIIy-byiUy But Monroe led Western 
good thing, too, because the week ryman2~1).(I • • PttW2_U·H. &w'"3·H·U. FnlhaI ing Saturday with 14 poinl 
Jordan 4-7 Hll. Ho:wJc 2.,11).(14. F\oI:Ji\!Jon 2.,12·2 - V.mca Cook IciI<:lwlI R«M WHlrnc.-.la"lds 
coming up is the most important one 6. SalU).41).1 6, IIr"u 1).21).(1 O, I.Iclrro4H4-114. mlWldIh:l4 \0( i11'111.(J WMIIm INc! twoll\il.lln,25 showed flashes in the secane 
so far of Western Kentucky Univer¥ Wbon 1-5 1·23, Lav H()-(I 2. Tobb3S-74 1i-28 HCt.lI"da....,t.~. coming back," Sanderford ~ 
sity' s women's basketball season, he 110. -Ydrdall"lodH'bTwro.nIiw'9«gr-c.n- - He also praised the 
CEHTRALFI.ORIDA(507) hlfloriddlhpoitul17H. 'bu ' f Debb' 50 
said. Ih<:IM 3-6).4 II. eo&.y &-18 7.\1 23. GlMrI I.. _ ...... 6tnymiII'I KQ'H nsiIIo far • H.ff contn lions 0 le ~ 
" We have turned this thing · 1·23. Dull.HI).04 • ..Ii;Itnon1).10-00, D.n:.I I.adtTOfI*INd. WHIIm'llongMtolhhlh14 Robinson, Debbie Houk 2 
around," Sanderford said after the 1-5()-(12, I.Dpe: 1).(I...s 4.1..oomis 2-61).(14. CaT1·! S«ordhal Bowen - saying " for us to . 
Lady Tops stretched their win streak. ()-(I 2, BllzU 6-714. TfblsZl-5\l21·296S. - Ida Ibnn'I two t .. trvwI 'IIII111bo1.t line this without Liesa Lang, wi 
HaItne - WNlam 47. c.rmI floIi:ja 26. 31IOD mirJJIes bgollUlbt 111-63. h"*,~oIh 
to six games with an 90-65 victory goak- WNllmI-5(Petnl ... .JordolnI).1~c.n- pnt. WHIoim'IINc!_M.flww~lIpc'"B our defense, we think is 
at Central Florida on Saturday. ht fkri:!a O.(J, F\eboo.nIs - Wes1em 55 (.b'dIJl, r,1hIucord/l;l/l. good. " 
" I sec a lot of positive signs in pit Western agamst DePaul, likely played. SlX scored at least eight Lang was kneed in the till, 
tltis basketball team. I've asked the an NCAA Tournament participant, points. Saturday and did not play 
players to dedicate themselves over on Wednesday and Arkansas State, Sanderford pointed out the play of cond half against Central Flo 
the next six weeks to being as good the other Sun Belt team undefeated several Lady Toppers: " I thought we came in up 
as we can possibly be." in league play, a week from today. _ " Kristie Jordan makes a lot of game," Sanderford said. 
Western'S win Saturday in Orlan¥ " These are our two most impor- mistakes," he said. " But she makes played well in streah. We 
do, Fla .• capped the first half of the tant games of the year," Sanderford things happen for us." consistent, but I think part 
regular season. The Lady Tops have said of the games in Diddle Arena. The 5-foot-1O guard. a first-year was because we built such a 1 
won six sttaight since dipping to 4-4 Western was never challenged on Lady Topper after transferring from so early." 
in December. Western is 5-0 and Saturday. It was 11-0 when Sullivan Junior Co llege in Still, Sanderford tempe. 
tied for the lead in the Sun Belt Con- Veronica Cook put-in a Renee Louisville, had 13 points. enthusiasm with concern 
ference. Wesunoreland miss about 2J.'l Jordan has emerged as one of Wednesday's 8 p.m. game in 
After his team easily whipped minutes into the game, and Central Sanderford's most reliable reserves. Arena. 
Central Florida (5-7 overall, 1-3 Sun Florida was never closer than eight " It took me a while to get in the " We did OK today," h 
1e1t), Sanderford looked ahead to points the rest of the way. flow" of the season, Jordan said "but we're going to have to 
.> upcoming week - which will All 13 healthy Lady Toppers Saturday. " But I've come a long whole lot bcner agamst DePa' 
• 
Sandertord chilled 
by Lady Tops' win 
in 'The Du ngeon' 
IV HV VV'''''' ,II y,,,.. ". ~ ....... , .. ,.,.-
being whistled for three foul s. 
Fifty-seven fouls were called 
during Thursday night 's game, " but 
the refs could have called 70 fouls in 
the flI"St half," Sanderford said. " It 
was a mess out there ," 
Stretches like one late in the se-
cond half - when South Alabama 
shot 10 free throws between the 
5:49 and 5:13 marks - al10wed the 
Lady Jaguars to keep the margin 
from ballooning. 
But as was the case in Western's 
win Sunday over Lamar, help from a 
deep bench let the Lady Toppers 
hold on fOf a comfonable victory. 
, :--, - ,' 
, • t • • ~, 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
7ne Daily News 
Paul Sanderford has endured 
worse trips to " The Dungeon" -
as he likes 10 call South Alabama's 
gym - so h~ was gratefu l for the 
Lady Toppers ' 76-54 win there 
Thursday night. 
"But up until tonighl. 1 felt we 
had made big strides since the 
beginning of the season," Western 
Kentucky University's women's 
basketball coach said after the game . 
in Mobile. .. But tonight we made 
the kinds of mistakes that were hur-
ting us early in the year. ,. 
Nonetheless, the victory extends 
Western's win streak to five and 
puts the Lady Toppers (9-4 overall) 
at 4-0 in the Sun Belt Conference 
going into Saturday's 3 p.m. game al 
league-foe Central Florida. 
. 'We pract ice in Orlando Friday 
nighl," Sanderford said. " Maybe 
that will g ive us a chance to work 
OUI some kinks." 
Poor shooting - from both the 
fi eld (42.2 percent) and the free-
throw line (60.6 percent) - hun the 
Lldy Toppers on Thursday. But 
Sanderford seemed more concerned 
with the lack. of concentration his 
players showed, particularly early in 
the game against South Alabama. 
" We got away with one tonight ," 
he said. "We were not focused as a 
team and not pat ient at all - espe-
cially in the backcoun ." 
After opening a 6-0 lead against 
South Alabama (3-9 overall, 1-2 
Sun Belt), the Lady Toppers were 
frustrated offensively, despite a 29-
19 advantage at inlernlission, 
Renee Westmoreland, Western 's 
point guard and one of Sanderford's 
most dependable scorers, was held 
WKU-USA 
" Thank goodness we' re a tal-
ented basketball team with some 
depth because we wouldn 't have 
WESTERNJ(EMTUCI{Y (lI--4j won this game tonight," Sanderford 
W..m:nIIrd t.e 4-5 t, Cook 4--S 2-4 10. Ber· said. "We win by 20 pointS because 
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Lady Top with 12. 
" 1 felt like we got a good effort 
from Debbie Houk.. Paulette Monroe 
and Lea Robinson," Sanderford 
said. "But the kids that have to 
carry this basketball team - Ren.ee 
Westmoreland, Liesa ~g, Klffi 
Pehlke - did not get the job done 
tonight, " 
The win makes Western one of 
two tearns still undefeated in the 
Sun Belt. Louisiana Tech was tagg-
ed with its flI"St conference defeat 
Thursday night, as it lost at Lamar 
80-73. il . 
Arkansas State, meanwh e, Im-
proved to 3-0 in the league and 12-1 
overall by winning 83-66 al Central 
A orida. Western's next opponent. 
Central Florida (5-6 overall, 1-2 
Sun Belt) boasts twO of the con-
ference 's top scorers: 5-foot.- 11 
junior Pamela Corely (18.2 PO l~tS 
per game) and 5-foot-9 setHor 
Yolanda Rhodes (16,8 ppg). . 
Another k.ey for the Lady Kntghts 
is point guard Brinda Gr:en, who 
averages 3.3 steals, 4.8 asSists and a 
Sun Belt-h igh 5,8 turnovers per 
game. 
It· I -J_t -? ) 
Lady Toppers lose Warfield for season 
The Lady Toppers have lost reserve point guard Kim Warfield for the 
remainder of the season, Coach Paul Sanderford said today. 
Warfield injured a knee in the season's third game, a 58-43 loss at 
Stephen F. Austin for Western Kentucky University's women's basket-
ball team. 
She was having a second surgery performed on the knee thls morning 
in Cincinnati. Sanderford said Warfield would be on crutches for the 
next six weeks. 
Sanderford is looking to red-shirt the 5-foot-8 sophomore from 
Hebron , but her playing time in Western ', flTSt three games might have 
been too great. If red-shined, Warfield will have three season of playing 
eligibility left beginning next year. 
Warfield tallied four points and three assists during 24 minutes this 
season. 
Western, meanwhile, were voted No. 16 in this week's Associated 
Press poll. 
Their winning streak up to five games, the Lady Toppers (10-4 
overall , 5-0 in the Sun Belt Conference) moved up five positions from 
last week 's poll. Western plays in Diddle Arena on Wednesday against 
DePaul. 
Western won both games of a shan conference road swing ~ast week, 
beating South Alabama 76-54 on Thursday and Central Rorida 90-65 
on Saturday. 
Maryland ' s 67-65 road victory over then-No. 1 Virginia last week 
vaulted the Terrapins (14-1) into the top spot of the poll released today. 
Virginia (14- 1) fell to second, and Stanford (12-1) moved up a spot to 
third. 




From Special Dispatches 
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Western Kentucky had 12 players 
score four or more points in a 90·65 
romp past Central F10rida in a Sun 
Bel! Conference game yesterday. 
The Lady Toppers (10-4, 5-0) look 
an 11 ·2 lead while holding host Cen· 
WOMEN 
tral Florida (5-7, 2-3) to two field-
goal tries in the first three minutes, 
Led by eight points each from Kim 
Pehlke and Veronica Cook. Western 
opened a 47-26 halftime edge. 
Western had 11 women play nine 
or more minutes. Reserve Paulette 
Moore. led the team with 14 points 
before fouling out. Kristie Jordan 
added 13, a career high. Central 
Florida was paced by Tamika Ca-
ley's 23 points and 12 rebounds. 
Tenne .... Tech SO, Murr.y 
Sute sa: Murray (8-8, 2-2) was 
plagued by 39.7 percent shooting 
and 24 turnovers in the Ohio Valley 
Conference loss. Sherry Batten's 25 
points led host Tech (8-7, 2·1), while 
Fondeolyn Garner had 20 points 
and 19 rebounds for Murray. 
Southe .. t Missouri 85, More-
he.d aute 841 Morehead 
couldn't survive 29 percent shooting 
and being outrebounded 52-42 as 
the visiting I...ady Eagles lost a sev· 
en-point halftime lead and the OVC 
game. Beverly Sriutli had 25-points I 
and 12 rebounds ror Morehead, 
RENEE WESTMORELAND nmb as ODe of the country's top point 
guards, but the depth behind her has deteriorated this season. 
Odds and ends Berryman in free-throw accuracy 
(90 percem). - Paulene Monroe has moved to 
the bench, but the 6-fool-4 center 
remains Western's leading scorer 
(12.5 points per game) and re-
bounder (6.1). 
Western 's other statistical leaders: 
Westmoreland in minutes (31 a 
game) and 3-point shooting (46.9 
percent); Liesa Lang in field-goal 
shooting (57.4 pe~nt); and Jennifer 
Wesunoreland and Pehike share 
the team lead in assists (3.9 per 
game) and shot-blocks (six each). 
Lang and Westmoreland both 
average about two steals a game· 
- After teday' s 7 p,m. game in 
Diddle Arena against DePaul. 
Western returns to Sun Belt action 
against Arkansas State at 2:30 p.m. 
Sunday. 
• 
Point depth lessens; 
coach applies to ' 
red-shirt Warfield 
I -;J. -;). - ? ,}... 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News 
The Lady Topper talent pool 
ranks as one of the country's 
deepest, but the walers get shallow. 
at point guard. 
One sophomore reserve, LaTonia 
Bland, left Western Kentucky Uni-
versity's women 's basketball team 
early in the season. Another, Kim 
Warfield, injured a knee and is lost 
fo r the remainder of the year. 
Coach Paul Sanderford said today 
that he has applied for a medical 
red-shirt for Warfield, which would 
give her three years of eligibiJ..ity 
remaining beginning ne;Jl;t season. 
When Warfield was injured in the 
season's third game, Sanderford 
made Ida Bowen, a 6-fool-2 
freshman, his top point reserve 
behind slarter Renee WesJffioreland. 
And in recent games, he's given 
o ff-guards Pehlke and KriSlie Jordan 
more minutes at the "one" JXlsition. 
As long as Westmorel~ stays 
healthy, the Lady Tops will be fine, 
according to one women's basket-
ball observer. 
Joe Smith, whose Women's 
Basketball News Service is publish-
ed out ·of Queens, N.Y., ranks 
WestUloreland as one of the coun~ 
try's best point guards. 
"A lo t of people told Paul he was 
making a mistake when ho recruited 
Renee·' out of Scottsburg (Ind.) 
High School, Smith said. " ,She has 
always lacked the physical strength 
some others have and that's her big-
gest weakness - though that's also 
part of her chann, I guess. 
" But Paul' s learned to · protect 
hcr, keeping her minutes mostly in 
the high 20s or low 30s. She's hav-
Sun Be I 
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:ng a fantastic season. I'd say she's 
among the top five." 
Belt loop 
Arkansas State, co-leaders of the 
Sun Belt Conference with Western, 
finally got a scare and some respect. 
The Lady Indians have experienced 
neither often this season. 
A!)U's winning streak. is 11 
games. That eamed the Lady In-
dians four votes in this week's AP 
poll - the first ballots they 've made 
this year. 
But Arkansas State was nearly 
embarrassed Saturday when it need-
ed a fmal-seconds free throw by 
Shyla Tucker to fend off the con-
ference's lowliest team, winless 
Southwestern Louisiana, 62-61 in 
Lafayette, La. 
Arkansas State visits Diddle 
Arena on Sunday for a 2:30 p.m. 
clash with Western for Sun Belt 
bragging rights. But first, the Lady 
Indians play host to Louisiana Tech 
on Thursday. 
Point of interest: Western - the 
conference's leader in scoring 
margin, beating its opponenls by 
nearly 14 points a game - is the 
only Sun Belt team without a player 
among the league's top 15 in indi-
vidual scoring. 
DePaul feels the torment 
of Lady Tops' '50' defense 
1-?-3- C1) 
By ERIC WOEHLER LADY TOPPERS 63 
The Daily Ne ws 
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tough enough. But that was nothing 
compared to getting it up coon. And 
neither even compared to trying to 
get off a decent shot. 
This was DePaul 's torment Wed-
nesday nighl in Diddle Arena. 
If basketball jargon for a basic 
man-Io-man defense is " 50," the 
Lady Toppers' version in the second 
half against DePaul was at least a 70 
or 75 . 
There was a stretch with about 11 
minules 10 go in the game when 
DePaul went three straight pos-
sessions and never got the ball in-
bounds. Western forced 11 second-
half turnovers. The Blue Demons 
shot 24 percent in the final 20 
minutes. 
"The story of the game was 
Western Kentucky' s defensive 
pressure," DePaul coach Frank 
Bflll10 said after the 63-5 1 decision. 
.. By the end of the season, we will 
have played 11 or 12 nationally 
ranked or regionally ranked teams. 
" I would say Western Kentucky's 
half-cowt pressure is greater than 
even (fourth-ranked) Tennessco's. " 
Respect was mutual. 
"As far as defense and reboun-
ding," Lady Topper coach Paul 
Sanderford said, " they are the best 
bask .. •h .. 11 ._-- ' • , -
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During the first half, Western 
guards were being stripped of the 
ball from behind in ~transition. And 
in the half-coun offense, the Lady 
Tops' big players were being denied 
the pass. 
In the game's flCSt 15 minutes. 
DePaul shot nearly twice as many 
shots (33) as Western (17). 
DePaul 's lead swelled to eight 
points before Western's reserves 
pulled the Lady Toppers even by 
halftime. Led ' by Kristie Jordan's 
seven points - including a brilliant 
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with 1:56 to go - the Lady Topper 
bench combined for 17 of Western's 
30 first-half points. 
Western regained the lead 31f1 
minutes into the second half and 
never relinquished it. 
DePaul hit only seven of 29 field 
goals in the second half, but reserve 
forward Stella Woodley was a sure 
hand. She had 12 of the Blue 
Demons' 21 second-half points, and 
her consecutive buckets at 6:35 and 
6:13 of the half made it 4945. 
Continuod On Page.5 "_1. ~ ..... ,_ 9 . ttio. 
reserve center Paulette Monroe add· 
od 11 points and a team·best six re-
bounds. 
leaders with Western of the Sun Beil 
Conference, visits Diddle Arena at 
2:30 p.m. Sunday. 
ContinuodFromPage I-B "They were a good ballclub," 
Monroe said. "It was physical. 
There was pushing going on con-
stantly inside." 
"The fcoling is starting 10 come 
back," Western guard Renee 
Westmoreland said, comparing the 
leam's momentum of late with last 
year's 21-game win streak:. 
But Kim Pehlke's 3-pointer a 
minute later - Sanderfofd said after 
the game that " Pehlke paid for her 
scholarship with thai 3" - strelch-
ed Western's lead back to seven, 
and DePaul was never closer. 
Woodley's 15 made her the 
. game's leading scorer. Pehlke had 
13 for Western. Lady Topper 
DePaul slipped to 7-8, but Sand-
erford still said "DePaul is a team 
that, I think, deserves to be in the 
NCAA Tournament" 
Western, meanwhile, improved to 
114, and the winning streak is up to 
seven games. Arkansas State, co-
"The last couple of games, we 
haven 't played that great of com-
petition. But tonighl we beat a learn 
that plays one of of the loughest 
schedules in the nation. 11 was a 
gOod win. " 
Sorts eat 
DePaul looks to break L~;: ~;~! ::::':y and
DePaul's women's basketball tearn T rs 
bring along bad memories fqr the ~:~t ~~m" The teams' only other 
Western hosts the Blue. Oem AA Tournament twO years agO. A 
meeting came in .Chicago ~C ~~h Paul Sanderford' s worst season 
73-63 DePaul VictOry end 0 
(17-12) in his 10 years al Western. ord this time around. DePaul.has the 
Don't be fooled by the :-7 rec
th 
loomyframeofmindtorught. 
potential to put Sanderford to::; :: ~he country," he said. " I really 
" They're the best .500 t caliber" 
believe they are NCAA-Tournament as o~e of the country' s toughest. 
The Blue Demons' schedule ranks 1 ed six teamS that at least 
Through 14 game~, DePa~ has ~::J tr::s poll, and it lost by only 
earned votes in thiS. week .s ~s champs, No. 4 Tennessee, tWO weeks 
eight to the defending naUO 
a o. . -9 'URior Rita Hale at 14 a g~e. 
g DePaul is led in $Conng by ~_foot J es 7 3 rebounds per outmg, 
oodl a 6 foot·2 seruor, averag . 
St~~!my ~1iu~ passes abou~ 6~. assis~ :~:'the best defensive 
an .. And on f11m," Sanderford srud, they 
team we've faced this year.' : win streak after a 90-65 victory at 
Western (104 ) is on a slX-game 
Central Florida on SaturdaY· T' Wilson at center, Liesa Lang and 
Sanderford said he' ll stan ~ Pehlke and Renee Westmoreland 
Veronica Cook at forwards and 
in the backcourt'
th 
Lady Tops Page 6·B.) . ) 'l- ' 
(See more on e ' r , - )..1. - :>...J 
Lady Top game Sunday pits league's best 
Arkansas Siale maintained its perfect Sun De[t Conference record by 
beating Louisiana Tech 73-66 on Thursday night, making Sunday's 
2:30 p.m. game in Diddle Arena a battle aC the league' s lone undefeated 
squads. 
AS U (14- 1 overall) and Western Kentucky (114) are both perfect 
through fi ve Sun Bell leSIS. The Lady Toppers. ranked 16th in this 
week's Associated Press poll, are on a seven-game winning streak. 
Arkansas State hasn', lost since its third game of the season. 
At halftime of Sunday's game - as well as at intennission of Satur-
day's 7 p.m. men's basketball game in Oiddle - the 1985 and '86 Lady 
Topper Final Four leams will be honored 
Western 's " W" Club is abo hosting receptions for the Final Pour 
teams at Howard Johnson's restaurant at 523 U.S. 3 1-W By-Pass before 
and after Saturday's men 's game. Call club secretary Butch Gilben at 
781-2944 for more infonnalion. 
Meanwhile, the Lady Topper game at Louisville on Feb. 2 will start 
at 5 p.m. CST. II was originally scheduled for a 2r.m. start. 
P IV -J... '-1 - 9 ,) 
Lady Toppers win, take lead in 
From Spec.,,{al Dispatches 
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a 31-10 ru n West 
half after forcinge~ led 43·38 al the 
Lady To rs turnovers. The 
Scored .Jrans~ ,;~os~ bench out-
in the first half ale s bench 20-2 
threatened in the were not seriously 
"We d'd ' seCond half 
I n tpanic h . 
down (and) we Ot w en we were 
Our bench " wg great play from 
Sanderford'said estern coach Paul 
Western was 'paCed b 
Cook and reserv . y. Veronica 
with 16 POints e:ChKristle Jordan 
serve, Debbie Scott . AnOther. re-
Serenia Curtis led '};kaad 14 pomts. 
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Arka~~~;_~tate, Lady Tops play today in Diddle for Sun Belt lead 
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That Western Kentucky. Univer- peeled. The Lady Indians were season that Arkasas State wu a Ark.: "1bey're very impressive," every time out," Sanderford said. 
$ity's women's basketball team sit. picked to finish fourth. behind Loui- quality team. Sanderford said. "They have out- "We' re not going to change much 
atop the Sun' Belt Conference siaM Tech and Lamar. "But anytime a team is 14-1," be stand.ing quicknesS ... but they're for Arkansas Stale or anybody 
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Arkansas State's 6-foot forward 
Nicole Wilken is one of the coun-
try' s leading scoren. At about 22 
points a game. she's the top scorer 
in the Sun Belt. 
Sanderford ranks Sonja Tate 
among the best point guards 
Western faces this season. Tate, a 
5-fool-6 junior. averages about four 
steals and four assists a garne, while 
chipping in about 15 palms. 
Arkansas Stale hasn', lost since a 
Dec. 3 defeat alTexas. 
The Lady Toppers are a hot 
group. too. Western' s last seven 
games have justified its lofty 
preseason rankings as much as the 
first eight dispelled them. After a 
4-4 sUlrt, the Lady Tops are on a 
seven-game win streak. 
• 'The fact that our offense has 
caught up to our defense a tittle has 
made us look better," Sanderford 
said . . . And we are, I think. 
"But I still don 't believe we've 
played our bCst basketball yet" 
Sanderford pointed oul the 
emergence of guard Kristie Jordan 
and forwards Debbie Hook and Lea 
Robinson as dependable reserves 
among the keys to the Lady Tops' 
improvement in the new year. 
That doesn' t mean thcy're going 
to make a starting lineup anytime 
soon. Sanderford will go with the 
same old five today: center Trina 
Wilson, forwards Liesa lang and 
Veronica Cook and guards Kim 
Pehike and Renee Westmoreland. 
" J don', change much when 
we're winning," he said. 
Belt loop 
Either the good are very good or 
the bad are very bad. Whatever the 
case, no giant ldller has presented 
itself in the Sun Belt this season. 
Going into Saturday, 12 games 
pitted one of the league' s top four 
teams against one of its 'bottom five. 
The elite tearn won aU 12 by an 
average of nearly 23 points a game. 
Only twice has one of the bottom 
five played one of the top four to 10 
points or fewer. Louisiana Tech won 
65-60 at New Orleans on Dec. 18, 
and in probably the biggest shocker 
of the Sun Belt season, 0-1.5 South-
western Louisiana lost at home by 
but a point to 14-1 Arkansas State 
on Jan. IS. 
Soulhwestern' s Lady Cajuns got 
theirs on Thursday, though - a 9.5-
37 loss at Lamar. 
Odds and ends 
- Paulette Monroe, a JWllor 
center, still ranks as Western:s 
kaeling scorer (12.4 points per 
game) and rebounder (6.1), though 
she hasn ' t started the last six games. 
"It's hard," Monroe said of her 
reserve role after tallying II points 
and six rebounds in Western 's 61 -53 
win over DePaul on Wednesday. 
"Sometimes, you've just got to roll 
with the punches." 
- Members of Western 's 1985 
and '86 Final Four squads will be 
honored at halftime today. 
- Western's next game after to-
day will be 7 p.m. Thursday in 
Lafayette, La., against Southwestern 
Louisiana. The Feb. 2 Lady Top 
game at Louisville. originally 
scheduled for a 2 p.m. start, will 
begin at 5 p.m. CST. 
Lady Toppers post early I must-wi n' 
By ERIC WOEHLER I - J 7 -'i . 
17Je Daily News LADY TOPPERS 93 
January might seem a little early ARKANSAS STAlE 76 
to be talking about .. must-win" 
games in college basketbaU, but 
Arkansas State' S coach said the 
l.-1dy Toppers gOt one Sunday. 
"I really do believe they had to 
win this game," Jerry Ann Winters 
said after Western Kentucky beat 
her Lady India.'lS 93·76 in Diddle 
Arena. 
" If you're going to win this 
league, you 've gOi to win all of your 
games al home. There are a lot of 
other places than Bowling Green 
where this mee will be decided. 
Western still has to go to Louisiana 
Tech, Lamar and our place - so 
they've gal no easy road ahead of 
Ihem. 
" I've said all season that I don' t 
believe the conference champion 
will walk lhrough the Sun Belt 
unbeaten.' . 
Then Winters cracked a smile and 
added, "I hope I'm right; otherwise. 
I guess we're OUI of il . ,. 
Western (12-4 overall and 14th in 
the new Associated Press poll) im-
proved to 6-0 in the league. while 
the Lady Indians (14-2) slipped to 
5-1. Louisiana Tech and Lamar are 
4-2. 
While the win does swing SWt 
Belt bragging rights to the Lady 
Tops for now. Coach Paul Sand-
erford agreed with Winters that the 
league race was not decided in front 
of 1,996 fans in Didd1e Arena on 
Sunday. 
" It 's far from over," he said. 
" J'm defin itely not looking forward 
to going to Jonesboro." 
In fact, Sunday's game might tum 
out to be only a sparring round for 
the Feb. 27 rematch at Arkansas 
State, or the SWl Belt Conference 
Championships back in Diddle in 
March. 
Like Alabama-Birmingham a year 
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ago, Arkansas Slale quick1y estab-
lished itself as the team Western 
Kentucky fans love 10 hate in the 
new Sun Belt . 
Serenia Cunis, a brash 5-foot- 10 
center, drew the most jeers from the 
Diddle faithful. She enjoyed a ca-
Continued On Page 8 
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ARKANSAS STATE'S Shyla Tucker (30) throws a pass arounc 
defense of Western's Debbie Scon during Sunday's 93~76 Lady To 
win in Diddle Are:na.. Tucker had 17 points and seven rebounds, \1 
Scon. with 14 points, was one of seven Western players to seOI 
doublc6~. 
bo h never drew close afler Scott hit a 
D jJ cd scoring. Led by 16 from t , hon J·wn ...... r 10 make it 5747 L dy Toppers V--onica Cook and Kristie J. ordan , y -O i - J 7')"J "' d d Westemw;m I L45 togo. 
seven Lady Toppers s~orc ID 0t!-- " I think the key today was ~at 
Continued From Page 7 ble figures. ' ... didn't panic" Sanderford srud. 
C k a freshman forward from w... , d k 
fcer-best 'I I-point gam.e and pW1C- Fran~-Simpson High School, also " We kept our composure an w~: 
t"ated it with a ffilsh-mash . of . I n d a pair of playing our game, even 
d h h had leigMht rebofuhne,,;po" .. · t, '.' -e on '-kan-" State built the big lead finger-pointing. scowls an Ig - ......... ru_
SlcaS. anyo 1ft... I " 
fives. f short baseline jumpers, a shot e \ u,ere ear y. 
"'11)is team does remind me a o pen to Western 's fo rwards The Lady Tops next play at 7 p.n;t. 
UA Il ,. Sanderford said after the throughout most of Sunday's game. Thursday at Southwestern LoUl-
game'. " 11ley are a good defensive " If they're going to give that shot siana. Arkansas State ~turn.s home 
team with some very, very good to me" Cook said, " I'vegottotake ' for a three-game stand agamsl the 
players." .·t " • ' Sun Belt's middle bunch: South 
Sanderford was pleased with how I . Debbie Scott had 14 points on .Alabama, New Orleans and Central 
his team limited one of them, .for- seven-of-eight shooting. Sandedord Aorida. 
ward Nicole Wilkett, to 14 POUlts , . f d as the key .. 
S B It best tagged the jwuor orwar . \ " Western Kentucky is for real , 
eighl short of her un e - to Western' s turnaroWld tn the flISt Winters said. " They :ue very de-
"'A"ngdew· "Ie pornt guard Sonja-Tate half, which saw the Lady TSOPS k rving of their top billing in the 
11.1 dispose of a t3-point Arkansas tate nf 
tallied 17 points and II reboun~, . b ild' eight co ercoce. , 
she was held to six-of-16 shootmg advantage before . u tng an r - "But like I said, I think they ve 
f
rom the 'field and just one steal. point bulge of t ~eU" own and sett illg got a lot of tough games up ahead of 
eal e fora43-38 half;ume lead. Ihem 'This season!s got a long way 
Tate's average of 3.9 st S a gam Arkansas State closed the gap to :-1 . ·" ~ . 
ranks among the nation's best. two early in the secOnd half, but to\go. I ~eSlem, mean:w~h~i1~e,:,~h~ad~b~aIan~:c~-~~~~~~~~",:::,:::~::~:::_.J=-_ _ _ 
Tops get needed rest; LadyT ops !st; LadJJ op~ get bench boost 
, . . . 
Willard i Great Scoff! WKU's 
hopes 2-dqy ,Debbie at her best 
~~ b the ticket in iggest games 
By JOE MEDLEY / - ). y ~ ? J 
The Daily News - , 
February's drums are getting 
louder. College basketball' s meal 
month can't be far. Wonder where 
the Hilltoppers are. 
Why, they're on R & R. 
A brutal week thai dragged 
Western Kentucky's men's basket-
ball learn through four games in 
eight days ended Saturday, and me 
Hilltoppers got a rare treat - two 
days off. 
11lal' s right, guys. Two days. No 
practice. 
The welcome news came after 
Saturday night's 72-58 win over 
Arkansas-Little Rock, the game that 
culminated hell week, which culmi-
nated hell month. 
"We 're a tired basketball team," 
Willard said Saturday night. "Since 
we came back from Hawaii, we've 
been going double sessions every 
day. They haven't had a day off ex-
cept the one the NCAA requires 
after the semester started up." 
Aft e r Wes tern won . th e 
Chaminade Aloha Invitational in 
late December, Willard sought to 
make up practice time lost in Oc· 
tober and November, when the 
Hilltoppers had to share DiddJe 
Arena with several groups. 
Western couldn't practice three 
hours a day in the preseason as 
Willard wanted because of Diddle 
scheduling, so Willard upped the 
pressure while the rest of the student 
txxly spent Christmas vacation at 
home. 
That wasn' t the way WiUard 
wanted to do things. 
" The way it should be done is 
you go three hours a day" in the 
preseason "and then gradually cut 
back as the season wears on," 
Willard said. " The concern in doing 
it this way is that you wear the guys 
down in February," when Western 
is making its stretch drive in the Sun 
Belt Confe rence schedule. 
Willard 's concerns became reality 
Continued On P!lP"~ 10 
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Kentucky's Lady Tappen a 
lift off the bench. Meanwl 
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PAULETTE MONROE (top 
photo, white unifonn) and :Deb-
bie ScOtt are giving Western 
Kentucky's Lady Toppers a big 
lift "off the bench. Meanwhile, 
. the Hilltoppers are hoping to get 
a lift'. frOm two days off from 
practice. Western's men will 
retwn to<tbe practice floor today 
in preparation for Thursday's 
game at . New Orleans. Darnell 
Mee O, ·photo at left) leads the 
Sun Belt Conference in steals. 
., 'J' ," 
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By ERic WOEHLER ' -? 
The Daily News 
Debbie Scott doesn't sweat 
enough in practice to k6ep a starting 
job with the Lady Toppers, nor does 
she appear to sweat it in big games 
when her team is behind. 
Yet the latter has made her one of 
the most valuable players on 
Western Kentucky University's 
women's basketball team during the 
last month. 
Scott scores 7.2 points per game. 
But in Western's two biggest games 
so far - a 71..63 decision over 
Vanderbilt on Jan. 7 and Sunday's 
93·76 win over Arkansas State -
the junior forward has scored nearly 
twice her average. 
On Sunday, Scott was a cool head 
in an emotional first half. When she 
came in with 5:42 to go before in-
termission, Western was down 29· 
26. She hit back·to·back 18-foot 
baseline jumpers, giving the Lady 
Toppers their first lead of the game 
with4:51 togo. 
Then she had eight JXlints in a key 
14-5 Lady TOfPCr run early in the 
second half that put Arkansas State 
at least 10 points behind Western for 
the rest of the game. 
The line on Scott: 14 points on 
seven-of...eight shooting from the 
field, three rebounds, a steal and an 
assist in 19 minutes of work. 
" There ' s no question Debbie 
Scott' s a big-game player," .Coach 
Paul Sanderford said after game. 
"She ' s played in the Final Pour, in 
the NCAA Tournament, in the 
Southeastern Conference champion-
ships - that experience really helps 
us a 101 ." 
Scott, named Tennessee 's 1988 
" Miss Basketball" after her senior 
year at Gallatin Senior High, trans· 
ferred to Western two years ago 
after playing two seasons for Ten-
nessee, where she won a national 
championship in her freslunan year. 
She has said she had no intention of 
" ... , . " •• " n 
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But I start the players who give 'us 
their all every day in practice." 
Monroe started throughout her 
sophomore year and did so 11 
games this season. But she's given 
way to fellow junior Trina Wilson 
through the last seven games of 
Western 's eight-game winnin g 
streak. 
Monroe has remained effective. 
She's still the Lady Tops' leading 
scorer (12.7 points per game) and 
rebounder (6.0). 
Moving Scott and Monroe to the 
bench, in facl, has made for a potent 
reserve unit. In Sunday's game, for 
example, the Lady Topper backups 
outscored Arkansas Stale' s 44..4 and 
outreboW1ded them 18-2. 
Belt loop 
Il could be blowout week in the 
Sun Belt Conference. 
There have already been a bundle 
of key league games early in the Sun 
Belt season - none of them bigger 
than Sunday 's game in Diddle 
Arena which gave the Lady Toppers 
sole possession of the conference 
lead and the league's lone perfect 
record . 
But this week could see the rich 
get richer. 
In Thursday's games, Arkansas 
State should have no trouble at 
home with South Alabama, while 
Western plays at winless South-
western Louisiana. And while New 
Orleans played Louisiana· Tech to 
five points early this season, the 
L1dy T echsters have won two" i~ a 
A brut:al week that dmggcd 
Western Kc.ntucky 'll men' s basket-
ball learn through four games in 
eight days ended Saturday, and the 
Hilltoppers got a mre treat - two 
days off. 
TIm!' s right, guys. Two days. No 
practice. 
The welcome news came after 
Saturday night 's 72-58 win over 
Arkansas-Little Rock. the game that 
culmilwted hell week, which culmi-
nated hell month. 
"We're a tired basketball team," 
Willard said Saturday night. "Since 
we came back from Hawaii, we've 
been going double sessions every 
day. Thcy haven 't had a day off ex-
cept the one the NCAA requires 
after the semester started up." 
After W es tern won the 
Chaminade Aloha Invitational in 
lme December, Wil1ard sought to 
make up practice time lost in Oc-
lober and November, when the 
Hilltoppers had to share Diddle 
Arena with several groups. 
Western couldn' t practice three 
hours a day in the preseason as 
Willard wanted because of Diddle 
scheduling, so Willard upped the 
pressure while the rest of the student 
body spent Christmas vacation at 
home. 
That wasn 't the way Willard 
wanted to do things. 
" The way it should be done is 
you go three hours a day" in the 
preseason "and then gradually cut 
back as the season wears on," 
Willard said. " The concern in doing 
it Ihis way is that you wear the guys 
down in February," when Western 
is making its stretch drive in the Sun 
Belt Conference schedule. 
Willard 's concerns became reality 
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pbOIO, white uniform) and 
bie Seen are giving W 
Kentucky's Lady Toppers 
lift off the bench. Mean 
. the Hilltoppers are hoping 
a lift' from two days off 
pmctice. Westem' s men 
retUJD to the practice floor 
in preparntioo for TIlUn 
; game at New Orleans. D 
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PAULE1TE MONROE (top 
photo, white uniform) and Deb-
bie Scott are giving WestCfn 
Kentucky' s Lady Toppers a big 
lift off the bench. Meanwhile, 
the Hilltoppers are hoping to get 
a lift' frbm two days off from 
practice. Western's men will 
return to the practice floor today 
in preparation for Thumlay' s 
game at New Orleans. Darnell 
Mee (3, photo at Jeft) leads the 
Sun Belt Conference in steals. 
",)I. I" 
Staff Photos by Tracy GIant7: 
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in biggest games 
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By ERIC WOEHLER \ - '1 
The Daily News 
Debbie Scott doesn't sweat 
enough in practice to keep a staning 
job with the Lady Toppers, nor does 
she appear to sweat it in big games 
when her team is behind. 
Yet the laner has made her one of 
the most valuable players on 
Western Kentucky University's 
women 's basketball team during the 
last month. 
SCOII scores 7.2 points per game. 
But in Western 's two biggesl games 
so far - a 7 1-63 decision over 
Vanderbilt on Jan. 7 and Sunday's 
93-76 win over Arkan sas State -
the junior forward has scored nearly 
twice her average. 
On Sunday, Scott was a cool head 
in an emotional first half. When she 
came in with 5:42 to go before in-
termission, Western was down 29-
26. She hit back-to-back 18-fool 
baseline jumpers, giving the Lady 
Toppers their first lead of the game 
with 4:51 to go. 
Then she had eight points in a key 
14-5 Lady TOpPer run early in the 
second half that put Arkansas State 
at least 10 points behind Western for 
the rest of the game. 
The line on Scott: 14 points on 
seven-of-eighl shooting from the 
field, three rebounds, a steal and an 
assist in 19 minutes of work. 
" There's no question Debbie 
Scon 's a big-game player, " Coach 
Paul Sanderford said after game. 
"She ' s played in the Final Four, in 
the NCAA Tournament, in the 
Southeastern Conference champion-
ships - thai experience really helps 
us a 10 1. " 
SCOII, named Tennessee's 1988 
" Miss Basketball" after her seruor 
year at Gallalin Senior High, trans-
ferred 10 Western IWO years ago 
after playing two seasons for Ten-
nessee, where she won a national 
championship in her freshman year. 
She has said she had no intention of 
continuing her college basketbaU ca· 
reer when she made the switch. 
She started the first seven games 
of this season before a baek injury 
pul her on the bench. Sub-par prac-
tice habits have kept her there. 
"Debbie's only problem is she 
doesn 't work hard enough in prac-
tice," Sandenord said. " I can'l stan 
Debbie Scott and then sit people 
down who are busting their cans for 
us in practice. 
" It 's the same situation with 
Gunior center) Paulette Monroe. 
Everybody knows Paulette can play. 
Sun Be I women . 
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But [ start the players who g ive 'us 
their all every day in practice. " 
Monroe started throughout her 
sophomore year and did so 11 
games this season. But she 's given 
way to fellow junior Trina Wil son 
through the last seven games of 
Western's eight-gam e winnin g 
streak:. 
Monroe has remained effective. 
She's still the Lady Tops' leading 
scorer (12.7 points per game) and 
rebounder (6.0). 
Moving Scott and Monroe to the 
bench, in fact, has made for a polent 
reserve unit. In Sunday's game, for 
example, the Lady Topper backups 
outscored Arkansas State 's 44-4 and 
outrebounded them 18-2. 
Belt loop 
It could be blowout week in the 
Sun Belt Conference. 
There have already been a bundle 
of key league games early in the Sun 
Belt season - none of them bigger 
than Sunday's game in Diddle 
Arena which gave the Lady Toppers 
sole possession of Ihe conference 
lead and the league'S lone penect 
record. 
But this week could see the rich 
get richer. 
In Thursday's games, Arkansas 
State should have no trouble at 
home with South Alabama, while 
Western plays at winless South· 
western Louisiana. And while New 
Orleans played Louisiana· Tech 10 
five points early this season, the 
Lady Techsters have won two in a 
row, including a 69-66 upsel of No. 
19 Texas Tech on Monday. 
Central Flo rida and Texas-Pan 
American also play Thursday. 
More walks for the biggies Satur-
day: Louisiana Tech goes 10 Central 
Florida, New Orleans is at Arkansas 
State and Lamar plays in South 
Alabama 's "dungeon. " 
Also, that long-awaited Pan Am· 
Southwestern clash is SCI for 7 p.m. 
Continued On Page 10 
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MEMBERS OF the Lady Toppen' 1985 and '86 Final Four learns were sas-Little Rock: (above) in Diddle Arena and Sunday's home gome 
hOllered at Western', men's basketball game Saturday against Ark:an- againslArbnsuState. 0 IV t - d- Y-9,J. 
d T 
a.m-4:30 p.m. weekdays. um~u';,c""~---
La y oppers -Ii"" office at 745-5222 fo' moce 
Continued From Page 8 
I Saturday in EdIDburg, Texas. 
Tickets are still available. 
odds and ends 
_ Western plays next at 7 p.m. 
Thursday in Lafayette, La, against 
Southwestern Louisiana. After thai, 
the Lady Toppers go to Louisville 
for their fmal non-Sun Belt game of 
the regular season. 
Tickets fOf Sunday's 5 p.m. CST 
game at Louisville were to go on 
sale Wednesday. Two hundred $S 
general-admission !ickets will be 
available lhrough the Western 's 
ticket office in Diddle Arena, open 8 
information. 
TIle game will be played at 
Louisville's Belnap Campus in the 
84().seat Student Activities Center. 
_ Western jumped two spots to 
14th in this week's Associated Press 
poll. Maryland (16-1) remained 
first. 
Two other Sun Belt schools, 
Lamar and Arkansas State, received 
vOles but did not make die Top 25 , 
while three leams which Western 
faced th is year were ranked. 
Stephen F. Austin, a 58-43 winner 
at home against Western on Dec. 2. 
is No. 6; Vanderbilt, which lost 71 -
63 in Diddle on Jan. 7, is 11 th; and 
West Virginia . an 85-34 overtime 
loser in Bowling Grecn on Dec. 15. 
entered the poll ihis week at 25. 
now," but he's not increasing his 
Western men 0 N risk fora heart attack over it. 
I - .}. ~ _9' .).. "Slumps happen to every team, 
South Alabama, I bel we beat 
them." 
Willard would also like more 
decibels. 
About 26 more turnovers and 17 
more steals would help. 
'.' We need to really lum it up 
defensively," he said " It's a game 
where, for us 10 win, ii 's gOI to be al 
our pace." 
Continued From Page 8 and I'm confidenl we' re going to 
snap oul of i i," Willard said. 
" We've lost a couple of games this 
week. but we had a chance to win 
every game. I'm very positive about 
that. ,. 
last week.. It was never more evident 
than in an 84-72 loss to South 
Alabama. Western ( II -S overall. 2-3 
in the Sun Belt) held the Sun Belt' s 
top sooring team to 28 first-half 
points, then got outscored 56-32 in 
the second half. 
Even in Saturday's win over 
UALR, Western sputtered offen-
sively. The HiUtoppers survived on 
26 turnovers and 17 $leah created 
by the defense. 
So Willard relented, hoping to 
recharge the Hillioppers for Febru-
ary. 
" The idea is to be the best leam 
we can be come Sun Belt tourna-
ment time," Willard said "We re-
ally want to see some improve-
ment" in February. 
Western won two out of four 
games last week, beating the state of 
Arkansas - State 80-66 and Little 
Rock - and losing to South AI 84-
72 and Jacksonville 89-85 in over-
time. 
Disappointed by the losses, 
Willard acknowledged the Hilltop-
pers "are in a bit of a slwnp right 
Dejavu 
It was about this time last season 
when Willard flung his anns upward 
on the sidelines in an attempt 10 
awake a sleeping crowd in Diddle 
Arena. 
Willard later appealed for more 
noise in post-game remarks to the 
press. He not only got more noise, 
he got more fan s; Western averaged 
nearly 7,000 for its fmal IWO home 
games. 
The appeal is out again. In 
Willard's week.ly lelevision show 
Sunday, he asked for bigger and 
louder crowds at the remaining five 
home games. 
"For a school like ours with the 
lradition il has to be fowth in the 
Sun Belt in home attendance is a lil-
lie disappointing to me," Willard 
said. WeSlern averages 4,840 a 
game. "IT we have 8,000 against 
" ( had a commenl made 10 me 
that the 3,500 they had at Radford 
were louder than the 5,000 we have 
here," he said. " It just seems Ihat 
the people who come to our games 
are spectators and nOI fans. 
.. People wonder why we don 'I 
gel home whistles. It 's because our 
crowd isn'l intimidating enough for 
offi cials. ' , 
New Orleans 
Western's next till is Thursday 
night al New Orleans (13-7, 5-2), 
perhaps the biggest team in the Sun 
Belt. 
TIle Pirales sail wilh 6-foot- l1 
center Ervin Johnson and 6-.10 
helpmate Sydney Rice, and, oh yes, 
they lead the Sun Belt blocked shots 
at 5.4 a game. 
UNO is also second in scoring 
defense and field-goal percentage. 
" They're much bigger and more 
physical and athletic than we are." 
Willard said. " If they play power 
game, they present huge matchup 
problems for us." 
Where's Western? 
Weslern leads the Sun Belt in 
three learn categories, s1eals (10.9 a 
game), twnover margin (Plus 4.0) 
and 3-pointers per game (7. 1). (See 
Page 9 for aU of the Sun Belt stats). 
Individually, junior guard Damel! 
MOe: leads in steals at 3.0 a game. 
Senior forward Jack Jennings would 
lead the league in scoring at 22. 1 
ppg, but he's played juSI 11 games 




By ERIC WOEHLER / - 3 u - 9 "'-
The Dllliy News 
LAFA YErm, La. - Finding the bright spot in an 
0· 15 twme! of a season is creative work. 
But if there is ODe in the University of Southwest-
ern Louisiana's women's basketball campaign, it is a 
one-point loss to Sun Belt Conference-power Arkan-
sas Stale here two weeks ago. 
" They probably weren ', ready for us, " Southwest-
ern coach Dwayne Searle said.. "I'm sure they look 
us a )jule lightly." 
Searle can only hope his team is similarly 
disregarded by Western Kentucky IOnighl. 
"But even if they do that," Searle said, "quite 
frankly , they're still probably good enough to beat us 
pretty casll y .•• 
Worst meetS first in the 5,OOO-seat Blackham Col-
iseum al 7 p.m. The Lady Toppers (12-4 overall. 14th 
in this week's Associated Press poll) will be looking 
10 extend their Sun Belt-leading record to 7.0. 
Southwestern is out 10 break the monotony of an 0-
15,0-5 campaign. 
Searle had no illusions of immediate grandeur 
when he took over the lady CajWl program two years 
ago. Nor did he expect a 3~39 record after his fint 
season-and-a-half on the job. 
"We didn 't expect 10 do great in tenns of the 
number of wins, " he said. "But, no, it hasn't gone as 
we had expected, either." 
Statistics cenain1y offer Searle no comfon . The 
Lady Cajuns can't score, but they make up for it by 
playing little defense. 
Southwestern cards Sun Belt-lows in team scoring, 
scoring defense, field-goal shooting and rebounding. 
The only columns USL tops: opponents' rebounding, 
free-throw shooting and field-goal percentage. 
So what happened against 14-2 Arkansas State, 
which needed a last-second free throw to avoid em-
barrassment? 
"Well," Searle said, "we finally shot the ball We 
shot 48 percent that night, and we're shooting about 
Lady Toppers 
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30 percem on the season. Shooting 
. has really k::ilIed us. We would have 
been able to win some games if we 
could have just hit a shot. 
" And we played with intensiry. 
We went 40 minutes against Arkan-
sas Stale. We've played well in 
spurts this season, bul we haven 't 
played with any consistency." 
Southwestern' s top player is off 
guard AUyson HabeIZ, one of the 
league's better 3-point .~d free-
throw shooters. 
But she would be forgiven if her 
concentration lacks some in the se-
cond half of the season. ·The S-
fool-5 sophomore is also the first 
baseman for Southwestern's na-
tionally rwed softball tdun, which 
began practicing recently. 
Sophomore forward J4ren Buller 
.will miss tonight's game. She was 
injured in an aUlomobil~ accident 
last week.. Searle will have back 
senior Ronda Roon, I suspended 
earlier this season. 
Her experience is welcome on a 
team dominated by rrdhmen and 
sophomores. 
"For as young as we are, 
though," Searle said. "it's great that 
the players have main:a!!1ed as good 
an anitude as they have. ' 
The lady Toppers arrived in 
Lafayette late Wednesday after a 
practice Sanderford ca.lled "very 
good. 1 see some positive things 
happening: Paulette Monroe, Debbie 
Scott, Trina Wilson - they're really 
picking it up in practice here in the 
last few days." 
For all but the fint of Western's 
Sun Be t 
..... " ... 
WMllmKnucky .. .... . ....•.•...... 6-0 lH 
M.lnias S\aIe ..... . ..... . Sol 1 .. 2 
l.a"n.Ir ........... . . .... ..... .. 4·2 11 ·5 
L.ooJidInIoTec:II ...... . . ... ..... ..... 2 11", 
HtwOl'otn .. . ......... .... . 3-3 ~6 
SoutI NabIm& . . .2-3 ~ 11 
c.r.IllAor1d1. .. • .. 1-4 ~9 
T.xu-hlNMncirl . . ....... ~ 14 
s.W.w...... ... .~ 1).15 
eight-game winning streak. Sand-
erford has swted Wilson at center, 
Liesa Lang and Veronica Cook at 
forwards and Kim Pehlk.e and Renee 
Westmoreland in the backcoun. 
But on Wednesday, he hadn't set-
tled on today's starters, though he 
mentioned "I think we need to nnd 
a way to get Guniot guard) Kristie 
Jordan some more minutes." 
- Sanderford said he hasn' t tried to 
downplay the mismatch that this 
game appears to be. 
"We haven't told everybody that 
Southwestern Louisiana is I S-O," he 
said. " Everybody knows they are 
0-15. I would hope that we have 
enough pride to come out and play 
with intensity." 
Nonetheless, Sanderford said that 
because it is a nothing-la-win, all-
to-lose scenario for the Lady Top-
pers, tonight's game scares rum. 
It's likely, however, that the 
palest knuckles belong to Searle. 
" Against Western , we 'U be 
looking to improve on some areas of 
our game," he said. "We just have 
to keep our heads up and try to keep 
getting · better. We feel like we are. 
It's just hard with such a yOWlg 
loam. 
"But we have not given up on 
this season." 
Lady T oppe~~3~ ~ <r 
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game at halftime - saw Soulhwest-
em lose its 20th straight game 
dating back to last February. 
"Western K entucky has so much 
depth and talent that they just physi-
cally and mentally wore w down," 
Southwestern coach Dwayne Searle 
said. 
Searle, though, could hardly be 
upset with his tearn (0-16 overall , 
0-6 in Sun Belt), which had given 
chase 10 the country' s 14th-ranked 
team for 28 minutes. 
" We have a long way 10 go," he 
said. " We can' , be satisfi ed with 
just playing a good half. But you've 
got to playa good half-before you 
can playa good whole game." 
Twelve Lady Tops scored, led by 
Krislie Jordan'~ 15 points. The 
jun ior guard also had four rebounds, 
assists and steals each. 
" We took them for granted in the 
flISt half," lordan said. 
The Lady Tops (13-4, 7-0) take 
their nine-game winning streak to 
Louisville for a 5 p.m. Sunday ] 
meeting with the Lady Cardinals. 
& - - - - -
Winless SWL 
can't lull Lady 
Tops to sleep 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News I -~ i - '7,). 
LAFA VElTE, La. - A portable wooden floor that 
creaks with every dribble, worn nets secured to 
crooked rims by athletic tape - if the Southwestern 
Louisiana winless record isn' t enough to Wlderwhelm 
visitors , the Blackham Coliseum is. 
But just as Arkansas State did two weeks ago, 
Western Kentuc!cy University's women's basketball 
team learned Thursday that taking the Lady Cajuns 
lightly is risky. 
When Arkansas State played in Lafayette on Jan. 
18, the Lady Indians showed up a half hour before the 
game, passed up shooting practice, and proceeded to 
struggle to a one-point win. 
The Lady Toppers gave Southwestern more credi t, 
and, in tum, were given less of a challenge. An 8048 
margin does not a nailbiter make. 
But with the Lady Cajuns up 15-6 10 minutes into 
the game, it was evident Southwestern intense 
defense and streaky 3-point shooting had caught 
Western off guard. 
"You could see why they only lost to Arkansas 
Stale by one point," Western coach Paul Sanderford 
said. "That was no fluke. They do some smart things 
on the basketball court." 
His own team, meanwhile, was "very flat," Sand -
erford said. " We were gelting no leadership from our 
seniors, and we didn 't play with any intensity at aU 
early. " 
This was what Sanderford had feared before the 
game. He had said he hoped that despite the fact the 
game matched the Sun Bdt Conference's best and 
worst teams, the Lady Tops 'would take control early. 
When it didn 't happen, he let his players know 31 
halftime his disappointment. 
"He was pretty upset, " junior center Paulette 
Monroe saM. "They should have been the ones trying 
to stay with us, but, really. we were trying 10 stay 
with them." 
Even after Sanderford's halftime scolding, the 
Lady Tops did not soon shake Southwestern. The 
Lady Cajuns were within eight wilh 12:27 to go in the 
game. 
From that point, though, Western outscored the 
Lady Cajuns 32-8 and the home crowd of 217 -
many of them there for a middle school exhibition 
Continued On Page 3 
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Lang, Jordan put bite on B~~-kette offens~ 
By ERIC WOEHLER "We couldn't handle it at all," ference lead and eliminated New In her first season as a Lady To~ said. "It's great playing with her. I 
The Daily News :; -) "t - '/' J. 
Liesa Lang added the mad to the 
Lady Toppen' "mad-dog" defense 
I year ago. This season - thanis to 
lCwcomer Kristie Jordan - the dog 
s frothing." 
New Orleans guard Ernie Middleton Orleans from contention for the reg- per last year, Lang endeared herself lhink we make a good combination. 
said. She was responsible for two of ular-season league crown. with Western coaches and fans by " 1bat's not taking anything 'away 
the Buc-k.ettes 12 first-half tum- " That 's a good basketball team tenacious defense. Jordan. a transfer from Renee Westmoreland or Kim 
overs Sunday in Diddle Arena. and that we beat badly today," Western from Louisville's Sullivan Junior Pehlke.. because they" ' ''~:~~;~::~,~ 
the errors left New Orleans in a 49- coach Paul Sanderford said. "It's College. bas done the saJJ1C this Play~en~, ~""'~. '~B~u~"~.r~d~§!:'i 28 hole at halftime. good 10 see us play so well against a season.l . .... ~ one 
" After that," Middleton Sajd , ! goodba$kctballteam." ...,"" "ltrytoantk~~their~''' 1 
"we were kind of sheU-shoc .. . Particularly so after a stret~ said Jordan, a 5-foot-l0 gUa:rd. 
Lang's 5-foot-ll, wide frame is 
nore ' than most guards are ac_1 
;ustom~.~"' 50 ' seeing in ~ 
luarter.;coun defenses. 1bat they 
)ften don't.-scc'Jordan at all, lurking 
n ,passmg'" .'Ianes, has 'made 
Nestem's pressure all the more 
The Buc-ketfcs made1' '':J;lc I which the l;ady Toppers appea:ied "Plus, I always) l.ikt' t"Oabe in the 
second-half 'charge, but Western listless. Lang missed Thursday' s game when LiCia'sfin:ftlCcause we I '7;!~~~H~ 
Kentucky U'niversity's wOa¢n's I overtime Win over Central florida seem to get things done." S: 
abid 
• 
basketball ~j:leld on for ~~2 . because o~ a, twisted kn~. HFr "I'm more physical than"':~is, I 
win. ThC Lady Toppers strengthened 1 return to the Slaning lineup seemed~JJ~~w~e~ha~V~e~'~abou~~r~ .... ~~~~'~=~~~~~~:~, their bold ' on the Sun Belt COn- I to revitalize her teammates. __ ~~~L" ~~~~~~==~ 
dy T 
With she and Jordan keying the with 4:27 to play before falling back 
La o.ppers mad-dog J>'CS'"'" defense "'" by 18 again. 
- Pehlke and forward Debbie Scott "We lost some of our intensity in 
Continued From Page 5 excelling in the half-(:()urt man-to- the second half after we had gotten 
to go along with her four steals. man - they tied for the team high the big lead," Sanderford said. "I 
"She played just like she has all with four steals each - New keep telling the kids we need to put 
season. She just got more minutes," Orleans was unable to get the ball two 20 minutes together. 
Sanderford said. " I asked her to inside to 6-foot-5 center Debbie " But I just hope we can get 20 
score. and her defense always makes Payne or 6-foot-3 forward Robin minutes like the fltSt half tonight on 
things happen." Manin. Thursday against Arkansas State." 
" Today." Lang said. "she was "When you're making a team Western visits Jonesboro, Ar:k.... 
better than I was." take 20 seconds off the shot clock for a 7 p.m. Thursday game that will 
Limited to 17 minutes of action , just to get the ball up the floor." have a big impact on the Sun Belt 
Lang had just a pair of steals. Sanderford said, "you know they're race. 
" There were five or six passes I not going to get a very good shot." "The players have been watching 
know I could have gotlen to if my New Orleans shot 39 percent in the standings." Jordan said " We 
knee was OK. I know my body - I the first half. The Buc-keltes were talk about them every day, 
was two, three steps slow today," even worse from the field in the se- "We'll win the Sun Belt if we 
" Liesa wasn't as quick as nor- cond - less than 37 percent - but just come out and play hard every 
mal," Sanderford said, "but she they did manage to make a 12-2 run night. P'lay good defense - defense 
was stiU pretty quick." that closed Western 's lead to 67-56 is always the key when we win." 
••• j 
FociGties avail. for UD "" ,I\n I r 
Peh\ke too hyper ear\~, t~o 
much late against Lou,svIHe 
ting so much heat on us. in die 
backcourt, we've got to ~~ve the 
ball We weren' t doing that. By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News . 
LOUISViLLE. Ky. --:- KIffi 
Pehike had enough adrenalin pum-
ping dlrough her Sunday to play twO 
games, Statistics from . the Lady 
Topper game at LouiSV ille suggest 
she did. 10Yi. 
Pehlke was averaging about 
points and 3Yi. assists per gam~ go-
ing into Western Kentucky Umve~­
'hI 'S 80-70 women's basketball wm 
51.} ... : _~ I 
over the Lady Caruuocus. 
But this was no average game, for 
• • _ . .. ..-1 For the first time 
the sallor ~..... ... . . ill ' 
. -duating from LoUlSV e s slllCe g. p 1a . 
Doss High School. she was. p ~~~ 
at home - the drama ?f which SUi'" 
in with Pehlke before UI?Off. . r 
" I was jumping two lIlI?hes highe 
than normal; I was throwm~ the ball 
into the seats," Pehlke SaId after-
d " I ,'ust could not setde war . 
down." fi half 
This made for a rocky ltst . 
She started, then took a seat four 
minutes into the game. Pehlke was 
back in with 13 minutes to go, back 
out little more than a minute ~a~er , ~ 
with about 10 minutes remauung rn 
the half, out with about seven to go. 
In at 3'58 out at 2:02. 
Co~h ' Paul sanderford gave 
Pehike anodler chance with about 40 
seconds remaining in the half. She 
threw away a pass on the next 
Western possession, then hust1~ 
back on defense to come away With 
a steal in the frnal seconds. . 
After heaving a missed 3_pomter 
al the buzzer, pehlke l00k~ .at the 
scoreboard - 30-26, LoUls~ilIe -
shook her head and tumed tatl to the 
locker room. . fi t 
" Kim was so hyper 10 the ITS 
h If " Sanderford said after the 
a , "She was throwing the ball game. 
LADY TOPPERS SO 
LOUISVILLB 70 
Western's frrst-half IUrnov~r tall ~: 
23, a fruction more th:.m lIS pe -
game average. ... h If 
" 1 just wanted to get us to u.,e a., 
tied, then go ~ and get organized, 
Sanderford said, f 
The Lady Tops switched to a slu -
fi 
.,"'--man defense not often 
ngman....-- ' ill' 
used that frustrated LoUlSV e s 
penetrators. , 
But the key to Pehlke s tur-
d might have been more 
~ "Maybe it was because I 
~ up aU that energy in the flTSt 
half and then had a little time there 
to cool down," 
She committed only twO more 
turnovers while moun~ing a t~­
high 16 points. includtng a ~vmg 
bankshot that gave Westem Its fll'St 
lead of the second half at 32-30 and 
a 3_pointer with I: 15 left that ended 
any Louisville upset hopes.. hem " 
" I got the shots. and I hit t .' 
Pehlk.e said.. "it was ~thing special. 
It could have ~ Llesa ~g. me. 
anybody else on thIS team: .' 
everywhere but to me and her 
Fellow Louisville nallve Knstle 
lordan was the only other ~y Top 
in double-figure scoring With 12. 
1 rdan also tied Paulette Monroe, :ho started at center for the ~lr5t 
time in a month, for the reboundmg 
lead at eight apiece. land had eight 
Renee Westmore . 
. ts on three-Of-lhree shoot~g km the fi eld. She injured her wn~t 
and neck diving for a loo~ ball 11\ 
teammates." . 
Seven turnovers and no pamts on 
O-for-3 shooting in the first half -:-
Pehlke's fir st game back ~n 
" U as becOming one she d LoUiSVI e w 
d h If " I was seemg suu s the seeon a , 'd " I 
ruther not write home about, 
But she wasn' t the only 
Lady Top early. ." 
there for awhile," she sal . 
thought 1 was really hurt. bad, but 
antsy my wrist is just a little stiff now. It 
r ,. .. ·:_·- · ' --
" We were so impauent, s and-
erford said. " When people are put-
will be fine after we ice it down ." 
Western was hun most Sunday by 
a former recruit who got away. 
Gwen Doyle had 28 points and 12 
rebounds, both exceeding her 
averages of 14.7 points and 9.9 re-
bounds. But she doub(s she caught 
the Lady Tops off guard. 
"Coach Sanderford and (assistant 
coach Steve) Small recruited me 
pretty hard, so they know what kind 
of talent I've got," said the 6-foot 
sophomore forward from Louisville 
Manual High School. 
Louisville slipped to 12-6 and 
missed a chance to impress NCAA 
Tournament committoc members. 
" We go back to the Metro Con-
ference now," Coach Bud Qillders 
said. "Our goal all along has been to 
win the Metro, So, yes, this would 
have been a big win, but we go to 
the tournament if we win the Metro, 
anyway. " 
Western, meanwhile, improved to 
14-4. The Lady Toppers climbed 
two notches to 12th in this week's 
Associated Press poll with their 10th 
straight win. 
Last year's streak was 21. Sand-
erford might 5ing yet. 
Western plays at new Sun Belt 
Conference-rival Louisiana Tech at 
7 p.m CST Thursday. 
LaaY.loppe~ 
start slowly, ~,: 
then win easily 
c.. J . ~.., 
From AP and SpedaI:PlsPatCii .. 
-:JJ..- I ... '7;J; 
The 14tb·raiiKed Weifem' l.~en. 
tucky University women's basket. 
ball team overcame a 12..() deficit 
and sluggish. first·halt plar. tci liver. 
whelm SOuthwestem LOll q aDI. 8o. 
48 in a Sun Belt Conference ' game 
Thursday night in Lafayette, La. 
"We were very lackadaisical in 
the first ball,· W .... rn "'!JICbiPaul 
Sanderford said. ''We wereo't<-men. 
tally ready to play, and USL:.came 
out ready." 
W!'tem (13-4, 7.()) led 36-29 at 
balltime and 48-40 with 12:17 to 
play. then outscored the bome4team 
32-8 down the itretcb. -
The Lady Toppen. wbo shot 51.7 
pertent !rOm the field, were 11id!i 
Kristi. Jordan ' with 15 points; '1.1 
'On Habeth bad 15 points for Sou 
western louisiana (11-16, 0-6). : 
In anou...- ramo Thursday ;(Igt.e 
at. ~.ph'. 83, 8eI .. nalM 
'721 Four plilyen ICOred ill double 
figures u unbeaten St Jo~ph's 
downed Be1larmine in • Great 
Lakes Valley Conference game in 
Rensselaer. lad. 
''We made • lot ot mlstake:i ' out 
there,". BeUarmine coach Charlie 
Just said. ''We bad I lot of unI~iced 
turnovers." 
Paula Kline led St Joaeph', with 
19 points, and Tia Glass tossed In 17 
as the Lad)' Pumas, ranked No. 6 in 
NCAA DiVlSion n. improved to 17..(), 
Sheryl Klemme bad 13 points and 
Slone Haughey 12. '· . ... .~ 
Renata Kuchowic:z paced" the 
Lady KnIghts (14-3, 5-3) wiib 17 
points. 
G GRE EN, KE NTU CKY PageJ-S 
Lady Tops potentially bi 
boost for surging Louisvi Ie 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News 
For Louisville, it' s a big opponu~ 
nity to impress NCAA Tournament 
committee members. For Western 
Kentucky, it's just another chance to 
fU1e~tw'le. 
But this lale in the season. thaI 
should be enough 10 motivate the 
Lady Toppers, Coach Paul Sanderf~ 
ord said. . 
" We 're nOI taking Louisville too 
lightly; J don', think there will be a 
problem of us being ready to play," 
Sanderford said of teday' s 5 p.m. 
CST women's coUege basketball 
game in Louisville's sold-out Stu~ 
dent Activities Center. 
" It's February. ]t's time to play." 
Then what was January? 
When Western entered 1992, it 
was struggling to stay in the poUs at 
4-4. But the Lady Tops (13-4, 14th 
in last week's Associated Press rat-
ings) did not lose in January, beating 
nine victims by an average of better 
than 22 points. 
Western meets another hot team 
today. 
Louisville ( 12-5) has won six in a 
row and has been resting since 
hammering Metro Conference-rival 
Virginia Tech 9344 on Monday. 
The Lady Cardinals lead the 
Metro by a half-game over North 
Carolina-Charlotte, an ex-Sun Belt 
sister of Western's. If Louisville 
wins the Metro, it 's in the NCAA 
Tournament. 
But a win today would give 
Louisville a bigger ttl-large cushion 
to fall back ,on, in case its Metro 
hopes are snuffed 
" It defini tely would put them a 
step closer to an NCAA benh," 
Sanderford said 
Louisville reminds Sanderford of 
DePaul, which led Western much of 
the first half Jan. 22 in Diddle before 
succumbing 63 -51 . 
"They're physical, and they are 
really aggressive on defense." he 
said. " The only difference I can see 
is Louisville 's a littie better shooting 
ballclub. " 
Like Western. Louisville is a team 
that relies greatly on its depth. Nell 
Knox, the Metro 's best shooter at 
62.6 percent from the fie ld, comes 
off the bench with a team-high 14.9 
points per game. 
The second-best Lady Cardinal 
scorer (14.7 points) and top re-
bounder (9.9) is Gwen Doyle. a 6-
foot sophomore who'U start at for-
ward with 6-foot- l junior Jenny 
Pearson. KeUy Rose, a 6-foot- l 
sophomore, will stan in the pivot. 
lady Martin, a sophomore, and 
Tuonisia Cummings, a senior, go in 
the backcoun. Cummings handles 
5.6 assists per game. 
Sanderford said he would proba-
bly go with his starting lineup of 
late: center Trina Wilson, forwards 
Liesa Lang and Veronica Cook and 
guards Kim Pehlke and Renee 
Westmoreland. 
Jordan rules 
Kristie Jordan is one Lady Topper 
who's bullish on the new Sun Belt 
Conference lineup. After playing aU 
but one of the league opponents, the 
jwtior guard is averaging a team-
high 11.6 points against Sun Belt 
foes, 3.2 in non-(:onference games. 
l ordan didn'l play basketball last 
year, and a preseason knee injury 
made for a slow stan in her first year 
at Western. But now she's usually 
the first Lady Topper ?ff Sand-
erford's deep bench. 
This comes as linle swprisc to her 
coach, who recruited the 5-fool-1O 
Louisville native out of Ballard 
High School before she went the 
jwtior-(:oUege rout. 
" Kristie's got two good things 
going for her right now," Sand-
erford said. "She' s got a lot of con-
fidence. and she plays under control. 
Kristie is not trying to score - the 
points are coming to her." 
In tea.m.high chunks. Her 16 
points against Arkansas State a 
week ago and 15 at Southwestern 
Louisiana on Thursday paced the 
Lady Tops. 
She's also collecting her share of 
rebounds (3.2 per game) and assists 
(2.0). Plus, Jordan offers leadership 
qualities into the Lady Topper mix. 
" Earlier in the season, Coach 
Sanderford said he needed someone 
to step up - freshman, sophomore, 
junior, senior, whatever," lordan 
said. She said she 's not accustomed 
10 a leader's role, "but it's pretty 
easy on this team. We' re a fam ily. 
We can argue with each other and 
still get along." 
Odds and ends 
- After teday's game, Weslem 
plays Louisiana Tech in Ruston at 7 
p.m. Thursday. 
- The Lady Toppers crossed 
paths with shaggy-topped, tight-
panted rocker Ion Bon lovi in the 
Nashville airport Wednesday. 
"Now if we win by 40 or lose by 
40," assistant coach Steve Small 
quipped before the game with 
Southwestern, "you'U know why." 
Maybe Small was on to some-
thing: 80-48, Western. 
Lady loppers teel at home at LJ of" L 
By JIM TERHUNE 
Staff Writer 
c:. .-\. .1 - J -?.l 
A 3l7-minute span in which West. 
ern Kentucky University turned the 
game of basketball into volleyball 
on the glass powered the No. 14 
Lady Toppers past Louisville 80-70 
last night at U ofL's Student Acrivi. 
lies Center. 
It didn't hurt that Western found 
a home court away from home. 
Cheered on by the majority of the 
774 fans in the I,Goo·seat campus 
gym. WKU dropped a 13·2 run on 
the Lady Cardinals like an anvil, 
Toppers 
feel right 
at home at 
Louisville 
C . J .).. .- 3 -'I J. 
Continued from Page 0 I 
game was officiaHy sold out. The 
unoccupied seals belonged {Q Louis-
ville season ticket holders. 
"It's disappointing 10 have a sell-
out and have three-quarters of the 
crowd be Western fans," Childers 
said. "That speaks volumes about 
ou r fan sunnort and how fAr we 
changing a 47-44 deficit into a 57-49 
lead midway through the se(;ond 
half. 
Four of the points came on follow 
shots and four more on rebound 
fouls. Louisville never got closer 
than four points after that as the 
Sun Belt Conference leaders won 
their 10th straight game and im-
proved to 14-4. Louisville, unbeaten 
in the Metro, slipped to 12-6 with its 
fifth loss to a ranked club. 
"We didn't box out," said U of L 
guard Jody Martin, who twice 
boosted her team back into the 
thick of things with four-point plays 
when she hit a three-pointer and 
added a free throw. "We played 
great defense overall, but we didn't 
finish." 
"They're real strong inside," add-
ed Louisville forward Gwen Doyle, 
who returned to the interior from 
the perimeter for this game. "We 
made a lot of silly fouls." 
More disheanening to U of L 
coach Bud Childers was the distri-
bution of support. Although auen-
dance was 226 shy of capacity, the 
See TOPPERS 
Page 2, col. 4, this section 
need to go: All those people w~re 
not just supporters of the three gt~ls 
(on Western's team) from (loUIS-
ville). It was kind of discouraging to 
our players when they realized it 
was a pro-Western crowd." 
Western coach Paul Sanderford 
wasn't surprised. 
"We'd have had another 500 here 
if they'd had seats," ~e ~aid. "This 
is a hometown (alumni-Wise) for us, 
too." 
Kim Pehlke (Doss High School) 
and Renee Westmoreland (Scotts-
burg, Ind.) were Miss Basketball in 
their respective states and the ~~ 
Toppers' starting guards. Kristie 
Jordan played at Ballard. 
Pehlke led Western with 16 points 
after a rocky first half in which. she 
had seven turnovers and no pomts. 
- Westmoreland, after needing sever-
al minutes to recover from a blow 
[
on the wrist when U of L's Kelly 
Rose fell on her, scored eight. 
Jordan, a transfer from Sullivan 
Junior College, came off the bench 
10 score 12. She's led the Lady Top-
pers in scoring the last two ~am.es. 
"A blessing in disguise, consldenng 
she had arthroscopic knee surgery 
in late October," Sanderford said of 
Jordan. 
Pehlke a senior, said her mother 
and fath~r bought 50 tickets f~r her 
first hometown appearance smce a 
scrimmage four years ago. Western, 
which holds an 18-13 lead in the se-
ries with five straight victories, and 
t 
of L hadn't met in four years. 
"I was hyper at first," she said. "I 
as jumping two inches higher and 
hrowing passes harder. Then 1 
~almed down. We were all .antsy at 
tirst. They were very phYSiCal, but 
we keot our temper under control 
STAFF PHOTO SY JA.MES H, WAllACE 
Loul.vllle'. Tuonl.l. Tumer.cummlngs, lett, tried some vocal. In an 
attempt to pre •• ure We.tern'. Kim Pehlke. 
better than we usually do." 
Louisville claimed a 30-26 half-
time lead with a 15-4 run at the end 
of the half. "We were passive," San-
derford said. "We turned it over 23 
times the first half. We don't do that 
bod .. against Tennessee or any y. 
A more focused Western an-
swered with the first six points of 
the second half. Then Doyle (28 
points overall) and Manin (15) 
scored 15 in a l7-11 spun that came 
before \VKU's fateful power game. 
"We played as hard a~d a~s­
sively as we could play, Childers 
said. 
In a game Saturday night: 
AJabama 78, Kentucky 72: 
No. 24 Alabama (15-4. 3-3) scor~d 
six points, four on free throws, m 
the last 1:08 to beat the visiting 
Lady Kats (1l-9, 4-2) in a Southeast-
ern Conference game. . . 
UK's Mia Daniel tied It 72-72 'NIth 
two free th rows with 1:33 left. 
Niesa Johnson led Alabama with 
15 points, including four free throws 
in the closing span. 
Alabama outrebounded the Lady 
Kats 48-39 behind Marlene John-
son's 13 rebounds. 
Stacy Mcintyre paced. UK with 25 
points on 9-of-16 shootmg. 
\...U1U> Uu ... , _ _ _ 
J nce powerful Lady Techsters 
trying to rebuild old dynasty 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News ~ - (. -</ ,)-
RUSTON. I .... . - Lady Techsler-
fan paticllce, long :t tradit ion, is be-
ing tested. 
TIle home crowd stands unlil the 
opposing te;.tm scores in the lllOmas 
Assembly Center. Ten years ago. 
loUisiana Tech fans waited through 
two Paul Sanderford timeouts and 
an 11 -0 Lady Techster run before 
Westem Kentucky finally scored . 
But back then. Louisiana Tech 
was one of women' s co llege basket-
ball 's nearly ulllouchable powers. 
Now fans in Ru ston are waiting 
fOf Coach Leon Barmore to build 
;Illother national challenger. 
After appearing in 10 of the last 
13 Final Fours and winning lhree 
NCAA crowns, Louisiana Tech is 
12-7 . unr;Ulked and trying to Slay 
altvc III the Sun Belt Conference 
rJCC. 
Western (1 4-4 ovemll. 7-0 Sun 
Belt) 1e.1ds the league standings, 
while Tech (5 -3 conference) is 
fourth-place. The teams meet here at 
7 p.m. 1O(l1y. 
Tech slmggled through an 18-12 
campaign :I year ago, and its stock 
Sun Be I 
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with poll-voters has fallen this 
season. 
" But they are capable of beating 
anyone in the country," Sanderford 
said. 
Shantel Hardison, a 5-foot-9 
senior guard, is the biggest reason 
Tech is so dangerous. She averages 
about 16 points, eight rebounds and 
five assists per game. . 
"She's an experienced player and 
a super athlete," Sanderford said. 
"She 's quick. strong and can take 
the ball to the basket." 
The second-leading Lady 
Techster scorer is a freshman, for-
ward Amy Brown who averages 
slightly more than 10 points per 
game. 
But she usuaUy plays behind for-
wards Cara Gullion and Danielle 
Whitehurst. Lisa Payne joins Har-
dison in the backcoun, and Michelle 
Martin, a 6-foot-3 junior, is the 
center. 
Western will counter with center 
Paulette Monroe, forwards Veronica 
Cook and Liesa Lang and guards 
Kim Pehlke and R e n ee 
Westmoreland. 
Sanderford is concerned about the 
impact of a harsh travel schedule on 
his Lady Toppers. "TIlis is almost 
like an NBA schedule right now, " 
he said. 
Western is in the middJe of a 
five-game road swing, and the team 
didn 't check into its Ruston hotel 
until about 2 this morning. 
"We' ll just have to surv ive," 
Sanderford said. "We've got lhree 
games left (fech, at Texas·Pan 
American and at Lamar) of this 
stretch, and I think we've got to win 
two of three to win the Sun Belt 
regular-season championship." 
Belt loop 
Lamar, once seemingly destined 
Continued On Page 3 
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10 a disappointing season, now a~­
pears to be back on track for what It 
expected to be a season of destiny. 
After her tt-1m had lost to 
Western by 19 in DiddJe Arena last 
month. one of Lamar's star guards, 
Brenda Hatchett , said the Lady Car-
dinals were on the decline. 
" It's going 10 take a lot of 
regrouping for us to tum it around," 
Hatchett said. 
But that was bn. 12. and he r tal· 
ented backcoun mate, Ramona 
Jones, had just been suspended .in-
definitely as part of an ongomg 
NCAA investigation. 
Lamar hasn 't lost since. Five 
stmight wins - all of them in the 
Sun Belt - has Lamar back at th ird 
in the conference. TIle streak seems 
safe at least through tonight. when 
Lamar plays host to lowly Texas-
Pun American. 
Now Jones, one of the league's 
top guards , is baclt. After missing 
six games, she returned to the ~\ar 
lineup S:lturday to post a .career-hlgh 
12 assists in a 96·72 Will at South 
Alabama. 
With aU five starters back from a 
29-4 NCAA Tournament fmal-eight 
team, Lamar was listed in virtually 
every women's college basketball 
preseason poll and was picked by 
league coaches 10 fmi sh second in 
the Sun Belt. 
But the NCAA investigation cost 
Lamar in coach, Al Barbre, before 
the season and Hatchett and Jooes in 
short stints during il . 
How much of its 1990-91 magic 
Lamar has recaptured could be 
revealed against its next two foes 
after Pan Am: Sun Belt second-
place Arkansas State and leader 
Western Kentucky. 
Odds and e nds 
_ Tonight 's game at Loui siana 
Tech is the third of a five -game road 
swing fo r the Lady Toppers. From 
Ruston, the team goes to Edinburg. 
Texas. where it will face Texas-Pan 
American at 7 p.m. Saturday. After 
stopping back in Bowling Green to 
check mail and do laundry early 
next week, Western returns to the 
road to face Lamar in Beaumofll. 
Texas, on Wednesday. 
_ Early this season. Sanderford 
said that if his Lady Toppers match-
ed their 2 1-game win streak .of a 
year ago, he would sing the NatIOnal 
Anthem in Diddle Arena before the 
22nd game. Western hasn't lost in 
lhe new year, and his players ap-
parentl y aren '.t goin~ to let Sand-
erford out of hiS I' fomlse. - -
lady Tops regain slight Sun Belt lead 
Lamar pounded Arkansas State 84-65 in Beaumonl, Texas, on Sun-
day. giving Western Kentucky University's women's basketball team a 
half-game lead in the Sun Belt Conference. 
The Lady Toppers' 8-1 league record is best in the SlUt Belt, with 
Arkansas Stale (8-2), Lamar (7-2), Louisiana Tech (6-3) and New 
Orleans (6-4) still in the hunt for the regular-season ClOwn. 
Western ( 15-5 overall) ne';{ plays at 7 p.OL Wednesday at Lamar. 
Meanwhile. Shantel Haridson' s performance against the Lady Top-
pers on TImnday made her the Sun Belt's Player of the Week. Har-
dison's 34 points, including 12~f-12 frce-throw shooting, was the key 
10 Louisiana Tech's 79-66 bomocowt upset of Western. 
Hardison, a 5-foot-1O senior guard, also tallied seven rebounds and 
fourslealsinTech's lonegame oftheweek. [) AI -;). - f() - (1' ). 
No. 12 Western Women 
done in by 36 turnovery 
5 'a1 to The Courier-Joume:l , pea ?- - .,... -'?x, __ 
La _ Louisiana leu. 
RUSTON. . Western Kentucky 
forced No. 12 . \ling to a '79-
into 36 turnovers m ro women's 
66 Sun Belt, confere~~daY night, 
basketball VlctOry ,Thl0_game vrn" 
snapping Western s " :. . 
ning streak.ed the ball over 18 times "We turn d that was 'the 
in the ~; h:eSt~ " coac!l Paul" 
. ballgaroe'rd said alter the Lady 
Sanderfo. roved to 14-5 and 7-1. 
Tecllsters unp (137 tl-3)-0ut-
The Lady :roPpeS2 3 -Percent to 
shot the WinDers d 'outrebounded 
39.1 percent an 
them~29-
Lady Tops face rocky road in 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News :l. - " - '7" J,... 
If the Lady Toppers are, indeed, 
to win the Sun Belt Confe rence race 
they lead, they will earn the victory 
in the baltle's fmal weeks. 
Five teams are in the hunt for the 
Sun Belt's women's basketball title. 
Western leads the league, followed 
by Arkansas Stalt, Lamar, Loui· 
siana Tech and New Orleans. 
Among them. Western (15·5 
!)verall. 8-1 Sun Bell) is the only 
leam to have games remaining 
against all four fellow upper4vi-
sion leams. And the Lady Toppers 
play two of them on' the road - a 
Feb. 27 visit to second-place Arkan-
sas Stale and Wednesday's 7 p.rn. 
game in Beaumont, Texas, against 
third-place Lamar. 
Wednesday's will be the last of a 
five-game road swing for Western, 
On the way 10 Ruston. La. , lasl week. 
to face Tech on Thursday, Coach 
Paul Sanderford predicted that his 
.team's Sun Belt regular-season 
chances would take shape in me 
next few games, 
"We've got three games left in 
this stretch," he ~d. "I really do 
believe we have to win two of three 
to win the Sun Belt regular-season 
championship." , 
Western wa~ upset at Tech 79-66 
but rebounded impressively to whip 
an improving Texas-Pan American 
squad 96-64 Saturday in Edinburg. 
In addition to molding the Sun 
Bell race. the Lady Tops ' remaining 
seven regular-season games will 
a150 affect Western's seeding for the 
NCAA Tournament. 
"To have an opponunity 10 win 
the national championship, " Sand-
erford said, "you really cannOt af-
ford to be seeded lower than fourth 
in a regional. Otherwise. you end up 
tightening Sun Belt race 
going on the coad to play a great 
team early." 
Recruiting 
Louisiana Tech 's freshman class 
this year was rated among the coun-
try's best. But it' s a Tech graduate 
who is the recruit malring the most 
noise in Ruston this season. 
Jim Robken was hired away from 
the University of Arkansas during 
the summer to direct Tech 's band. 
Robken was 1V analyst Dick 
Vitale 's pick as las t season 's best 
basketball band director. 
Robken had Tech's band in rare 
Sun Be t 
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fonn for Wcstern', vWt Thursday. 
If play intenupted their songs. 
band mernbcn forewent instruments 
and hununed the ending,. Once 
when Lady Top point glW"d Renee 
Westmoreland called out her team', 
offense, the band mimicked the 
junior' s high-pitched chirp of 
" Two, two. " 
Plus, the band was chiefly respon-
sible for keeping the 2,306 in 
Thomas Assembly Center involved 
during timeouts. 
Western 's game in Edinburg of-
fered contraSt. 
In fact , the only commotion dur-
ing a timeout Sarurday came about 
five minutes into the second half, 
when it was announced that Mr. 
Gatti's pi.u.a coupons would be 
given to the fust 12 fans wearing 
tIT-Pan Am green who approached 
the scorer's lable. 
Western whittles huge 
deficit but bows in OT 
From Special Dispatches 
~ .J ),- ( J ' ? J.., 
Lamar oulscored Western Ken· 
tucky 14·7 in overtime last night in 
Beaumont. Texas. to hand Ihe Lady 
Hilltoppers an 82·75 loss in Sun 
Belt Conference play. 
Lamar (15-5, 8-2) opended a 21-6 
lead after just five minutes and led 
46-29 lale in the first half. But West-
ern (15-6, 8·2) eventually sent the 
game into overtime on Kim Pehlke's 
three-point goal with one second 
left. 
" I though the first five or six min-
utes Lamar played like they in the 
NBA," Western coach Paul Sander· 
ford said . "We showeq a lot of cour· 
age and poise coming back fro m 15 
points down to make it a game." 
WOMEN 
Ea-... Kentucky 83, T .... 
,...." Martin 18: Jaree Goodin 
scored 22 points and had 12 re-
bounds to lead the host Lady Colo-
neb (16-6). 
Eastern led 40-21 at the half and 
pushed the margin to 62·31 with 
13:22 remaining. 
The Lady Colonels were oulre-
bounded 52-45 and outshot from the 
field 42 percent 10 41 percent. Tiffa-
ny Mayfield had six of Eastern 's 22 
steals. 
Gina Warren led Tennessee-Mar-
tin (1O-_1~ . ~th 16 points. 
AI a..-,Taue 
WESTUH K.£N1\ICKY ~ ~7) -
L.r.g 12. Mr;nOe 20. w.morlllt'Kl O. 
~ Ie , JOrdiIIIl' . Aot>orwon 2. Sc:oa 12, -., 
LAMNlII tte-n-14) - Hick..,- e. s....n 
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Lady Tops' . 
guards back 
up in rout 
of Tex-Pan-
By ERIC woEHLllR ,., - 9 - '] J-
T1Kl Daily News c;r.. 
EDrNBURG Teus - Admit~ 
Icdly em~sed by Louisiana 
Tech in their last game, the Lady 
Topper backco~ mo got an ego 
boost Saturday rught 
Starters Renee Westmoreland and 
Kim Pehlke and reSCI"Ve Kristie Jor· 
dan accounted for 21 of 36 Western 
turnovers in a key 17./)9 Sun Belt 
Conference loss at T~h on ThW"l-" 
day. . 
But against Texas-Pan American 
on Saturday. Westmoreland. Pdllke 
and Jordan bad only four turnOvers, 
none in the first half" 
"That's unusual for us," Pehlke 
said with a sigh afterward. 
Meanwhile, they com~inod for 41 
points, nine assists and rune steals as 
Tex.as--Pan American never lead an~ 
never challenged in a 96-64 docl· 
sion. 
"Regardless of who we were 
playing," Peblke said, "this was ~ 
big game for us. . 
" Louisiana Tech was a WID we 
needed and didn' , get bocaus.C we 
weren' t mentally focused from the 
start. " 
Westmoreland added. "No~y 
Coatinucd 00 Pase 4 
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came out anti said it, but 1 think we 
all said 10 ourselves, 'Tonight, we 
need to come out and get the job 
done.. " " 
Peh l lt.e"s 24 p oi n ts and 
Westmore1and "s five steals lead 
Western to the win that returned a 
share of the Sun Belt lead to the 
I Lady Toppers. 
Weslern (15-5 overall) and 
Arkansas State, which plays at 
Lamar today" own 8-1 league marks. 
The Lady Tops' intensity was 
nearly relentless Saturday. Even as 
Lc.1 Robinson' s foUow-up with 
11 :33 to go gave Western ils longesl 
lead, 36 points, Coach Paul Sand-
erford screamed to his defense, 
" Pressure.' , 
" This was a classic mismatch," 
s.1id T im Hicks, coach or Texas-Pan 
American (8-11, 1-8). " Add to that 
the revenge factor of them just hav-
ing lost to Louisiana Tech, and this 
OJle didn ' t txxIc to weI! for us from -
the beginning. It 
Sanderford's mood had been 
dark-to-pitch throughout the 48 
hours between the Louisiana Tech 
and Texas~Pan American games, 
The win Saturday returned at least a 
half-smile to the lOth~year coach's 
face, 
" Things were much different to-
nighl, " he said. " I wrole fWO words 
on the chalkboard: mental focus. 
Our approach to the game was so 
much better tonight than it was 
Thursday. 
" We got our pride hurt at Loui-
siana Tech. Bul we gOI it back: 10-
night, and you can look. at our inten~ 
sity as the reason why." 
So lhorough an annihilation it 
was, Sanderford was able to play 
every Lady Topper on h.is bench 
Saturday al 1e.1.st rour minutes. 
" 111;II' S why they are where they 
are, ., Hicks said. 
Depth is especial.ly importanl al 
this point in the season when sched-
ules take on an NBA fee l. S:ltur~ 
d:IY's was Western 's fourth road 
game in a row. 
The L...1dy Tops relUm to Bowling 
WI'SI'ERN KY, 96 
TEX-PAN AM 64 
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Green today but leave for Beau-
mont, Texas, all Tuesday where Ihey 
meet Lamar 03-5, 6-2) al 7 p.m. 
Wednesday. 
' ·You've got to th ink about the 
fat igue ractor.", Sanderford 5.1id. 
.. But J am pleased to see our team 
apparently learned something from 
the loss al Louisiwl:t Tech. 
" 11tis Lamar game will probably 
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be a big raclor in the regular-season 
Sun Belt championship. I don ·t 
think we 'll have any problem gel-
ting up for th is game. " 
Jordan agreed. even thQugh Mon-
day ·s will be Western's only prac-
tice berore Wednesday 's game. 
·'We ·1I just have to work hard 
enough in one d.1y fo r two days· 
wonh of practice,·' she said. 
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By ERIC WOEHLER . 
The Daily News 
RUST~N, la, - It took the Lady 
Toppers Just 17 secQnds to sil them 
down, but they could never shut 
them up. 
In fact. the 2,306 fans in the 
Thomas Assembly Center on Thurs-
da>: are probably still la1king about 
then Lady Techsters' 79-66 upset of 
Western Kentucky Un iversity's 
women 's baskecball ieam. 
,II w~. after all. "one of the best 
WillS, thiS school has ever had, ,. ac-
cording to Louisiana Tech coach 
Leon Bannore. 
Granted, the win did come against 
the country 's 12th-ranked team and 
it did Knock Westcm (14-5 ov~rall 
7- 1 Sun Bell Conference) out of th~ 
league lead. 
~ut ~annore's ranking Thurs. 
day s Win a~.ng Tech' s biggcst 
eVer was surpnslIlg, considcring the 
SC~lool' S three nalional champion _ 
ships and 10 trips to the Final Four 
During tJ1t~ decade-plus wonh ~f 
su~cess, the L1dy Tcchsters have 
bUill an adam:tnl fo llowing, making 
the 1l1~lIIas Assembly CCler Olle o f 
wom~n s college b.1skelba lJ's rnosl 
dauJ1IUlt! m en:I.::!. 
One 'Of its faithfu l's traditions is 
standing unt il the visitors score. 
Liesa Lang took care of that quickly, 
giving the Lady Toppers a 2-0 lead 
with the clock: reading 19:43. 
The fans . though, stayed involved, 
berating officials and cheering each 
Tech bucket. Then when Western 
coach Paul Sanderford called 
timeout with 14:20 to go in the 
game - in the middle of a 12-0 
Tech run th ll! produced a 23-point 
lead - they swayed and sang to 
the ir band 's rendi tion of " It 's Hard 
To Be Humble." 
Humility came easy to Kim 
Pehlke. 
"Now I know," Western's senior 
guard said, " how it feels to be an 
opposing team in Diddle Arena." 
Now she also m ows how it feels 
to play against a truly oppressive 
defense. Tech's full-court, physical 
pressure recalled the lady Tops on a 
good defensive nighl. 
Western committed 36 turnovers, 
many of them coming on fast breaks 
when Pehlke or fellow guards Renee 
Westmoreland or Kristie Jordan 
would have the bal l slapped away 
from behind 011 fast breaks. 
Sanderford prai sed Tech' s 
defense, but also laid blame with an 
offense hI: described as " t()(al con-
fusion. " 
"We can handle that kind of 
heat:' he said. " 1l1irty-six turn-
overs? They're he;11 wasn 'l thai out -
standing. 
" Ie 's rl:;lll y di sappoinling for me, 
in Febmary, for us to play so un· 
di sciplined - and that 's what wt 
were, undisciplined." 
Sanderford was equally unpleased 
witJl his defense: " Terrible. We ab-
solutely d id not get the job done on 
defense .. , 
Cenainly not on Shamel Har-
dison, a senior guard who tallied 34 
points on Il -of-19 shooting from 
the field and 12-of-1 2 from tJle. foul 
!.ine. 
" 1 to ld everybody before the 
game, 'Let's just go out and com-
pete,' " Hardison said. " ' No matter 
what happens, let' s not fold up. ' 
That was the key - we never let up 
throughout the whole game. " 
Western did make a run after 
Tech opened its 23-point lead. It 
was 68-58 with 1:57 to go. 
. 'Bul the game was over when 
they made that run," Sanderford 
said. "Louisiana Tech's too good of 
a leam to lose a 23-point lead .. 
Proving Sanderford' s point, the 
Lady Techsters hit II of 12 free 
throws in the fmaltwo minutes. 
The lady Topper road show trav-
eled on to Edinburg, Texas, today. 
where Western plays Texas-Pan 
American at 7 p.m. Saturday . 
"It all comes down to how we 
respond to this loss," Sanderford 
said. " But this loss huns. It really 
hurt s. 
" It' s like I to ld the kids in the 
locker room after the game: To-
night , we IOS110 tradition." 
Lamar out to nail WKU on boards 
'2 - /) - ';' J _ 
By BRlC WOEHLER 
77lc Daily News 
BEAUMONT, Texas - Reboun-
ding against the Lady Toppers on 
the scoreboard will mean reboun-
ding over them on the backboard, 
Lamar coach Liz McQuilter said. 
In the key Sun Belt Conference 
game of the week, the Lady Cardi-
nals host Western Kentucky's 
women's basketball team at 7 to-
night in the Montagne Center. 
When the teams met Jan. 11 in 
Bowling Green, Westem won 82-
63. The margin's girth, McQuitter 
said, could be traced to the Lady 
Toppers' 52-18 rebounding edge. 
McQuill er said she was 
humiliated by the statistic. " Play-
ing, coaching - I 'ye never seen 
anything like that in game e'<ier;" 
But this is a different Lamar team 
than the one that left Bowling Green 
a mooth ago apparently headed for a 
gloomy season. 
The loss to Western was Lamar's 
third in four games. The Lady Car-
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dinals were coming off a 2-point 
loss at Sun Belt rival Arkansas 
Stale, and their point guard, Ramona 
Jones, had just been suspended in-
definit ely in Ught of an NCAA in-
vestigation .. 
The NCAA probe continues. But 
Jones, who is considered among the 
Sun Belt', best guards, is back. and 
Lamar is on a seven-game winning 
streak. . 
Their last game was an 84-65 
homecoun blasting of Arkansas 
State on Swxtay. 
Lamar (14-5 overall, 7-2 in the 
Sun Belt) is expecting 5,000 l\ms to 
tum out tonight to boost the Lady 
Cardinals' charge up the Sun Be lt 
standings. 
" We' re intense and focused," 
McQuitter said. "We need to put it 
all together for 40 minutes. We 
haven't done that, but this would be 
the perfect night to do it. " 
Brenda Hatchett, who averages 
15.6 points a game, will join Jones 
in Lamar's bacltcoun. Jones was 
leading the Sun Belt in assists be-
fore her Sun Belt suspension. She 
averages better Ulan six scoring 
passes a game. 
Uirannah Jackson, a 6-fool-2 
senior center, will likely become 
Lamar's all-time leading scorer to-
night Debera Hickey, whose 16.1-
ppg average leads the Lady Cardi-
nals, starts at one forward. Bobbie 
Bean will start with her, but forward 
Travessa Gant brings a team-high 
8.1 rebolUlds per game off the 
bench. 
Western (15-5, 8-1) will go with 
guards Renee WesUDoreland and 
Lady Toppers attempted only nine. 
Kinl Pehlke, forwards Liesa Lang 
and Veronica Cook, and center 
Pauleue Monroe . 
Every remaining Lady Topper 
game carries with it significance in 
the Sun Belt race. It also determines 
Western' s c lout with the NCAA 
Tournament committee. 
'' If we' re going to do all of the 
things we've talked about this 
season - going to the NCAA Tour-
nament, getting to the Final Four," 
Pehlke said, " then we've got to be 
mentally focused every game from 
here on out. 
"Otherwise, they're going to 
make us play Maryland at 
Maryland, Tennessee at Tennessee, 
Virginia at Virginia - something 
like that. ' , 
Odds and ends 
- The Lady Top individual 
leaders through 20 games: Paulette 
Continued On Page 3 
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Monroe, scoring (12.3 points per 
game) and rebounding (6.2); 
Veronica Cook, field-goal shooting 
(60 percent); Liesa lang, steals (two 
a game); Kim Pehike, assists (3.9 
per ga m e); and Renee 
Westmoreland, free -throw shooting 
(84 percenl). 
. Monroe, meanwhile, took - and 
hit - her lone 3-point attern'pt of her 
collegiate career in the waning mo-
menls of the 79-66 loss at LouiSiana 
Tech. 
., I was trying to do anything just 
to help us get back into it" the 
junior center said. ' 
- Thursday's game al Louisiana 
Tech reunited former Scottsburg 
(Ind .) Hi g h Schoo l s tar s 
Westmoreland and Cara Gul.lion. 
TIle two were WarrioreUe team-
males 1986-88. 
Wesunoreland had seven turnovers 
and only four points, while Gullion 
didn't score in five minutes of ac-
tion. 
- In keeping with a promise, 
New Orleans coach Joey Favaloro 
allowed his players to shave his 
head last week. Favaloro said he'd 
part with his hair if the Buc-kettes 
beat Louisiana Tech for the ftrst 
time ever, and they did, 69-54, in 
Ruston. Westmoreland also hits 41.3 per-
cent of her 3-point tries - a team-
high if you don't count Cook or 
Monroe. Westmoreland has hit 26 of 
63 long-range shots, while Cook has 
NeitJler player recalled high 
school glory Thursday, however. 
----------------
- After tonight' s game at Lamar 
Western next plays at 2:30 p.m~ 
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ty' s women' s baSketball team 
meets the Lady Jags a12:30 p.m. 
in Diddle Arena. The Lady Topper.; (15-6 ove",n. S-2 Sun Belt) Me ",min, off " 
f>Ye-s
ame 
road ,wing of which \hey lost tWO - at Loui,ian
a 
Tech on 
Weste .. i, a half-game behind rust-place ",kan"" SUlte and a h,lf-Feb. 6 and at LaJnIlI on Wednesday . 
Same ahead of Loui' .... Tech and LamM in \he Sun Bell Tech won 
81-80 in overtime at home against t.amar on Saturday. South Alabama (6-15 overall) is out of \he "'co at 3-7 in the eon-
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ee
. The Lady Jaguan lost at home to Westem 76-54 on J~t . 16. 
uWanda BlaCk. a 6-fool-1 junior. and =" powell. a 5-[oot-11 
senior. pace first-year coach BUtch Stocklon', team at 15.5 and 15.1 
points per game. ""pectively. b rJ ) -I • . 
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Bad ~ady Jags victimized by Lady Tops 
-:::::L : 7 - '/ }.... 
By ERIC WOEHLER. 
The Daily News 
. The Lady Jaguars who had been 
good Saturday. night weren'l nearly 
good enough on Sunday aftemoon. 
Thcy had less-talented players 10 
begin with. Having about half as 
many of them only widened the 
mismatch. So what started out as a 
bad trip to Bowling Green for the 
University of South Alabama's 
women' s basketball team only got 
worse: 9745. Western Kentucky. 
" First, the van breaks down on 
)Ul way here from Nashville," 
Coach Butch Stockton said .• 'Then 
when we get to the hotel, one of the 
~ irl s turns on the air conditioner; she 
• 
gets shocked and has to go to lhe 
hospital. Thcn we have throe players 
who decide to break curfew Satur-
day night Two of the three were 
stanen, but I had to suspend them. 
"When you come in and playas 
fine a team as Western Kentuclcy, 
you 've got to have your entire team 
focused and ready to play. You can-
not afford to suspend anyone." 
'That was not the case with Coach 
Paul Sanderford His Lady Toppers 
did fine wilhout 6-foot-4 junior 
center Paulelte Monroe, Western's 
leading scorer and rebounder who 
sat out the game. 
" It 's a one-game suspension for 
disc iplinary reasons," Sanderford 
said of his punishment of Monroe 
before declining to elaborate. 
The Lady Jags in wtifonn Sunday 
numbered six. The lady Tops had 
II Y:t - Debbie Scott sat the first 
half, Sanderford said, because she 
missed the team's pre-game meal. 
"We needed everybody just to 
have a chance," Stockton said. 
The win boosted the Lady Top-
pers' record to 16-6, helped them 
hold to the No. 17 spot in this 
week's Associated Press poll and 
returned to them a share of the 
league (Western is 9-2 in the SWl 
Belt). 
Such an easy game allowed Sand-
erford to exhaust his bench. Every 
lady Tops cruise------=="----__ _ 
Cootinued From Page 5 
would hun team morale. She ap-
parently was right. 
"Nobody thought anything of 
them," she said SWlday. "We 
would have liked to have won but 
we didn't So we put them beiurut 
us. We're still focused on winning . 
the SWl Belt." 
. ~ext up is Central florida, a 
VISitor to Diddle Arena at 7 p.rn. 
Thursday. VCF is another team in 
the bonom division of the SWl Belt 
standings. 
"We've got to win them all," 
Sanderford said. " We've got five 
(regular-season) games left. ff we 
win all five, nobody's going to catch 
us. " 
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Lady Topper played at least eight 
minutes. Everyone scored. 
"It was good to get the whole 
team involved," said forward Deb-
bie Houk, one of Sanderford's lOp 
reserves. "It 's very hard to stay up 
for practice if you' re not getting into 
the games." 
Stockton, also, got a chance to 
give extended playing time to some 
of his young players. 
"The play of freshman Dina 
Jones was a bright spot," he said. 
,. She showed she could shoot the 
ball, which she hasn 't done. And 
Monica Thigpen showed she could 
be a floor leader." 
Two of the South A1abama' s (6-
16, 3-8) three leading scorers, 
LaWa nda Black and Metta 
Christensen, were among those 
suspended for staying out put 
curfew to watch a movie Saturday 
night. In their absence, senior for-
ward Chanta Powell had a team-
high 17 points. 
Senior guard Kim Pehlke tallied 
team-bests of 21 points, four assists 
and four steals fo r the Lady Top-
pers. Fellow senior Liesa Lang pac-
ed all rebounders with nine. 
Pehlke had said after Wednes-
day' s loss at Lamar that she doubled 
Western 's losing two of three games 
Continued On Page 6 
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Pehlke lifts Western past South Alabama; UK topples LSU . 
From AP and Special Dispatches 
(.. . J 'J. -i -7-? 
Kim Pehlke scored 21 points ti( 
lead No. 15 Western Kentucky to a 
97·45 victory over South Alabama 
in a Sun Belt Conference women's 
game yesterday in Bowling Green, 
Ky. 
Pehlke, a Doss High School prod-
uct, hit 9 of 13 shots, including two 
three-pointers as Western improved 
to 16-6 and 9-2 in the league. 
Chanta Powell led Soulh Alabama 
(6·16. 3·8) with 14 points. South Ala· 
bama coach Butch Stockton sus-
pended three players, including 
starters l...aWanda Black and Metta 
Chrislensen, for missing curfew. 
Kentucky 73, Louisiana 
Stalte 55: Kristi Cushenberry 
scored 16 points to lead the Lady 
Kats to the Southeastern ConCer-
COLLEGE 
WOMEN 
enee victory at UK's Memorial Coli· 
scum. Kentucky (13·11, 5-4) played 
without leading rebounder Pattresa 
Leonard, who was dismissed from 
the team for disciplinary reasons. 
The victory was UK's first over 
LSU since the 1981-82 season. 
Barbara 'Henderson led LSU (10-
12,2-7) with 17 points. 
Iowa 59, IncI"NI 171 Toni Fos-
ter sank two free throws with four 
seconds remaining to lift No, 7 Iowa 
in Bloomington, Ind. 
FOSler, who led the Hawkeyes 
with 27 points and 10 rebounds, 
keyed an U-9 run with five points 
over the final three minutes, 
TlSha Hill tied the score twice In I 
the final three minutes, the last time 
on a layup off a steal with 10 sec-
onds remaining. She then fouled·' 
Foster, who made the winning tree 
throws. 
Dawn Douglas led Indiana (14-7 : 
overaU, 6-5 in the Big Ten) with 18 ' 
points and 10 rebounds. Amy Che.-
rubini added 13. Nicole Tunsil add- ' 
ed 10 points for the Hawkeyes (19-2. 
I()' I). 
In a game Saturday night: 
Loulaville ea. Southem MI .. 
..... ppl87: Gwen Doyle scored 24 
points, handed out 10 assists and 
grabbed nine rebounds to lead the 
Lady Cards into rust place in the 
Metro Conference. 
Louisville improved to 14-7 and 6-: 
1 in the league. Southern Miss slid 
10 15-8. 6-2. 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL 
The University of Kentucky vaulted 'from 19tb. to No, 13 i!1 the 
weekly Associated Press poll, while Indiana 4ropped from a tie for 
fourth to No. 7. Duke remained No.1, while U~LA and Kansas 
each moved up one spot to No. 2 and 3, respectively. Oklahoma 
State fell from second to No.8. 
• Western Kentucky dropped two notches to No.,17 in the AP 
women's poU, while Vrrginia, second last week, chmbed to the 
No. 1 spot. Maryland fell from first to No.4. c.. . J ~ - I 'flrt 
, 
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Overtime loss drops 
Lady Tops to second 
as race hits stretch 
ByERlCWOEHLER ?--. ) .;-. :} ~---------~ 
The Daily News SUN BELT 
BEAUMONT, Texas - It 's 
Arkansas State by a nose. Western's 
fading, and Lamar's gaining fast. 
The lead horses have bunched 
together in the Sun Bel! Conference 
race. Western Kcmucky Universi· 
ty's women's basketball team · is 
glad to have reached the home 
stretch. 
1 . .M;anus sa.. 
u_ 
It w..-n KwU;t::y 
4. ~Tec:tI 
5. HwOrtnm ...... -7. Cemj FIorIdI 
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over two defenders that sent the 
game to overtime. 
.. I thought I was going to hit it," 
Pehlke said, "but then I also was 
confidem I'd hit those two wide-
open 3s I missed in overtime." 
Tile Lady Topper tour of 
southeastern United States airpons 
and basketball arenas has ended. 
TIle last of five straight road games, 
an 82-75 overtime loss at lamar on 
Wednesday. cost Western the league 
lead. 
guard Brenda Hatchett said. "So 
we're going to be happy with this 
win for now. 
Western slipped behind quickly in 
overtime, and lamar had avenged a 
19-point loss in Bowling Green last 
month. 
"I'm displeased because we 
didn' t win," Sanderford said. "But 
the kids tried. We played hard., re-
ally hard tonight. We just didn't win 
the ballgame. ' , 
"But we've got Louisiana Tech 
Sunday, and wc're focused on win-
ning the Sun Belt now." 
The Lady Tops (15-6 overall, 8-2 
Sun Belt) returned to Bowling 
Green today. They play South 
Alabama in Diddle at 2:30 p.m. 
Tuesday to begin a three-game 
homestand. Then the bus leaves for 
Jonesboro to play at Arkansas State. 
Western then plays two more regu-
lar-season games, both in Diddle, 
before hosting the SWl Belt tourna-
ment. 
"Bul l don't think this is going to 
get us down," senior c<H:aptain 
Kim Pehlke said. "We know we're . 
a good basketball team. 
"Plus, we've got three home 
games coming up. Gecting back in 
Diddle Arena wiU give us a chance 
10 boost our confidence again." 
But in the first half Wednesday, 
"I thought Lamar looked like they 
belong in the NBA - not the Sun 
Beh Conference," Western coach 
Paul Sanderford said. 
Playing in the Montagne Center 
on Wednesday certainly did so for 
Lam",. 
Playing in front of their biggest 
home crowd of the season, atten-
dance 4,468, the Lady Cardinals 
opened an 1841ea.d. 
After an early season of suspen-
sions and other frustrations resulting 
from an NCAA investigation. the 
Lady Cardinals have become the 
Sun Bell 's hottest team. 
.. I wanted us to come out and 
jump on them early," Lamar coach 
Liz McQuitter said. "But even I was 
thinking, 'What' s going on here?' 
Lamar (15-5 . 8-2) plays five of its 
six remaining regular-season games 
on the road . But the Lady Cardinals 
believe their momentum will SUf-
viveoutside Beaumont. 
" It was all adrenalin and emotion. 
I knew they'd settle down." 
They've won eight in a row, in-
cl uding consecutive wins over 
Arkansas State and Western. Lamar 
goes to Louisiana Tech. fourth in the 
Sun Belt , Saturday. 
Western was behind 13 at half, 
then spent the second half patiently 
carving the Lamar advantage. 
"After beating the No. I team in 
the conference," eeRIer Uirannah 
Jackson said , " we know we can 
ocatanybody." 
Wednesday's game gave lamar 
confidence thai it's again a leading 
COlllender for the Sun Belt crown. 
Lady Top center Paulette Monroe 
gOl 18 of her team-high 20 points 
and six of her 12 rebounds in the se-
cond half. Pehlke sealed the com-
eback with a last-second 3-pointer 
" Western Kentucky was the team 
we had to beat," Lady Cardinal 
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they will make a run. I'm one of 
those people who believes history 
repeats itself." 
.One hint that the Lady Toppers 
mIght be up for a traditional Febru-
ary-March surge is that Sanderford 
is only now playing all of his cards. 
Thursday's game included Ida 
Bowen's first minutes at point guard 
this season. The junior has been 
practicing there for more than a 
month and in her freshman season 
was Renee Westmoreland's top 
backup, when Western made the 
1992 NCAA championship game. 
Not many teams in the country are 
prepared to match up defensively 
with a 6-foot-2 point guard. 
Also, Michelle Reed's role is fi-
nally emerging. A Junior-college 
all-American a year ago, Reed was a 
thinl-teamer until the last few 
weeks. Against Vanderbilt, the 5-
foot-IO sophomore guard was the 
second reserve Sanderford sum-
moned and played more than all but 
two backups. Reed has opportunistic 
defensive skills reminiscent of 
Kristie Jordan and offensive moves 
that recall Kim Pch lke. 
But there are also suggestions that 
the Lady Tops are a year away -
such as their performance so far 
against Top 25 learns. The loss at 
Louisiana Tech was the worst by a 
Women'. Sun Belt 
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Western team since 1989, and 
Vanderbi lt had never won in Diddle 
Arena before Thursday. 
"I still think we're there," junior 
center Tara Cosby said. 
The Lady Tops must win today to 
have even a prayer of hanging in the 
AP poll. 
Arkansas Slate (17·6) is in thinl 
place in the Sun Belt with an 8-3 
league mark. Conference·leader 
Louisiana Tech has beaten the Lady 
Indians twice, butlhe loss that might 
keep ASU from catching Western 
connnued from Page l ·B 
for second place is a 72-70 setback 
at Lamar on Jan. 13. 
From last year's team, Coach 
Jerry Ann Winters lost the Sun 
Belt 's best player, Sonja Tate, but 
returned one of its best, Shyla 
Tucker. A 5-foot-1 1 senior guard, 
Tucker is among the conference's 
leaders in scoring (19.4 points a 
game) and rebounding (9.7). 
She is joined in Winters' starting 
lineup by 5-6 sophomore guard: 
Dnnielle Featherston, 5·6 senior 
guard Crystal Tausan, 6-foot junior 
forward Evetta Crawford and 5-7 
senior forwanl Felicia Chism. 
Crawford averages 15.7 points and 
6.8 rebounds a game. Featherston 
chips in 11 .6 points and is the Lady 
Indians' top 3-point threat. 
"The main thing with Arkansas 
State is that they are a tremendous 
defensive basketball team," Sand-
erford said. "They guard you as 
well as anybody in the country. 
They contest every pass and every 
shot. " 
A Lady Top victory today would 
set up a showdown for firsl place in 
the Sun Belt at 7 p.m. Feb. 25 when 
Louisiana Tech visits Diddle Arena. 
" We have to win today to make 
that game as big as it should be, " 
Sanderford said. 
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Lang, Westmoreland injuries 
add to Lady Topper mystery 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News "'\ . . i .. ~'1 1., 
Coach Paul Sanderford had just 
watched his Lady Toppers dodge a 
near loss in Diddle Arena. Now he 
was going to check how his team 
fared in the trainers ' room. 
There sat Liesa Lang and Renee 
Westmoreland and, with them, 
much of the promise Western Ken· 
tucky Un iversity 's women' s basket· 
ball team holds. 
Without Lang, an emotional 
sparkplug, the engines of the COWl-
try 's 17tlHanked team never quite 
fired Thursday night. 
But with an ovenime flurry of of-
fense - the highlight of which was 
Westmoreland's 3-pointer with 1:25 
to play - the Lady Toppers he ld off 
one of the Sun Belt Conference', 
second-division teams, Central 
Florida, 90-77. 
Westmoreland rumed an ankle 
after the shot and was helped off the 
floo r. Lang twisted a knee going for 
a reboWld in practice earlier this 
week.. Thiny minutes after Thurs· 
day's game, they were still the sub-
ject of trainers' anal)1ic eyes and 
whispers. 
The injuries had Sanderford 
·' scared to death" after the game, 
t h o u g h bo th Lan g and 
Westmoreland might be OK to play 
2:30 p.m. Sunday against New 
OrleaIls in Diddle. 
Westmoreland waS hoping to be 
able to practice today. Lang' s knee 
was to be tested today, "but I feel 
like ( ' II be ready by Sunday, too," 
she said. 
How quickJy and fully Western 's 
regular point guard and small for-
ward heal is a big question facing 
the Lady Toppers with just four 
games to go before the March 12· 14 
Sun Belt tournament. 
But Sanderford is also puzzled 
why his team sometimes fai ls to 
carry over intensity from practice to 
game time. 
" I really felt like tonight we were 
going to play well ," he said Thurs-
day. " We had a great practice on 
Tuesday, and yesterday 's wasn't 
boo_ 
"But tonight we weren 't very 
DURING nIB sccood half Thursday night, Western's Lea Robinson 
(left) and Trina Wilson (ceoter) watch the basketball get away from 
Central Florida's Yolanda Rhodes. ucr pushed the Lady Toppen into 
ovenime but lost in Diddle Arena 90-77. Western plays New Orleans 
on Sunday. 
good at all at the beginning .• , 
In fact, Western 's Iaclduster stan 
against Central Florida was eerily 
similar to one Feb. 6 at Louisiana 
Tech. That was the first of two 
losses in three Sun Belt games fo r 
Western and also touched off what 
Sanderford called the Lady Toppers' 
"February swoon." 
After a } ()...game winning streak 
that pushed the Lady Toppers (17-6 
overall, 1()...2 SWl Belt) to 12th in the 
Associated Press poD, Western has 
appeared weary. A five-game road 
swing had a lot to do with that, but 
the Lady Tops were still not up to 
par Thursday even after having been 
in Bowting Green for a fuU week. 
"For some reason, we 've been 
slacking off here lately," said Kim 
Pehlke, a senior co..ca.ptain. " It 's 
like we 're trying to glide through to 
the end . 
"You look. at the caJendar, and 
there's not much time left. We have 
national-championship talent here. It 
would be a shame if we wasted it. " 
On Thursday, Central Florida ap--
peared done at halftime. The Lady 
Continued On Page 4 
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'v ward Debbie Scott had four points 
.) -:). I -:'.1 and a pair of reboWlds in the o~n-
ing two minutes of the extra penod. 
Continued From Page I ·B 
KnightS (8- 13 overaU, 4-8 SWl Belt) 
had stuck with Western through the 
ftrst 15 minutes of the game. but a 
10-0 Lady Top run before intemUs-
sion seemed to douse UCF. 
" I felt we were very much in 
control at halftime." Sanderford 
said. " ) got on the kids hard at 
halftime about them coming out flat 
to start the game. 
" But it wasn 't lilr:.e we weren't 
trying in the second half. We ju~t 
never could get in a flow. And It 
seemed the harder we tried, the 
more problems we had." . 
Central R orida fmally bowed In 
ovenime. Lady Topper reserve for-
-
Then Westmoreland 's 3 gave 
Western an 84·77 lead with 1:28 to 
play , and the shot t~ed out to be 
the first of nine Straight Lady Top 
points to end the game. 
"Coach Sanderford told us after 
the game that it's the mark. of a good 
bask.etball team when you can pby 
your worst and still win," Peh1k.e 
said. 
But he also said "we definitely 
werer\ 'I the 17th-best team in the 
COWltry tonight." 
The Wlcenain status of Lang and 
Westmoreland only adds mystery to 
a Lady Topper team that has Sand-
erford stumped, . . 
" I wish someone could explam It 
to me," he said, • 'because I sure 
can' t." 
lady Tops: 
five to go; 
all of them 
I must-wi nsf 
By ERIC WOEHU!R 
T1Je Daily News 2 - ..l-" -'7 J 
Theycan' l lose this one. ' 
Bur they can 't lose the next one 
either. And defmitely not the CD 
after that, or either one of the las 
two. 
With only five games 10 go in the 
regular , season - and as man, 
teams still challenging for the SWI 
Belt Conference crown - every onq 
of them is a biggy for Western 
Kentucky University's women's 
basketball team. 
Tonight's " must-win" comes at 
7:30 p.m., when the Lady Toppers 
host Central Aorida in Diddle 
Arena. 
Western (16-6 overall, 9-2 SWl 
Belt) had lost two of its last three 
games of a five-game road swing 
before beating South Alabama U; 
Diddle Arena on SWlday. 
"I think those two losses were a 
wake-up caU for us, though, II 
reserve forward Debbie Houk. said 
aft er SWlday'S game. " Being at 
home is so much different. 
"Living out of your suitcase 
having nothing to do when you'~ 
off the court - when you have a 
string of games on the road like that 
it 's really hard to stay up. • 
." But now we're at home," Houk 
sa id , " and I think we're ready to gec 
back on track.." 
Central Florida is not among the 
fi ve still vying for the league's reg-
ular-season tit le. UCF (8-12 overall, 
4-7 Sun Belt) is one of the four 
leams in the bottom division of the 
league sLwdings that has yet 10 
ups~t one of the five in the upper 
seellon. 
~e Lady Knights are led in 
sconng (18.6 points per game) and 
rebounding (10.3) by 5-fool-1O 
freshman forward Tamika Coley. 
Fellow forward Yolanda Rhodes a 
5-foot -9 senior. averages d .2 
points. 
Guards Kala Loomis and Brinda 
Green, both of them seniors, chip in 
between 10 and II points per game 
each. 
Debby Batt, a 6-(001-2 sopho-
more, is the lone cenler on the VCF 
roster. She contribules bener than 
eight points and nearly seven reo 
bounds a game. 
Western beat Central Florida 90-
65 in Orlando on Jan. 18. 
Beltlaop 
The biggest game in the Sun Belt 
tonighl , though, is in New Orleans 
whC:re Lamar visits. ' 
New Orleans, which visits Diddle 
Arena on Sunday, h;u been one of 
the Stut Belt's hotter tearns recently. 
It won at Louisiana Tech on Jan. 30, 
then played Arkansas State to a 
I bucket in Jonesboro, Ark., on Feb. I . 
. ~, too, has been hot, winning 
eight . m a row before falling in 
overtune at Tech on Saturday. 
In other league games tonight. 
Arkansas Slate hosts Southwestern 
Louisiana, and Taxas-Pan American 
visits Louisiana Tech. 
In sizing up the Sun Belt race 
South A labama coach Butch 
Stockton , whose team lost 97-45 in 
Diddle Arena on Sunday, said 
Westenl was " definite ly one of the 
top leams in the Sun Belt. 
" They have plenty of depth. lney 
can shoot; they've got good re-
~wlde~. They have all the ingre-
dients It lakes 10 be a champion-
ship·caliber team." 
But, Siockton added. " Lamar is 
Ihe most talented learn in the con-
ference. ,. 
New boss, old boss 
Virginia is back. 3t No. I in the 
Associated Press poll after sacking 
previously top-ranked Maryland on 
Feb. 18. The Lady Cavs' win at 
Maryland came as no surprise to 
Western coach Paul Sanderford, 
who cast Virginia's lone vote for 
No. I through most of the last 
momh. 
In fact, that Virginia and Ten-
nessee, the defending national 
champs, hold the COtuttry's lOp two 
spots backs up Sanderford's analysis 
of Final Four prospects. 
" I think you've got two teams, 
Virginia and Tennessee, who have 
legitimate chances of making the 
Final Four," he said recently. " 'IbM 
leaves two teams. Where they'D 
come from, I don't know . .. 
Meanwhile, Western's early-
season loss at Stephen F. Austin 
must be looking alJ- the more 
forgivable, its overtime win at hom 
over West Virginia all the more im-
pressive in the minds of the NCAA 
Tournament conunittee. 
Stephen F. Austin, which cbnfus. 
cd the lady Toppers in a 58-43 win 
in Nacogdoches, Tex31, on Dec. 2, 
moved up to No.3. The Lady jacks 
are21 - 1. 
Wesl Virginia (19-2) hasn 't lost 
since an 85-84 defeat in Diddle 
Arena on Dec. 15. The Moun-
taineers are 15th. 
Sun Belters Lamar and Louisiana 
Tech received votes for the poll but 
were not ranked. 
Pehlke's pursuit 
Kim Pehlke's recent scoring 
binge has quickened her c limb up 
the Lady Toppers' all-time scoring 
list. 
. " I haven't changed anything" 
smce a sluggish stan this season. 
Pehlke said. 
select jon is a ." Maybe my shot little bener. But the 
main thing is my shots are falling, 
and they weren'l earlier this year. " 
With her 21-point effort against 
South Alabama on Sunday - mak-
ing lhree of the last four Pehllr:e has 
l Ied Western in scoring - the senior 
guard from Louisville is 88 points 
out of No. 7 all-time. Pam (Korden-
brock:) Hart, who played for 
Western 1975-79, now holds the 
spot. 
Lillie Mason, a RusseUviUe native 
who led the Lady Toppers to the 
1985 and '86 Fmal Fours, tallied a 
record 2,262 points during her ca-
reer. Masoo'sreign appears safe. 
Eveo if the Lady Toppers advance 
to the NCAA title game, Pehlke 
would need to average about 70 
points a game along the way to 
caleb Mason. 
Odds and ends 
- Ticket sales are under way for 
the March 12-14 SWl Belt lourna-
ment· in Diddle. For more informa-
tion, call Western 's ticket office at 
745-5222. 
- Western's next game after to-
night will be 2:30 p.m. Stutday in 
Diddle Arena against New Orleans. 
The Lady Toppers won 89-72 at 
New Orleans on Jan . 4. 
Sanderford wants 
Lady Tops to win, 
toss coin option 
:J--.J-, -?,;, , 
said. " lney playa 101 like I would 
like to play." 
Good-will game 
Central Florida's Nicole Dauria 
showed a cool head late in Thurs-
day's game in Diddle Arena She Lang' s right knee'-shetwisted it 
contributed nine points on four-of- early last week in practice - was 
six shooting from the fi eld, three re- examined Friday. No cartliage tear 
boWlds, three assists and three steals was detected, and the senior small 
off the bench. fonvard sat through the UCF game. 
Dauria earned even greater • 'This wasn't a very fun game to 
respect after the Lady Toppen' 90- watch," Lang said Thursday night. 
77 overtime win, in the eyes of • ' It was very hard, knowing I might 
Western point guard Renee have been able to give us that extra By ERIC WOEHLER ,-----------, 
The Daily News Sun Belt Westmoreland. rebound or the extra steal" 
The Lady T oppers ' path to the 
Sun Belt Conference regular-season 
crown is the easiest to understand: if 
they keep winning, they can't lose. 
But if Western Kentucky Univer-
sity's women' s basketball team slips 
once - against New Orleans at 2:30 
p.m. loday. for example - the race 
would probably be determined by 
some messy tie-breaking scheme. 
There's a progression of methods 
of breaking a fust-place tie, ranging 
from head-to-head competition to 
heads-or-tails in league commis-
sioner Craig Thompson's office. 
Western coach Paul Sanderford 
prefers the simple scenario. 
•• A ll we need 10 be concentrating 
on is winning ballgames, " he said. 
" 1 don' t care what other learns do." 
Here 's onc Saturday night result 
that might interest him, though: 
Louisiana Tech 7 1, Arkansas State: 
58. 
TII31 gives Western the lead in the 
Sun Bel! . 
But Arkansas Siale and Tech are 
just a half-game off the pace in the 
SWl Bell , and thai keeps the heat on 
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It was Dauria' s foot thai Sanderford said his decision to 
Westmoreland landed on late Jj stan Scon, a jWlior, over freshman 
Thursday's game, resulting in ;-;. Veronica Cook is based on "game 
s . d kl ' ~ pralne an e that kept perfonnance. Debbie Scon 's playing 
Westmoreland out of practice Fri- very well for us right now, and 
dar: coming off the bench might take 
She stopped by the locker room some pressure off Veronica." 
aft~r the game to see if I was OK, II 
- Westmoreland said of Dauria. " I re- Odds and ends 
Western today in Diddle Arena ally appreciated that." 
against New Orleans. Wesunoreland is wearing a brace _ Tickets for the March 12-14 
The Lady Tops won at New on the ankle, and Sanderford said Sun Belt tournament in Diddle 
Orleans 89-72 on Jan . 4. But since it 's doubtful she will play today. , Arena are on sale. Call Western 's 
then, the Suc-kenes (16-8 overall, "We hope she'll be ready by ticket office at 745-5222 for more 
8-5 Sun Belt) have won 11 o~ 15 Thursday" at Arkansas State, he information. 
games. They had a six-game wmn- said. " How quickly a player comes 
ing s~ before losing at home in back and is effective is often up to 
ovenune 10 Lamar last week.. the player, but it usually takes 
New Orleans is one of the Sun seven-to- IO days to get over some-
Bell 's best defensive clubs and thing like this." 
boasts one of the league's bener In Westmoreland 's absence 
centers in 6-foot -5 center Debbie Kristie Jordan will likely stan with 
Payne, who averages about 12 guard Kim Pehlke, center Trina 
point s and seven rebounds a game. Wilson and forwards Debbie Seott 
. 'They are 3 post-oriented team, a and Liesa Lan.'!; today. 
power baskelbalileam," Sanderford 
Buc-kettes, 
UCF hope to 
play similar 
tou rney roles 
By !!RIC WOEHLER 'l . _ .. 
The Daily News ~ :l ~ - /' 
The previous two Lady Topper 
fots are out of the regular-season 
Sun Belt Conference race, but both 
feel they could still wreck the JXlst-
season hopes of a contender or two. 
"We're the sleeper," New 
Orleans guard Ernie Middleton said 
of her leam's role in the Sun Belt 
women' s basketball tournament 
March 12-14 in Diddle Arena. 
" I think we're defmitely a sleep-
er," Central Florida coach Gale 
Falkenburg said. 
Detect a theme here'! 
The lingering, remote chances of 
New Orleans winning the regular-
season crown were squelched SlDl-
day with the Buc-kettes' 78-62 loss 
to Western Kcnrucky in Diddle 
AKn~ 
" The Alaskan townament will be 
a good test for us," Middleton said 
of the Nonhem Lights Invitational. 
a tournament Friday-Sunday in An-
chorage. "This will tell us if we can 
get it mentally together before the 
conference tournament." 
Until back-le-back losses to 
Lamar and Western, New Orleans 
was one of the Sun Belt's hottest 
teams, But with only two league 
games remaining, the Buc-kettes 
have no chance for the tournament's 
top seed. 
UCF was out of the race long ago, 
But the Lady Knights flashed an 
upset mindset last week in Diddle, 
playing Western to ovenime before 
falling 90-77. 
"We're just playing better and 
better," Falkenburg said. "We've 
definitely been playing our best 
basketball in the last three weeks. 
" And maybe it's good the toUf-
nament is here," she said of Diddle. 
"We did pretty weD in here to-
night. " 
This w eek's poll 
Western is up one spot to No. 16 
in the new Associated Press poll. 
West Virginia Is 13th, the MolUl-
taineen' highest ranking ever. The 
Lady Toppers beat West Virginia 
85-84 in ovenime on Dec. 15. 
"Early in the year when we lost 
to Western Kentucky, we were 3-2, 
and I told our players to go out and 
win , the next 20," West Virginia 
coach-Scott Harrelson told the AP. 
His team's winning streak is up to 
19 games after a 61-60 win over 
15th-ranked George Washington on 
Monday. 
"I\think West Virginia's at least 
that good." Western coactt Paul 
Sanderford said of the No. 1~ rank· 
ing. "That win over ,' George 
Washington was at O.W.t too, so 
tl)at 's really a big win for them. " 
tlIe~ll ~:;h~i. !~~~ 5~; 
winner over Western on Dec. 2, is 
seventh, and Vancierbih, which the 
I..a9 Tops beat 71.63-00 Jan. 7, is 
N",I . 
LImIt and Louisiana Tech both 
rccetvcd votes for the poD but were 
notnmked. I 
"I'm not trying to be biased, " 
Sanderford said. "But I've been 
voting LoUisiana Tech in ~ Top 
25. You look at who they 've ;lost to 
- Mississippi by three, IO,wa by 
four. , they've . lost to Tennessee, 
I..amai, Arkansas State. They're aU 
quality basketball teams. 
"I..ariW-' and Louisiana Tech, I 
think, are both Top 25 basketball 
teams." . 
Ini,:,ries , 
The rest of the Lady Toppers have 
Liesa Lapg's right knee and Renee 
Westmoreland's left ankle to thank 
for their day off from pra~ce Mon-
day. 
Sanderford said he would have 
put his players to work lhad it not 
been for iiis staning smaU fonvard's 
and point guard's in,Nries. Both 
played fewer than 20 minutes Sun· 
day. ' I ~ 
Lang ¥1jw'ed her kn,ee during a 
pht'qice last wCek. She-. sat out last 
week' s win over Cen'tral FlOrida. 
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then aggravated the injury Sunday. 
But she said after the game she ex· 
pected to play in the 7 p.m. Thurs· 
day game at Arkansas State. 
Wesbnoreland., who hun her 
ankle during overtime against UCF, 
was not expected 10 play Sunday but 
contributed five points, an assist and 
a steal off the bench. She' ll probably 
go against the Lady Indians. as well 
They're not the only gimpy Lady 
Tops. Kristie Jordan bruised her 
knee, and Paulette Monroe's shin 
splints are aching. Neither are e:x-
pected to miss playing time, though. 
Odds and ends 
- Western's statistical leaders 
through 24 games: Monroe, scoring 
(12.5 points per game); Lang, re· 
bounding (6.3); Kim PehlJce, assists 
(4.1) and turnovers (4); Veronica 
Cook. field-goal shooting (57.5 per-
cent); Debbie Scott, free ·throw 
s ho o ting (8 4 per c ent ); 
Westmoreland, minutes (30) and 3-
point shooting (40 percent); Trioa 
Wilson, blocks (13 10tal). 
Lang and Westmoreland share the 
team lead in steals al 1.9 per game. 
- The ucr game Thursday was 
Western's founh overtime game of 
the season. That's a Lady Topper 
record ~ 
- Western's ne:xt game is 7 p.m. 
Thursday at Arkansas State. The 
Lady Toppers fmish ' the regular 
season with home games March 1 
against Southwestern Couisiana and 
March 8 against Louisiana Tech. 
- Tickets arc on sale for the 
March 12· 14 Sun Belt Conference 
tournament in Diddle Arena. Call 
Western's ticket office at 745·5222 
for more infonnation. 
Ole lYli~s tops UK; Western rolls 
Ft om Special Dispatches 
. ).'').. ''1 - ?) 
~ Guard Kim Gilchrist scored 22 
pOints to lead No. 5·ranked Missis· 
sippi to an 82-69 victory over Ken-
IQcky in a Southeastern Conference 
women's basketball game at Memo-
r~1 Coliseum yesterday. 
: Kristen Goehring scored 10 of her 
21 points in the first half for Ole 
Miss (24·1 , 9·0), which led 33·23 at 
h61ftime. 
: Kristi Cushenbeny hit two free 
{brows wit h 1:16 remaining to pull 
~ (14·12, 5·5) withinI74·67, but the 
WOMEN 
Lady Kats could get no closer. 
We.tern Kentucky 78, New 
Orte..,. 62: The 17th-ranked Lady 
Top~rs {18-6, .11-2) went on a 17-0 
run midway tnrough the firs t half 
aqd beat New Orleans (16-9, 8-6) in 
a SUn Belt Conf~r.ence game. 
Leading 10-9 after six minutes, 
~e,tetn ~rge4 tQ,.P 27·9 lead be· 
fore New Orleans scored at the 6:09 
. mar.k- 'WKU led 49·28 H halftime. 
-
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SUN BELT 
The automatic NCAA berth goes breaking scheme, the Lady 
to the conference tournament win· Techsters have the best chance of 
ner, But Western coach Paul Sand· upsetting Western for the regular-
erford expects the Sun Belt to season title. 
receive no fewer than two invita- If Tech wins the league's regu-
tions, "and if the tournament and lar-season finale in BowLing Green 
regular-season champions are not on March 8 and finishes tied with 
the same team, then I think the reg- Western at the top of the standings, 
ular-season winner will get the se· the Lady Techsters would eRler the 
cond berth," he said. March 12·14 Sun Belt tournament 
"Looking at it that way, winning with the top seed. 
the regular-season title is very im· Tech beat Western in Ruston, La., 
port.ant. " on Feb. 6, and head-to-head com-
Tonight's game and a March 8 petition is the first tie-breaker in the 
home date with Louisiana Tech Sun Belt. 
loom as big obstacles in Western's Coach Leon Bannore has sent 
path. 1llose two games - which seven Tech teams to the Final Four. 
sandwich the Lady Toppen' game Throe have won national champion-
Sunday in Diddle Arena with ships. Maybe this batch o.f , Lady 
winless Southwestern Louisiana - Tecbsters will1lOl:' produce another 
are the only tWo remaining n:gular., banner for. the Thomas Assembly 
season games pitting a pair of the ~ Center ratterS, but Sanderford 
leagUe contenders. believes Bannore has molded 
Sanderford was livid with his .. another Top 25 writ despite their 
team after a Jacklusta practice absence from the poll 
Tuesday. Things were only a bit " I'm not trying to be biased," 
more cheery after Wednesday's Sanderford said. "But ... you 
workout. With starting point guard look: at who they've lost to -
Renee Westmoreland and small Mississippi by three, Iowa by four; 
forward Liesa lang still limping on they've lost to Tennessee, Lamar, 
sore ankles and knees, respectively, Arlcansas Slate. 1bey're all quality 
Sanderford is worried that his team basketball teams." 
is less than primed physically or 
mentally for tonight' s game in Lamar 
Jonesboro. 
"Actually, I don't think: our 
problem is physical - our problems 
are mental, " Sanderford said. " I'm 
not sure how hungry this team is. 
You can't turn it on and off and ex-
pect to be a championship basketball 
team." 
Louisiana Tech 
Because of the Sun Belt 's lie-
As long as they do not stumble in 
any of their last three league datC$ 
- all of them relatively easy ones 
- the Lady Cardinals can wait for 
Westem ' to be upset, then hope the 
league's tie-breaking scheme smiles 
on them. 
Lamar was whipped 82-63 in 
Bowling Green on Jan. 12, but it 
gained a split in the series with an 
82-75 win in Beaumont, Texas, a 
month later. 
The loss in DiddJe Arena was 
Lamar's third in four games. AIl 
NCAA investigation had led to shon 
suspensions of guards Brenda 
Hatchett and Ramona Jones, • 'and at 
that time I was figh ting for this 
team' s life," Coach Liz McQuitter 
said. "Every practice, every game 
was a struggle." 
Since then, Lamar has won 10 of 
II games, and a mutual opponent 
says the Lady Cardinals are on 
Western ' s level. 
"La1nar and Western are one, 
two," New Orleans guard Emie 
Middleton said "And you can put 
tbemin either order~ It doeso't mat-
ter, they're that cl0sc:" 
Arkansas State 
The Lady Indians have cooled 
since a b4uing start on its league 
schedule, and Albnsas State des-
perately needs a win tonight to keep 
chase fo r the regular-season title. 
Arkansas State built a 13-point 
first-half lead before falling 93-76 in 
Bowling Green on Ian. 26. 
In that game, Western held the 
Sun Belt's leadin~ scorer, senior 
forward Nicole Wilkell. six points 
below her 20-per-game average. But 
Serenia Curtis, a brash, 5-foot- l0 
center, surprised the Lady Toppers 
with a keen arching jumpshoc and 
tallied 21 points. 
AIkansas State was finally hurt by 
Western's depth as seven Lady 
Toppers scored in double-figures. 
T he injuries won ' t keep 
Westmoreland and Lang out of ac-
tion tonight. So Western's depth 
a 
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may not be quite the factor it was in 
January. 
"The keys for us will be the same 
as always - taking care of the 
basketball and rebounding," Sand-
erford said. " And we've got to be 
focused, because Arlcansas State is 
going to come out Like it's playing 
in the World Series." 
The rest 
AIl upset or two kept New 
Orleans in the hunt for the regular-
season crown until its 78-62 loss 
Feb. 23 in Diddle. But the Buc-ket-
tes feel they could be a sleeper for 
the tournament. 
So does Central Rorida after 
stretching the Lady Toppers to 
overtime before falling 90-77 in 
Diddle on Feb. 20. The Lady 
Knights are coached by Gale 
Falkenburg, who also handles men's 
and women's tennis at UCF and 
took: over the duties of the women's 
basketball team when Laura Smith 
left before the start of the season. 
South Alabama is having an off 
year. Texas-Pan American is a 
hard-working gang who can't shoot 
straight . And Southwestern probably 
will be left out of the eight-team 
league townament in Bowling 
G=n. 
"The Sun Belt has a chance to get 
three teams in the tournament," 
Sanderford said. " It 's a good 
league. The team that wins on the 
road down the stretch will win the 
race. 
"But, you know, we could beat 
Arkansas State, Southwestern and 
Louisiana Tech, and if we lose in 
our fi rs t game of the tournament, 
then I' m going to feel like we failed ." 
Conference equation 
burns Lady Toppers 
By ERIC WOEHLER 
The Daily News -?. - ). b- - 9 ..l.. 
JONESBORO, Ark. - Thrive at home; 
survive on the road. The four Sun Belt teams 
that have lived by that credo stand tied for 
the conference lead 
Western Kentucky University's women's 
basketball leam - a 17-point winner over 
Arkansas Stale in Bowling Green a month 
ago - lost 63-53 in the Lady Indians' Con-
vocation Center on Thursday night. 
The Lady Toppers, Arkansas State. Loui-
siana Te<:h and Lamar share 11-3 conference 
records, Of each teams' three losses. all but 
one have come in the home gyms of the 
other Sun Belt co-leaders. 
"It' 5 weird, .. Lady Topper center Paulette 
Monroe said. " I lhink it's that every school 
holds its own tradition. 
" It 's just like how we're determined not 
10 lei anyone win in Diddle Arena. I think 
Arkansas Stale was determined to not let us 
win here tonight. " 
In the first half, it appeared the Lady in-
dians were determined to nOI let Western 
score. Bodies fell far more often than Lady 
Topper shots. 
" That's the most physical game we 've 
been in this season," Western coach Paul 
Sanderford said. "And that's OK - that's 
their style. 
" But we lost our composure. We were so 
busy fighting with Arkansas State, we forgot 
to play our game." 
Only six of 27 Lady Topper field goals 
I 
fell in the first half. lhree- and four-minute 
stretches between Western scores were the 
nonn. The Lady Tops shot 30.5 percent from 
the field for the game - their least accurate 
night of the year. 
• 'The refs, the bad calls, all the mo~g r 
between the playen, the cheap elbows ~a1( 
of that fiusuates you," Western center rina 
Wilson said. "But you can't ~et It ~ ou 
out of your game, and it did us t'bnight. ' 
Sanderford said he didn't help pis tj at 
halftime. I' 
"I needed to calm them down," he said. 
"Instead, I tried to pump them up. And they 
did come out and play hard, but nothing 
seemed to work. ' • 
The Lady Tops closed to within 34-29 on 
a Wilson layup with 10:20 to play in the 
game, but Arlwtsas State followed with 12 
unanswered points. Western was never 
closer than eight the rest of the way. 
Western's poor shooting did not grate on 
Sanderford nearly as much as its 45-44 re-
boWlding disad~antage. 
"We're bigger. and we're stronger," he 
said. "And we still didn't win the battle of 
the boards, That's la matter of not putting a 
body on somebody and blocking out, ana 
there's no ~cuse forthal. II . 
,Lang had II rebounds to go with five 
points. Monroe was the Lady Tops' high-
scorcrwith 14 points. 
• 
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LADY TOPPERS 
The game's best player was 
Arkansas State's point guard, Sonja 
Tate, who tallie<:. 19 points. 10 re-
bounds, five assists and five steals 
while playing all but one minute. 
,. I thought the home crowd was a 
big factor," Tate said. "Up there in 
Bowling Green, the crowd was 
deafening. Tonight. the tables rum-
ed.' · 
The Lady Toppers finish the reg-
ular season with twO home dates: 
Sunday against Southwestern Loui-
siana and March 8 against Louisiana 
Tech. 
Then comes the March 12-14 Sun 
Belt Conference tournament in Did-
dle. 
Playing five straight games in 
Bowling Green means the Lady 
Toppers can at least take solace in 
Tate's analysis of the key Thursday 
night: "It's a wonder what playing 
in front of a home crowd can do." 
Odds and ends 
_ Kim Pchlk:e's February was 
outstanding Wltil Thursday in 
Jonesboro. 
ARKANSAS STATE 63 
LADY TOPPERS 53 
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She averaged 17 points during the 
first seven games of the month, but 
the senior guard contributed only 
twO points on one-of-ninc ~ooting 
against Arkansas State. 
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"Kim had a tremendous headache 
before the game, and it never went 
away," Sanderl"ord said. "We don't 
know what the problem WIS. But it 
really hurt Kim's play tonight." 
